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Warranted made from pare thread silk. It is the
only pure thread Knitting Silk in the market,
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W. b. LITTLE & GO.
31

Exchange Street.

the Atlantic coast, where the temperature
has remained about
stationary, and colder

on

North to West winds prevail in alfthe other
districts.
The following special temperature were reported at 3 p. m. yesterday: Washington 77°,
Norfolk 78°, SavanDah 81°, Jacksonville 82°,
Atlanta 71°, Pensacola 78°, New Orleans 72Γ,
Galveston 71°. Los Angeles 77° and San Diego

70.
The indications are that much colder, fair
weather and frosts will prevail in New England and Middle Atlantic States ou Monday
and Tuesday.
Colder, freezing and fair
weather is indicated for the Lake region, Ohio
valley, and the.Northwest on Monday,followed

by slowly rising temperature

EëTABLlMHEB IIV 1843.
Reliable Insurance in lirgt-class American and

Foreign Co'e at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
TELEPHONE 7QI.
scpl8
inly
CENTRAL

Washington, Nov. 12,
The indications for New England to-day are
light rains, followed by colder, clearing weather, brisk to high southwest to north west
winds, and higher barometer.
The special bulletin
A cold wave is
says;
advancing slowly from the Northwest, where
the temperature is below
freezing- It new extends over the Lake region and Ohio
valley
and will reach the Atlantic and Θ alt coasts
during Monday or Monday night. Light rains
are reported to-night in the districts on the
Atlantic and Gait coasts; elsewhere fair
weather prevails.
Southerly winds continue

on

Tuesday.

Fair weather and frosts are indicated for Tennessee and the Northern and central portions
of the Gulf States on Tuesday morning.

LATEST MARINE NEWS

OFFICES

A Dangeroa· Rock.

Washington, Nov 10.—The Consul-general

lit

ι
OF MAINE,

98

»

Exoliange

St.,

PORTLAND, HE.

Directors

of Greece, stationed at New York, has notified
the Secretary of the Treasury that Captain
Tsamados, of the war schooner Paraloe, has
discovered a submarine rock 11 feet nnder
water, east of the island of Palala Trikeri, in
the Grecian archipelago, the rock not being
marked on any map, and requests the fact to
uo Luaut! kuowii 10 American
navigator·.

:

Franklin J. Rollins,
Cbae. R. Milllken,
Geo. A. Thomas,
Pay eon Tucker,
W. R. Wood,
Elias Thomas,
Clarence Hale,
D. W. Coolidge,
Silas Gurney,
Henry W. Staples,
Edward H. Goff.
THE
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIQH3:
COMPANY OF MAINE, is organized under the laws
of Maine for the purpose ©I conducting a general
Electric Lighting, and Power business in the State
of Maine.—The "American" or Thompson-Houston
svstem of Electric Arc Lighting has been adopted as
the most simple, economical, and efficient Electric

Light yet invented.

The company was organized with the entire capital stock belonging to the Treosury, to be used exclusively for ihe construction of Central Lighting

Stations in the principal cities and to#ns in the
State of Maine.
In order to carry out present contracts, and continue he work of construction, 10,000 fhares of
the capital Stock i* now offered to the pub ic for
subscription at Ten Dollars ($10.0 ) per share.
Certificate» delivered at time of subscription and
payment of same.
All subscriptions will be entitled to dividends
from date of first payment.
The stock of this company is endorsed by the directors as one of the best investments now ^offered
on this market
Inteuding investors who require further information than is given in this circular, are invited to
•all at the Company's office, or are iuvited to make
personal application and enquiry of any of the Directors.
Make all checks and drafts payable to the order
ûf the «'CONSOLIDATED
ELECTRIC LIGHT

COMPANY OF MAINE.'»
GEORGE A. THOMAS, President,

AT. B.—The Company is now prepared to furnish
Electric Lights in the City of Portland, up to any
member required at fair prices. Orders for same
may be sent to

F. A. SA W TEB, Gen Svpt.

IMPORTANT

MAINE.
Valuable Horn Burnt to Death.
Bath, Nov. 10.—A barn owned by John F.
Harris was burned last night. His seven hundred dollar horse Independent and another
A

horse

were

burned.

Thrown

from

a

Carriage

Killed.
Carter ot Bast

and

Lewiston, Nov. 10.—Mrs.
Lirermore was thrown irom a wagon
day and instantly killed.

Fri-

on

Death front Paralysie.

Canton, Nov. 11.—Orlando A. Hayford,
postmaster and druggist of Canton, died suddenly at 10.30 a. m. to-day from a paralytic
shock. He was a prominent and highly respected citizen.
He-dedication of a Church.
Nov. 11.—The First Methodist
church of this city, after being very extensive-

Banoob,

ly remodeled,

re-dedicated to-day with

was

appropriate services. Rev. Dr. Upham of
Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, Ν. Y.,
delivered an address this forenoon, which was
followed by the dedicatory exercises, conducted
by Rev. George R. Palmer, Presiding Elder of
the

Bangor district.

In the afternoon a discourse was given
b;
Rev. J. B. Gould of Newton, Mast., and in
the evening a discourse by Rev. H. W. Bolton,
D. D., of Boston.
There have been expended

S10,32fi

in improvements, and the church was
re-dedicated free of debt.
Rer. Theodore J.
Gerrish is pastor.
BANGOR.

FINANCIAL NOTICE!
General Offices

Consolidated Electric Light Co. of Maine,

The annual session of the State Grange will
in Bangor on Tneedaj, December
18lb, and continu» lour days. The indications
are that there will be a very large gathering of
members of the order. Worthy Master Robie

commence

will deliver an address.

UU1«JiW.

9S Exchange Street,
Pnrtlinil. Ht. Xnv. 2. 1 SSS.

Κ OTIC Ε IS HEREBY GIVEN' that the
«ale of the Treasury Stock of this Company» now being offered to the public at
iti par value of $10.00 per share, will be
discontinued on

SATURDAY,

THE 24th DAY OF NOV. INST.

after which date it WILL BE ADVANCED
TO A PRICE COMMENSURATE WITH
THE GENERAL· INCREASE AND IMPROVED CONDITION of the Company's
business.

Those who have written for or engaged
stock vei bally, at the Company's office or
from any of the Directors, will take noMce and govern themselves accordingly.
By order,
GEO. A. THOMAS, Prest.
HENRY W. STAPLES, Treas.
CLARENCE HALE, Sec'y & Att'y.
snti

nov7

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Two Coat makers, none
good workmen need apply.
A. S. FERNALD,

but

2 Free Street.
nov7dlw>n

Α. β. Sylvester, pastor of the Methodist
church (or the last two yearn, has severed bis
relations with the society, and is to remove
with his family to the southern coast of
Florida, where be bas relatives. He will be
iuur-h missed as a minister and citizen by the
people of Bridgton.
CANTON.

The

encampment, I. O. O. F was Instituted at Canton Frilay night by Grand
Patriaroh Edwin A. Gray, assisted by other
Grand officers. It will be known as Canton
Encampment, No. 39, and its officers are:
C. Ρ
F. Ε. Bicknell; H. P., J. S. Mendall;
S. W., M. R.Davie; S., R. Swett; T, W.
new

Reynolds.

DAHAKISCOTTA.
Hon. Henry Ingalls of Wiscaeset, U. 8.
Commissioner on Alabama Claims, has been
in town this week, holding conrt, siys the
Damariscotta Berald. Mr. Munrcs, of the
firm of Hale & Monroe, Portland, aud Washington, D. C., has been in attendance prosecuting claims and examining claimants in this
vicinity. Among the claimants are the late
firms of Metcalf & Norrie, B. D. Metcalf &
Sons and Stetson Bros., Damariscotta; estate
Jotham D. Clifford and Capt. John G. Barstow
of Newcastle, and Wm. F. Storer & Co.,
Waldoboro.
These claim· aggregate about

810,000.

LEWISTON.

A Lewibton

lady and

a

Paso, Texas, who bad never Been each other
till ore day last week, are to be married before another reek has passed. Tbe young
lady is Mies Clara Kelley and tbe gentleman is
Mr. George Ellis, a locomotive engineer. The
match was made by mutual friends through
correspondence. Mr. Ellis upon arriving in
kewiston, endeavored to obtain a look at his
affianced, incognito ; but he was immediately
recognized by some of her friends about as
he reached town.
been there before him.

soon as

BELDING BROS. & CO.
Silk Manufacturers.

gentleman from El

His

photograph

had

ROCKLAND.

A hearing was held at the Probate court
,in Rockland, Tuesday, before Judge
Wood, on comnlaint of Margeret Crockett,
widow of the Ute Enos Crockett, that Wm.
H. Titcomb, executor of the estate, bad concealed, embezzled or conveyed away property
belonging to the estate, namely: One lot of
Omaha bonds; one lot Northern Pacific railroad bonds; one lot city of Rockland railroad
bonds; a sum of money and articles of furniroom

DRESS BILKS
Of a superior grade, excellent In quality
and finish.
Serges and Satin Linings for Gentlemen's ''lothing.

HOSIERY,

kUiD KUU

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE TWIST,
Embroidery Silk
and
r LuaBJCi».

"Superior"

i/vuvi
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of several thousand dollars.
General
Titcomb was examined in accordance with
the petition of complainaDt.
He claims that
the property in question was all given to him
in
Mr.
of
witnesses. We
Crockett,
presence
by
understand that the widow will brinz a sait in
the Supreme Conrt to
recover the bonds,
which constitute the bulk of the
money, etc
of
deceased.
Gen.
Titcomb i* a iocproperty
in-law of Mr. Crockett.
amount

WIN THRO P.

NOTICE.

A. citizen's meeting was held Friday night to
hear the report of the committee who had
charge of the putting in of the fire apparatus.
They reported that all was in working order,
at a cost of $4,009, 93,000 of which was raised
by the town, and the balance by the village.
They also.reported a balance of $274.50 in the
treasury, and it was voted to use this sum for
the benefit of the hose company.
A lodge of Good Templars has been organized at East Wintbrop by Mrs. Estes of
It has 31 charter members, and
Waterville.
will be known as Northern Spy Lodge.

Builders and others intending to hare
put iu this sea-ou must
make application for the same before
NoYcmber 20th

About a week ago George French, of Waterford, stated he was robbed of over $1,200. He
engaged Detective Wormell to work up the
case.
The creditors of French also engaged

Pure Thread Knitting
Silk.
MliLS. Kockville, Conn., Northampton, Maes,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Louie, San Francisco.
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Summer St., Boston.
dim

octie

POBTLAND WATER COMPANY.

Sebago water

d2«r

hot 8

NATIONAL GUARD.
Prapmd Encampment tu be Held in
Washington in 1884.
Washington, Nov. 10.—Gen. James K.
Carnahan, Adjutant General ol Indiana, has
addressed a letter to the Secretary ot War and
■ent coDlee to the Adjutant Generals of tbe
several States proposing a national encampment to consist ol

some

ol the first companies,

battalions, regiments, |batteries, and troops ol
tbe national guard Irom ever; state to be held
in Washington some tioie daring the month of
May, 1884. The objects of the proposed en-

Congressional aid and
campment
•ncoarageraent by "showing Congress tbe high
degree of efficiency tj which the national
And to promote a
"guard may be brought.
grand national comradeship between all sections of the nation, breaking down all bitterness and partsan feeling and bringing us together in a friendship stronger than can be obtained in any other way." General Carnahan
ol opinion with reasks lor an expression
gard to the proposition in order that if it be apthe
proved
necessary steps may be taken at
once to carry it into effect..
are to secure

WATERFOKD.

Wormell to do tbe same thing.
In company
with Jason Hutchius, the largest creditor, Mr.
Wormell made a thorough investigation.
As
arrested on a capias
tbe result French was
and
brother-in-law on warand his brother
rants. The three men were Drought to Bethel
Thursday, and there they settled with French's
creditors for 60 cents on the dollar.
French'·
liabilities were $2,600, and assets between $500
and $600.
WI3CA88ET.

Wiscasset is to have a new hall, an association having been formed with that object, and
the mcnay is bting rapidly raised.
The capital slock is to be $3,000 divided into 3000 shares
at $1 each.
IN

QKNEEAL.

A Ma ne gentleman, just returned from Boston, inturins us that he paused by the new
and gurgeuus gin palace recently opened by the
Hon Thompson H. Murch, late friend of the
people and member of Congress fruin Maine.
Over the door, wa·» a masnifiotnt gilt ei<n,
reading "Thompson H. Murch;" in the window» are displayed buttles and the appurtencesof a rum shop: the interior was respondent
with green and gold, black walnut and gilt,
all they could do in
three
bar-tenders had
dispensing ram, gin and whiskey to the dear

people.

MONDAY

THE TUGBOAT EXPLOSION.

TRAPPED.
One of the meat Notorious Clop * [
Counterfeiters. Broken Up—Arrest of AI I
the Members with Their tttock in Trade •

New York, Nov. 10.- The bodies of Captait
Earle and wife, two of the victims of the ex
plosion of the tugboat James N. Thompson
which occurred at Ward's Island yesterday
have not yet been recovered.
Captain Lewii
and son, Oakes R Lewie, of the schooner An'
nie Ε. Palmer of Bath, Me., were but slightly
injured, and remain on board the vessel. The
body of Edward Lewis, second mate of the

New Yokk, Nov. 10.—For some time ρω t
bas had under surveillano
Wm. E. Brock way, Nathaniel S. Foster am
Lewis Martin, three of the most noted countei

Brockway

under th

name of Spencer was
living at a boardini
house on West 11th street kept by Mrs. Gil
bert, who was reported to be his wife, Martii
occupid α room at the St. James Hotel am
Foster lived at » boarding bouse on Lexingtoi ι
Avenue.
Brockway daily visited the office t
of the bankers, lithographers and printers

who was instantly killed, has been
taken to the morgue, where it awaits such
disposition as his father, who has been telegraphed at Boothbay, Me., may designate.
The cause of the explosion is attributed to
Last week they were seen carrying severa
over pressure of steam,
the tug havin? a
into the house on Lexington Avenue
heavy tow and adverse tide. The Palmer was packages
loaded with laths and lashed to the starboard
Yesterday morning search warrants were ob
side ot the tug, the schooner Weutworth being
tained, services of the United States secre'
ι on the port side.
The explosion occurred
service officers secured and it was determined
without the slightest warning.
The deckto make a simultaneous raid on the three
house of the tug soared above a column of places named.
Brockway was followed oc
! steam, cinders, broken iron and wood work,
leaving the Lexington ave. house and arrested
The bnlls of the Palmer and Weutworth diwhen getting off an Elevated railroad train al
verted the force of the explosion laterally,
Houston street. The detectives subsequently
but when the wreck fell their decks were covobtained entrance to the Lexington Avenue
ered with broken wood work and scraps of
house where they arrested Martin and Foster.
iron. Tbe air was instantly filled with steam,
At tbe same hour other detectives raided Marsmoke and cinders.
All on the Palmer and
tin's room in the St. James Hotel, and Brockthe Wenwtortb were thrown down.
Nothing
way's room on Eleventh street, and in each of
could be seen by those on board of them for
these places they found counterfeiting impleseveral seconds, and then, as the wind blew
ments.
In Lexington avenue were found dies,
awav the steam and dust, it was seen that tbe
StamDS. nlfttôR- tvnft and hatfcariAe
Tha tone
tag had disappeared. On tbe deck load of the was set αρ, and it was found the counterfeiters
Palmer lay the dead body of the mate, Edward
had already struck ofl spurious 81,000 7 per
A fragLewis, second coosin to the captain.
cent, construction mortgage bonds, due in
ment of the wreck had ttruck him 01 the
1901, of the Morris & Essex division of the
right aide of the neck and nearly severed his Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad
bead from his body. Oakes B. Lewis, tbe son,
Co., and 51,000 6 per cent, gold bearing bouda
14 years old, of tbe captain, lay near him,
(series B) of the Central Pacific Railroad Compartly stunned by tbe explosion and injured by
pany. Even the United States internal revea piece of brick striking
him on tbe right
nue stamps un the counterfeit
bonds were also
shoulder. Captain Cook, who was on the deck
counterfeits. It is believed by the police that
of the Wentworth, was struck on the bead by a
some of the spurious bonds have
already been
The port
piece of timber and thrown down.
placed on the market.
is a native
rigging of tbe Palmer was badly damaged. of Connecticut, 61 yearsBrockway
of age. He is a
The rigging on the Btarboard side was badly
and
printer
electroiyper by profession, and he
damaged. The mainsail and topsail of the studied chemistry under Prof.
Billiman of
Josephine were torn to tatters. No damage Yale College.
was done to tbe George and Edgar.
Those on
In 1863 he obtained an impression in- lead
the schooners dared not stir for a minute or
of the genaine plate of bills of the State bank
two because of the falling wreckage. The deck
of Connecticut, and printed $100,000 in 85
cabin of the tug fell last, wish a loud splash, to
notée. Since that time he has been
repeatedly
the port quarter of the Josephine.
The first
connected with some of the heaviest counterintimation that some of those on the tug had feitieg bureaus iu the
There were
country.
not h it their lives was when Connor, Goughtwo indictments fouud against him iu the
lin and Coffee scrambled on board the George
United States District Court in Brooklyn not
and Edgar. Neither was hart nor able to tell
long ago for forging and counterfeiting, and he
exactly what he was doing when tbe explosion
pleaded guilty, but sentence was suspended in
occurred. Neither remembered an explosion.
consideration of bis surrender of the bond and
The engineer, Kellv. was found on a bean of
note plates and information
concerning other
wreckage, hie was insensible and was taken counterfeiters. He was warned, however, that
immediately to the Homoeopathic Hospital. H« if detected in any further ooanterfeiting
recovered consciousness and was able to give
schemes
he
would
be sentenced on tbe
the names of those on the tug and to say that
old indictment to 30 years imprisonment.
be could not account lor the explosion. His
Lewis Martin, alias Luther R. Martin, alias
(ace, breast and neck were scalded, his scalp
Martin Luther, is 60 years old.
Iu 1875 he
was lacerated, his right arm was broken in
was indicted in the United States District
three places, his left leg was broken and he
Court of the Western Division of Pennappeared to i>e injured internally and to be in syluania
for
manufacturing counterfeit
The physidanger of dying from the shock.
8500.00 United
States
was
notes, but
cians who attended him say his case is not α
never tried.
He was at one time a member
hopeless one.
of the New Yors Jockey Club and is known
on all the racing tracks of the
country. Foster
NEW YORK·
is 10 years old and a native of Bradford, 111.
His father and brothers are counterfeiters and
Evacuation Day.
be himself has been one since youth.
New York, Not. 10.—The joint committee
on the celebration of Evacuation Day met toMARTIN L.UTHER.
night and perfected further organization for the
affair. It is intended to secure Union Square
Garden for the use of the visiting military. It Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of Hia
was also determined to give the right of the
Birth—Interesting Service· Held in the
Old and New World.
Hue in the veteran column to veterans of 1812
and to tender them
a
lunch at Washington's old headquarters on Broad street.
Hahbcbo, Nov. 10.—The Luther festival
Tbe
procession will form on Fifth Avenue and here to day was celebrated by tbe unveiling of
a colossal bust of the reformer
tbe President, Governors of different states
and a popular
fete in the Moorweide.
and visiting guests will occupy carriages.
Mayor Edson has issued a proclamation recNov.
Viskna,
10.—The Luther festival was
ommending that business be suspeuded on that
inaugurated here yesterday by au address delivered by a member of the Theological Faculday. The Steam Vessel Owners' Association
met yesterday and resolved to mark the day by
ty of the University of Vienna.
a steamboat parade in the harbor.
All steam
Lmpgjc, Nov. 10.—A great monument comvessels at this port and adjoiuing ports are inmemorative of the Reformation, with tbe
vited to participate.
statues of Luther and Melancthon
upou it, was
General Hucwk much Improved·
unveiled here to'day.
General Hancock was so much better today
Woems, Nov. 10— In this city,
where
that be was able to sit up for several hours.
Luther was brought before tbe Diet in 1521, a
He said that be had gone out to soon after tbe
new balle was opened in his honor. The
operation of opening the abscess on his leg had ing ceremonies were condnntftiî with openoraat.
been performed, and that climbing the elesplendor, and were attended b; immense
vated railroad stairs had delayed the healing of
crowds of people.
the sore. His health otherwise is excelleut,
London, Not. 10.—Services in celebration ol
god he was in tbe best of spirits today. His Lather's birth were held to
day in man; towns
say that be will be all right again
physicians
in England.
At Crewe, members of all reliin a few days.
gions denominations formed in procession and
The Methodist missions.
marched with bands of music to the Town
Tbe Methodist Missionary Committee voted
H»ll square, where they united in singing the
tbe following appropriations today to the supanthem "Old Hundredth."
At Nottingham
there was much enthusiasm, and many resiport of the colored conferences in the South:
Central Alabama, $2500; Delaware, $1500; dences and streets were decorated. A meeting
East Tennessee, S2000; Lexington, $2700;
was also held in Extar Hall tc-day, at which
Little Rock, $3000; .Louisiana, $5500; Missis- papers npon the life and services of lhe great
sippi, $5500; Ν or h Carolina, $2700; S. van- refermer were read. Services wore held lu all
Da'
$3150; South Carolina, $6000; Tennessee, the towns in Staffordshire and throughout the
$2700; Texan, $1000; Washington, $23C0; West North of Ireland.
Texas, $4000.
Nbw York, Nov. 10.—The 400th anniversary ol the birthday of Luther was celebrated
UNHAPPY IRELAND.
io-night by a gathering iu Steinway Hall. A
memor ial oration was delivered
by Rev. Dr.
Great Excitement Over Wholesale EvicJames W. Sciss of Philadelphia. The Orangetions in Longhrea—Proposed Visit of the
men celebrated the event by assembling in
Prince of Wales as a mediator.
Lyric Hall. After Luther hvmns were sung a
lecture was delivered by Hev. Wm. Lloyd.
London, Nov. 10.—Great excitement exists The German
Evaugelical Lutheran Emaaumrougoout jjaagnrea, in Ireland, m conseuel church began a week's celebration of the
quence of β system of wholesale evictions pnt
anniversary to-day, with a sermon by Rev. A.
E. Frey of Brooklyn.
into
and a direct resnlt of

operation yesterday,

the revived fends between the Orangemen and
the Nationalists.
The evicting landlords, before proceeding to onst their tenahts, secured

In Brooklyn a celebration took pluce at St.
Matthew English Lutheran church.

the protection of the police and had soldiers
with fixed bayonets stationed on guard around
each farm that was to be cleared. Thus prepared, the landlords had constables dispossess
all the tenants, putting them and their effects
into the roadways.
The evictions began at
daylight, and were well underway before the
of
the
sufferers
were made aware of
neighbors
what was going on. Then all the farmers and
farm hands for miles around gathered in
groups about the different scenes of eviction,
aud nothing bnt the overpowering strength of
the well entrenched military prevented the
worst forms of rioting and bloodshed.
The Prince of Wales has received many
pressing invitations to make a state tour
through Ireland, and Mr. Gladstone, with
whom the Prince is a great favorite, is encouraging His Royal Highness to make the tour,
assured that his'presencejwill have a most salutary effect in quieting existing troubles,
which are daily becoming more riotous than
ever. The Tories are already opposing the
plan of sending the Prince to Ireland as a
royal mediator, aud pretend to fear that the
Irish revolutionists will attempt his life.

POLITICAL..

again.

Ofllcial Vote of Philadelphia and the
State.

Philadelphia,

AGED 121 YEARS.
An I rinb Family with

a

Great Bec«rd for

LraftTitr.
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 10.—Mortimer Doneher, aged 121, died today at the residence of
his son, iuDerrynao, Lesueur count?. Doneher
was the last surviving brother of a remarkable
family, which far surpasses anything in the
records of modern times, not only in this, but
in any other country.|Doneher's mother died in
her 101st year, bis oldest brother at the age of
108, his second at the age of 117 years, 7
mouths and 20days, and himself at the age of
121 years. The father was the shortest lived
of the family, hauing died at the age of 80.
The combined ages of three brothers reached
346 years; including the mother, 446, and takDoneber has
ing in the fathers', 526 years.
been a remarkably healthy and active man,
never being really sick in his life.
Lately,
ho wever, he thonght sheer old age kept bim
more or less to his bed, bnt was never ill, and
even got up and dressed himself on Wednesday last. The old gentleman came from county Claw, Ireland, and could speak nothing
outfi le the Celtic tongue of his ancestors. He
possessed full use of bis facluties till the very
last.

WASHINGTON.
Capital and Deposits.
Washington, Not. 10.—The report of the

Con mienioner of Internal Revenue shows that
although the deposits of the savings banks of
the country amount to 9994,100,566, their capital is only $3,973,086, or that they get S250 of
deposits for every dollar of their capital stock.
The private banks and bankers, not including
national banks or savings banks, have 8227,000,000 c-tpital and 8789,#00,000 of deposits.
The capital of the national banks amounts to
nearly «500,000,000, and their deposits to 31,250,000,000. The total banking capital of the
country aggregates eearly 8750,000,000, and
their total deposits to 83,000,000,000.
miscellaneous.
A motion to set aside the verdict in the Kilbourne-Thompeon case as excessive was argued
befrre Judge Cox in the circuit court Saturday, but the argument was not completed, and
will be continued Monday.
The Greeley court of inquiry occupied Saturday in reading the records of the first expedition te Lady Franklin Bay in 1881, and also
the correspondence relating to the expedition
sent to his relief in 1882.
The court decided
to grant Lieat. Garlmgton's request to be allowed a leeal representative before the court.
J. G. Stevenson, formerly librarian of Congress, died suddenly in this city Saturday

evening.

Adjutant-General's office is just completing * collection of photographs of officers
The

of the volunteer army.

National Academy of Science.
Haven, Nov. JO.—The National
Academy of SciblCj begins a tLrda dajs'session in this city on Tuesday, the 13th iust.
Professors Wright, Bush, Johnson and Dane
of Yale are amoua those will present important treatises. Since the last meeting Professor
Norton of Yale and J. Liwrence Smith of
Louisville, Ky., have died. Among the important questions upon which action will betaken
is that of the government expedition to the
Caroline Islands where observations of the
great solar eclipse were taken. Many prominent scholars and scientists fiom all parts of
the United States are expected to be present.
New

Nov. 10.—The official retains of this city show the following Republican
majorities: Nilee, Auditor General, 20,667; Liveey, State Treasurer, 20,991;; Gra,
ham, District Attorney (no opposition,) 127r
225; Littleton, Clerk of the Court of Quarte-

Ses<>ioue, 20,425; Jeffries, City Controller, (opposed by the Committee of One Hundred),
1112; Powers, Coroner, 18,378. The official
vote of the State shows a majority of 19,886.
For Liveey, (Ren.) for Treasurer, and 16,720
for Nilee, (Rep.) for Auditor General.
Philadelphia gave 21,994 majority for Liveey and
Nilea.
20,667 for
Tbentow, Ν. J., Not. 10.—Official returns
from all but two counties ia this Siate grive
Abbett 6,078 majority over Dixon.
Parsons
the temperance candidate polled about 6000
votes, and Urner, the National candidate,
about 6000.

FIRES.
KxSenaiv· Blaze at Pitlaburg, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 11—(11.30 a. m.)—
About 12.30 this morning fire broke out In the
Bast Liberty stock yard, where all the stock
shipped from the West and South over the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company's line are fed
and watered before being shipped East. At
1.15 a. m. the fire was spreading ana the prospect was that the whole place would be destroyed. The loss will, it is thought, exceed
$250,000. The Exchange Hotel adjoining is
also on tire.
The fire was got nnder control in about an
hour. A hay barn was destroyed and the
Eastern Exchange Hotel slightly damaged.
Loss $50,000.
9123,000 Lma at Allegheny, Pa.
Pittsbubq, Pa Nov. 10.—The tannery of
James Oallery & Co., on River Avenue, Allegheny, and a row of brick dwelling houses
belonging to the same firm, were burned last
night. The fire broke out in the centre of the
tannery and spread so rapidly that a number
of employes in
the
pickling department
Of the dwelling
escaped with difficulty.
houses eight were destroyed, and eight were
badly damaged. The loss is $125,000; insurance

$75,000.

PENSION SWINDLERS.
Auother Specie» of Fraud Juat Brought
to Light.
Washington, Nov. 11— The report of Second Auaiior Ferris and its consideration by
Attorney General Brewster have led to an-

other branch of investigation connected with
the swindling of soldiers by claim agent*, and
the District Attorney has discovered that a
number ol firms issued circulars soliciting
claims for additional bounty and asking and
acceptiug fees in advance for the pretended
prosecution of this class of claims. Fraud
arises from the fact that the time for the filing
of these claims expired June 30, 1880, and
since that time the Second Auditor has not
received them. The practice of the firms
found to have been engaged in this business
has been to accept the cases, take the fee and
stock the application away in their office. If
those who have placed claims for additional
bounty in the hands of any claim agent since
July 1, 1880, will send particular· and amount
paid iu lees to District Attorney Cork hi! I, it
will materially assist in the pending legal

investigation.

Commander Charles H. Cushman, U. S. N.,

died in Buffalo, Ν.

Y., yesterday, aged

52.

Rt

YVathiug.

Madeid,

Nov. 10.—Senor J. Valera, the
Spanish minister to Portugal, has been appointed minister at Washington to sacceed the
late Senor Barca, who committed euicide aev·
eral months ago in New York. The new minister will shortly leave ior the Uuited States.
Ike French Force in Tonqniu.
1'AKH, Nov. 10.—The preamble to the Tonqniu credit bill states that the total French
'one in Touquin at the
beginning of November was 8,650 men, and that the Freuch naval
force iu Touquin and Chinese seas
comprised
32 «easels, with crews
numbering altogether
men.

C>«ed Will Restored.
La Liberie considers the visit of the Crown
Prince Frederick William of Germany to
Spain
a mere matter of
etiquette, and it regards the
nomination of Marshal Serrano, a well known
friend of France, to succeed the Duc de Fernan Nunez as Spanish ambassador at
Paris, as
a fact which reassures the
friendship of Spain
for France.

American Mediation Declined.
The Intransigeant reports that the Chinese
Charge d'Affaires in Paris, in an interview

stated that Morton, the American minister to
France, under instructions from Washington,
offered the mediation of the United States on
the maiters pending between
France and
China, bat that the offer was declined by
France.
The London Explosions.
London, Not. 11.—It is rumored that the
police have discovered proofs that the recent
explosions of the underground railroad were
the work of New York dynamiters.
The police seem hopeful that the clues obtained
may
lead to the detection of the guilty persons.
Note*.
Foreign
Oscar Begas, a well known London painter
is dead.
Edward C. Madison, a London financial
agent and a well known railroad contractor,
lu«. .'.tiled. His liabilities are placed at *200,000.
The Cairo correspondent of the London
Times telegraphs that tbere is reason to believe
that the Egyptian government is not disposed
to admit M. De Lessep's monopoly in the construction of the new Suez canal.
Andrew Lowell, aged 80, one of the richest
men in Yarmouth. N. S.. di«d
Pririav niuht.
He was a formerly a large ship owner.
The nomination for member of Parliament
from Limerick will take place on Wednesday
next, and the polling of votes on Friday.
Gen. Van Blumenthal, commander of the
Fourth Corps, will be one of the large suite
which will accompany Crown Prince Frederick

William

to

Madrid,

Another of the ironclads, making the third
recently ordered from the English government
shipbuilder! by the Chinese government, bag
been launohed, but it is announced that the
builders will retain possession of the vessel until the Tonquin difficulty is settled.
Senator Sharon'· Answer.
San Francisco, Nov. 10 Senator Sharon
today filed his answer to the complaint of Miss
Hill. He denies having executed the marriage
contract spoken of, and charges that it is a
forgery. The court is asked to decree that the
plaintiff was never the wife of defendant, and
that she has no claims upon defendant's prop—

erty.

GENERAL. NEWS.
The funeral services of the late ex-Senator
Randolph were held in the,South street Presbyterian chnrcb, of Morristown, N. J., Saturday afternoon.
'Michael Gullivan was held in SIO.COO bail
Saturday, for murderous assault with a knife
upon James Sullivan, in Boston, Friday night.
Mayor Edson, of New York city, has signed
the resolution adopting the new standard
time.

Alpheus Merrill, of Concord, Ν. H., was perhaps fatally injured by being thrown from a
bicycle Saturday.
Two more of the men injured by the blowing down of a building in Buffalo, Ν. Y., died
This makes Six deaths, an J one
Saturday.

will probably die.
When opposite Foit Pickering, Tenn., Friday night, the steamer James Lee ran over
a
skiff containing a m <n, his wife and two
children.
ÂU were drowned but one child,
aged 6 years, who was saved by clinging to
the skiff.
A construction train on the Troy & Greenfield railroad, collided with a freight train at
Zoar, Mass., Saturday. The engine of the former train was lifted from the track and fell on
the other engine, and several cars were riled
promiscuously about. One brakeman was seThe damage will be heavy.
riously injured.
The responsibility for the accident is not yet
more

placed.

While G. Miles, of Algoma, la., was closing
the Btore oi Owen & Myer, Friday niiçht. he
fired uficii
two
masked men, who eviintended to reb him.
Five bullets
At last accouuts Miles was
pierced his body.
still alive. There is great excitement, and a
posse is in search of the assailants.
Three childreu of George E. Barnes, proprl-

jRSatly

CJ~.

Κ. J.,

while

rr

.—

riding in
struck by

«

»

"·-

phaeton Saturday
a freight train at the
morning, were
Arctio avenue crossing of the narrow gauge
railroad, aud all fatally injured. Two have
already died.
The New York iron market was greatly excited Saturday, over the decline in pig iron to
$29.60 per ton. This is the lowest point reached, with one exception, «ince 1876. A member of the Exchange said that nothing like a
panic was looked for.
States

a

officers,

in

Ashland, Mass.,

Saturday, arrested six different parsons there
for selling liquor and fcaer without having a
United 8tatss license.
The Washington Evening Star says a man
named Charles Clark, West 16th street, New
York, who arrived in Washington last Thursday, asserts that he has positive information
from one of Mc3her's companions that Charlie
Bess was drowned in Newark Bay, shortly after his abduction by Mcsher and Douglass.
Warden Brush, of Sing Sing, Ν. Y., and
customs officer Von Tassai, charged with bribery at Tuesday's election, were discharged Saturday, owing to insaffloient evidence.
In Franklin county, Ν. Y. Friday night,
during a tarrifio thunder storm, several dwellings and barns were (truck by lightning and
destroyed. Men and taams were prostratsd by
the lightning.
The funeral of the

aged philanthropist,

Ben-

jamin Fitch, who founded the Home for Soldiers' Orphans in Darien, Conn., the Home
for Old Soldiers in the same place, the Fitch
Creche, and the Fitch Institute in Buffalo,
took place Saturday, from his late residence on
Filth Avenue, New York city. Rev. Lewis
French, of Noroton, Conn., conducted the serAmong the

vices.

pall-bearers

were

John J.

Morrif, Gen. D. N. Coach and ex-benator TalThe remains
madge Baker of Connecticut.
were taken to Noroton for interment.
Daniel E. Denham, a well known jeweler of
Newport, Β. I., was thrown from a carriage in
that city Saturday afternoon, by a runaway

horse. He struck his head againet a lamp-post
and was probably fatally hnrt.
C. Wilmot of Boston, a brakeman on a night
freight train on the Boston & Albany railroad,
was caught
between two cars near Grafton,
He was
Friday night, and severely injured.
taken to the Massachusetts General Hospital.
MIHIC AM»

BBA U.t.

The Bentz-Santley troupe will be at Pottland Theatre tc-night. The Boston tilobs says
of the oompany:
Always welcome, because
appreciated for their excellent talent, the prescompany, under the management of Fred
ilson, is, if anything, superior to its predecessors. The opening number, the drawingroom reception, proved very welcome.
Eleent

wera

ilianlovai)

oniî

»Ka ainnin»

of Woodson and Buckley and various mo rubers of the company, drew forth repeated encores.
Dutch Daley, always funny; Woodson
and Bennett, sketch artists of merit; Miss Annie Boyd, vocalist; the Jeal Sisters, well
known here, in juggling, etc.: Billy Buckley,
in a new specialty; Smith and Daley, song and
dance artists; Harry Morris, the motto vocalist; and the Hughes, in the "Masquerade
Ball," combine to make a most original and
excellent entertainment without the closing
burlesque extravaganza, "Don Jose, the Spanish Dnde," which should be seen to be appreciated.
NOTES.

George E. Lambe, a late performer at PortLyceum, started a theatre comtque in
Taunton, on Monday evening last, with eight
land

performers, whom he brought from Boston.
Friday night be skipped, leaving the troupe

stranaed and all bills unpaid.
There is no
trace of him.
At the Alfred Musical Convention last week
the selections by Chandler's orchestra were
finely rendered and elicited the highest encomiums from the|audience, which crowded the
hall each evening.
The chorus embraced
many fine voices, being especially strong in
soprano?, and shows the careful training it has
received from Prof. Emerson.
Real Estate Transfer·.

The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds;

Portland—Charles

land

on

Parsons to

Peak's Island

Henry Trefetben

Peaks' Island.

51.

May Chapman

td James S. Lewis, laud on

5136.

Cape Elizabeth—Charles C.
Hawes, laud. 51.

cis M.

Adams to Fran-

Deeriug—Henry F. Coffin to Orrin G. Chipman, laud and buildings. 53,000.
Falmouth—Samuel A. Weutworth to Anu
E. Soule, land aud
buildings. 5200.
Windham—William F. Mayberry to Oliver
P. Haskell, land. 55.
Naples—William L. Hall to Sarah Band,
land and buildings. 5550.
Brunswick—Thomas Pennell to Sarah M.
Knox, land. 51850.
Otisfield—Franois Mains
ting, real estate. 5200.

of

Next Spring there will enter into the traffic
element* over which Mr. Fink will haye no

control, especially during

the season of lake
navigation, the Canadian Pacific and the two
routes it will open from Montreal Westward. The Canadian Pacific will first open its
line from Montreal, via Ottawa, to Lake
new

Huron, at Algoma, and as the local traffic
through this section of country wili be of
littie importance, great efforts are being made
to open up a large through traffic between
Western points and Montreal and Ne κ England.
Besides lines of first-class steamers
running between Algoma and Port Arthur,
the Ltke Superior terminus of the Canadian
Pacific, other lines are to ply between Algoma
and Duluth, Milwaukee and Chicago. Next
the Canadian

week

Pacific

Company

to James D. Nut-

will

ratify leases of 400 miles of railroad, whereby
it will open up in the early Spring a new
ronte from Montreal, via Toronto, to St.
Thomas, upon the Canada Southern, and via
that road all Western pointe will be reached
by a route open all the year round, and the
Grand Trunk will find an active competitor in
its own immediate territory. These two new
routes of the Canadian Pacific will become
important factors in the through traffic between the West and East—more so than is

generally acknowledged.
The Ogdeneburg & Lake Cbamplain, encouraged by the experiment it has been making in
the direction of empleying steamers in transporting grain, etc., from the West via the

Welland Cana), proposes to greatly increase its
facilities in this direction next year, thus
practically furnishing a new through route,
part water and part rail.
Another new (actor of importance in the
tronkltne traffic will be that of the opening of
uuo

lTooi

ouote

cc

Duuaio

me

Drat ok idb

coming year. As it bite been constructed
especially with reference to handling freight
cheaply, the old roads will undoubtedly find a
sharp competition in this new rovl.
The Ο raid Trunk.

The London Bullionist of October 27, reporting in full the speech of President Tyler to
the Grand Trunk stockholders, makes him
"Other available connections with New
opening up to us. There is the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and there is
another line that will be better than the New
say:

York

are

York Central between Buffalo and New York,
with which the Grand Trunk is on friendly

and with which it is about to enter into
This is regarded as significant
in connection with General Manager Hickson's consultations with officials of the West
Shore road.
The Canadian Paciilc.
A special from Montreal says that a minimum guarantee of three per cent, on the
Canadian Pacific has been signed by the Dominion authorities.
minor IVotee.
The Portland & Rochester is filling in Solid
the mill pond between Portland and Deertng.
Commencing to-day, the Boston & Maine
train leaving Portland at 1.00 p. m. will stop
regularly at Old Orchard Beach.
terms
an

agreement."

SUBURBAN NOTES.

Ligonia.
Last

evening,

about 5.30 o'clock Mr. Thomas
B. Haskell's son went out to the barn to milk
and took a lantern with him. After his return
to the house the rear end of the bars was diecovered in flames.
Mr. Haskell's neighbors

gathered in great numbers, and Chief Engineer Littlefield of Portland was telephoned.
He sent out steamer No. 3, and went himself.
When he arrived however with the steamer
the neighbors had saved the house. The barn
was burned fiat, and
all the hay and tools it
contained. A small one etory ell, connecting
the house and barn was also burned, and a one
story building used as an ice house by Clark &

Chaplin.

Mr.

Haskell resides on Lincoln
the Rolling Mille. His house

street, opposite
is valued at four or five thousand dollars, and
the ell is covered by insurance. The barn,
stock, tools and hay are insured for $1,600
with Prentiss Loring in the Phœnix. Mr.
Haskell could not estimate his loss.

Naccarnppa.
Friday night

The barn burnt

was located in
Cumberland Mills as stated
Saccarappa
in Saturday's Pssss, and was owned by Levi
P. Warren and occupied by Lorenzo Knight, a
teamster.
Mr. Kolght was lu the barn when
the fire was discovered about half past eight
o'clock in the evening.
He says he has no
knowledge of its origin, and is sure that it was
not caused by his lantern.

not

Something thought to

resemble the remains
human being has been found in the ruins
near where the fiâmes were first seen, and it is
now thought a tramp may have sought shelter
in the barn over night and caused the conflagration by attempting to light his pipe. The hay
burned belonged to L. B. Lowell of Gorham.
Mr. Knight's loss will be serions as he has no
property except hia team. He succeeded in
netting out a yoke of oxen but so rapid was
the speed of the IHmes that the other animals
conld not be rescued.
of

a

Bawcry Bench.
The Life Saving Service authorities, who
two years age bought a small lot near the Two
Lights on which to establish a station, finding
the site insufficient for the purpose, are now

negotiating for

further purohase of land adjoining, comprising an area some two or three
times larger than the original lot.
a

Scarboro.

Mr. Lot Libby, an old gentleman living in
the northern part of this town, recently lost
his pocket book containing $75.
It is tUought
that it was dropped near the house, and picked
up by a little dog that is in the habit of picking op things and biding them away. Mr.
Libby feels badly about it.
ferry Village.
The schooner Geo. W. Pierce which ran on
Ram Island ledge a few nights ago has been
on the marine railway the past week for repairs together with the schooner Enterprise
which has been undergoing a thorough overhauling. The cost of repairing will amount to
about 5900 for eaoh schooner.
Portland Skating Rink.
Saturday afternoon's juvenile session at the
Portland Boiler Skating Bink was more large,
ly attended than ever before, the surface being fairly crowded with t'i3 happy little ones,
many of whom showed considerable proficiency. The rising generation will all skate. ManWhitney has certainly demonstrated
ager
his method of conducting a rink,—by courteous attention to the comfort of his patrons, the
exclusion of objectionable persons, and pro"
nnrincr tliA bent of mnsift ami nthftr

KENTZ-SANTLEY.

(rant. nnatnmflR

Pool Diatarber.

the

The Bill
Complainant* Withdrawn
A Complete Vindication foi
General Mattock»*
—

loa.

4,500

A

PRICE THREE CENTS.

THE WIN8LOW PACKING CO.

RAILWAY NOTES.

Appointed Ipaiith Minister

United

Butler and Tilde·—L'lainu that the Latter
Defeated Butler.
New Yobk, Nov. 10.—The Commercial Advertiser's Washington special says: General
Butler's friends here contend that they have
convincing proof that Mr. Tilden set op the
revolt of the Independent Democrats and inspired their protest against ButUr's re-election.
They say that Butler will be an important factor in the next Democratic National Convention, and that he will be fnlly able to look after Mr. Tilden and 8enator Ba\ard, who is also strongly
suspected of having written to
Mas achusetts and encouraged the revolt of
the Independent Democrats. Having killed off
Butler as a presidential candidate by defeating
him for re-election as Governor, it is now in
order for the latter to kill
off
those
who
brought about his defeat, and his friends say
that he will do it and then ran for Governor
The

OntOOn

FOREIGN.

Inspector Bryne

feiters in the country.
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Particular· of the Aceideut in New Yoi l
Barber—A Bnlh Vessel Ruffe».

Palmer,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
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—ta be the surest of success.
Business at his
rink has trebled as compared with last season.
It has been found necessary within a day or
two to procare fifty additional pairs of skatessmall sizes—to accommodate Increased juvenile patronage. It is probable that music will

provided for afternoons also, if attendance
the sessions continues to increase as it baa
been doing of late.
be
at

The Mackerel and Codfish Fleet·.
The total quantity of mackerel landed by
the fleet at outports and here during last week,
according to the Boston Fish Bureau's report,
The schooner
bas been about 9000 barrels.
Merrimac, the last nf the Boston fleet, arrived
The Gloucester
on Thursday with 70 barrels.
fleet are all in, and-so far as cau be ascertained
the entire shore mackerel fleet have hauled up
for the season. Thirteen sail of the North Bay
fleet are still out, and at last accounts were on
the Nova Scotia coast, between Halifax and
the Gut of Oanso, with from 2,000 to 4,000 barrels of mackerel on board. The stcsk of mackerel now held in Gloucester is reported at 13,500 barrels, all told, the smallest stock for
many years at the close of the season. At
least three-fourths are No. 4. The Georges cod
fleet have been doing well, and vessels arrived
The
with an average of 20,000 pounds each.
Gloucester Grand Banks fleet have all arrived.
cod
in
of
Gloucester
is
The stock
Georges
light, but the stock of bank fish is estimated at
100,000 quintals —Boston Journal.

The Maine Canstitutional Amendment.
The Executive Committee of the ConstituCommittee
tional Amendment
Campaign
held a meeting in this city Thursday evening

perfect their plane for the coming season.
Among those present were Congressman Dingley of Lewiston, R. W. Dunn of Waterville,
Rev. H. C. Munson of South Berwick, R. W.
Soule of Augusta. Hon. J. R. Tarbox of Unity,
to

Dr. A. B. Saton of Camden, and other prominent temperance workers.
A free discussion
of the situation was had and the desire manifested to keep the question out of politics; that
the prohibitory amendment proposed by the

Legislature of last winter may be either
adopted or rejected on its own merits. It is
proposed to organize the State as thoroughly
as though the question was a political one, and
secure

the

ί adoption of

heaviest
a

vote ever cast

on

Constitutional amendment.

the

The bearing in the case of J. Winslow Jones ei
al. τ>. C. P. Mattocks et ale., was continued Satnr

day morning.
The testimony for the respondents

was

resumed.

Affldavics were read from Col. C. B. Merrill, re
ceiver of J. Winslovr Jones & Co., Limited, ant
James P. Lowry, counsel for the English bondhold
ers; also affidavits of all the Individaal holders o:
the bonds of the old company, declaring that anj
interference with Mattocks as trustee of the ok
company, or president of the new, would endangei
their securities.
The affidavits offered included
those of officers of the Canal National Bank and
First National Bank of this city, and officers of five
«avings hanks, stating that no credits would have
been given to tho new company except for the endorsement of Mattocks; affidavits of business
hou es, including Gunn, Curtis & Co. and Samuel
May & Co., that they gave credit to the company
only because Air. Mattocks had the management ol
it; affidavits of three superintendents and foremen
of all the corn factories, fifteen in number, showing that the reorganization of the business after the
failure of J. Winslow Jones & Co., Limited, in
1882, was brought about by the personal exertion?,
credit and influence of Mr. Mattocks: affidavit ol
H. Walker, stating that Jones had threatenLyman
ed to get Mattocks out and put himself in as president; affidavit of S. I. Jewett, stating that Jones
bad attempted to have him (Jewett) get Mattocks to
issue stock to pay private indebtedness of Jones to
Jewett.
The affidavits of all the witnesses stated that the
business relations between the present company and
the farmers were
very satisfactory.

Respondents

also filed affidavits of holders of 1101
shares of stock in the new company, being a majorall
of
stock
the
ity
issued, statins that the business
hau been managed to their satisfaction; affidavits of
canned goods brokers, tending to show that Mat·
tooks had greatly iucreased the sales and improved
the quality of the Winelow corn; affidavit of I. W.
Dyei, showing that J on* β dictated the by-laws which
gave the president Of the company large powers as
business manager; affidavits ol 638 farmeis. creditors of the old company and entitled to stock in the
nqw, stating they are satisfied with the present management and would deem any change detrimental il
not disastrous to the company; the affidavit of 11. K.
Thurber of New York, whose firm ha* made heavy
advances to the new company each year, was as fol

lows:
"1 reside in said city of New Tork and am the
senior member of the firm or H. K. &F. B. Thurber
& Co., wholesale grocers, doing business in said citv,
So. 116 Head street. The transactions had by said
firm during the
year 1*82 with Charles P. Mattocks
ot Portland, Maine, were made by myself personally. General Mattocks applied to me to advance
money necessary to carrv on the business of Dacfcnig corn, fie., in the factories which had formerly
been used by the company with which J. Wilis low
Jones was connected. On behalf of my said firm I
ret need

j

The above amount in asset account of $58,893.49
is stated in the hill to be $48,893.49, a statement
corresponding with its many inaccuracies as to figures; and regarding the statements in said bill as to
receipts and disbursements for the months, Λ uly,
August and September, 1882, that $145,000 was
received, and only $101,593.37 paid out, leaving a
balance of $43,406.60 in the hands of said Mattocks, 1 find the condition of affairs, as shown by
the books to be as follows:—
Amount of the disbursements during that time,
$ 145,145.18 including cash la Banks $1,682,80. Pay
ment of two noU»s of H. K. & F. B. Thurber, $2,500
and $5,000. Interest and commissions on disburseOne
ments not charged until December $2.880.
per cent on rndse. sales actually shipped to Oct. let
in
favor
said
of
Mattocks,
$3,889, the balauce being
instead of the large balance stated above, claimed
to be unaccouuted for. Durinc the months of July,
August and September, in addition there was received from other sources than Thurber, and property credited on books, the sum of $3,o47.21 which
is more than offset by disbursements in the month
of October, following. I rind that the sum of $267,000 received of Thurber &Co.,in 1882, that $180,000.—or thereabouts was a ivanced to the Winslow
Packing Co., and that the balance of the aseets account on th* Urn day of January, 1883, stood at
$96,457.36 in favor of Mr. Maitocks. mere than
sufficient betweeu said amounts; and that the sum
of $22,112.96 which he received from said Company for stock and materials transferred to them is
credited in the assets account, and that while on
the books oi the company, on the first day of January, 1883, there is an apparent indebtedness from
Mr. Mattocks of $22,112.96 but the same page of
the account shows, that at that time Mr. Mattock·
held the notes of the Company to the amount of
$12,10·».67 and there was besides due to said Mattocks a large amount for materials transferred to
aaid Company, purchased by him, and a balance du·
on account of expenditures, incurred in the liberation of said assets, more than sufficient to cover this
appareut debit, and that, at the present date, crediting the commission of this year's sales, the books
would show that the Winslow Packing Co. is debtor
to Mr. Mattocks. I find nothing in the said book·
whicn gives color to the charge ihat there has been
auy misappropriation on the part of Mr. Mattocks
of any of tne fuuds advanced for the use of said
Company, or auy misuse ot said funds, or double
charges for interest or commission. Nor can I see
from an examination of the books wherein Mr. Mattocks' management of tne finances has resulted in
any actual or probable loss to aald Companv. In fact,
they seem to have been carried on with a due regard
to the interests of the Company and an economical
administration of its affairs. The books have b^n
and syscarefully kept with a minuteness of detail
tem, which is rare to find on the part of thd best organized business establishment and show a thorough
knowledge of the business in all its details and a
ready means of ascertaining the situation of its affairs at any given date, sq^that 1 cannot see how
anyone accustomed to the examination of accounts
could examine ιhese books without understanding
readily the true skua.ion. The books show ihat
there is due at the date of the tiling of the Bill in
tfiquity, Mr. Mattocks, on the J. Wiuslow Jones &
Co. Limited, asset account, the sum $74,127.93
without reference to the notes of this year's business outstanding, on which he is liable as end iser,
exceeding $100,000, in amount."

con-

was

my reply.

The court declined to hear anything further that

strictly

hot

in

rebuttal,

and after

other questions, Mr. S. C. Stront

May

it please

aroee

one or

two

and said:

your Honor:

It appears frem tbe affidavit of General Mattocke,
offered yesterday, thtt the debt due to Thurber &
Co. for advances of 1882 is now but $4&,0iX). We
understood when the motion was made, and in all
our negotiations with General
Mattocks, that the
debt whs $75,0- *0.
General Mattocks never intimIt now appears from
ated to tbe contrary to us.
General Mattocks' siatemene that after our negotiations witb him had ceased, within a day or two of
the filing of this bill, General Mittocks paid or arranged with Thurber Sc Co. lor $30,0u0 of the debt
and thereby reduced the claim agaiust the ^ inalow
Packing Company to $45,<ΧΗλ Upon this relief to
the Winslow
Comptny, the cause for which
this motion for an injunction and a receiver was
mtde has been removed, and we therefore withdraw
our motion, leaving the bill to stand for a final settlement of tbe trust."
Mr. Libby, General Mattocks* counsel, said:
"We do not accept the explanations given for the
action taken by the complainants in this case,nor do
we adm t that there lias ever existed any grounds
for the bringing of this bil·. We claim tbat we are
entitled to the judgment of the court after there
charges havebeea publicly made, and after we have
continued five days in this hearlug, upon the evidence that has been submitted. If, at this la e day,
this motion can be withdrawn and thus avoid <he
decision of the court upju the gi oundlessness of
these charges, something of the injustice that has
already been do;:e Mr. M,a*>tccka in the br!»gin» of
will inhere in these proceedings. I give
thi*
notice that we shall move the court for security for

Packing

follows:

6,600.00

of that sort.

would be to go on and settle the accounts quietly
and legally; and, as I did suppose from your aocounts, if you were behind, the matter would be arranged in some way, and ttiat I had no doubt there
wmiiil Ha nn tmiihla n.hniit. it. rir anmPkhinff to that
etf«ct.
Mr. Mattocks—Did not your client, in yonr pre»·
ence, ask me to reeign, and pat him in president.
Mr. S. C. Strout—That may be.
Mr. Mattocke—Won't you answer by yea or no.
Mr. S. C. Stront—I do not quite dare to.
There
has been so n«uch talk that I do not quite know.
Mr. Mattocks—Won't you assume a little com age.
Mr. S. G. Stront We hare been talking for six
weeks, back and fortb.
Mr. Mattocke—Was that not the substance of
what he said.
Mr. S. C. Strout—I think very likely.

was

ninety-three

«Χ «β,οοο.ο I

Mr. S. C. Strout -You may ask me anything. I
will answer: if I do not, I will tell you 1 cannot,
and won't object to being examined.
Mr. Mattocks—Did I not call on you when X go*
back from New York.
Mr. S C. Strout—Yes, sir.
Mr. Maiucks—Didl not then inform you that I
thought you did not know your case
Mr. S. C. Strout—1 think you use* some such remark as that.
Mr. Mattocks—Did I not tell you that you had net
asked me how much I owed Thurber, and that It
might be well for you to look into that before you
commenced proceedings.
Mr. S. C. Strout—I nave no recollection of any-

Mr. ». C. Strout—I do not know: I do net remember.
Mr. Mattocks—Will you answer that question.
Mr. S. C Strout I cannot. General.
Mr. Mattocks—Well, I will say under oath that he
did.

RECORDS.

been furnished, audited and tiled, with the exception of a very few minor charges, such as telegrams,
express charges, etc.. of small amount. The account opened with the present Winslow Packi* g
Company has been compared with the books of the
Treasurer, at 24 L Commercial street, and is found
to agree, both in receipts aud disbursements. Referring to the statemeut alleged in the bill, that
during the mouths of April, May and June, 1882,
one hundred and twenty-two thousand and
seventyfive
dollars was received, while
fifty-eight
thousand seven hundred and
dollars
was
accounted for by legitiforty-nine cents, only,
mate disbursements, we find the former account to
be accounted for on the books and fully confirmed

Χ ΟΙΆΙ

Strout."

keeping.

A conciee and systematic set of books have been
kept in which all the entries are recorded with remarkable clearness in details and speciti ations. and
a review of the footings and computations from
the same, I find to be correct. An ao -ount opened
under the ledger heading " J. Winslow Jones & Co.,
Limited, assets," dating from January 1st, has
been reviewed by numbering each oisDurgement.
and a voucher corresponding with the number has

tract

or

debt to Thurber was new forty-five thousand dollars and had been reduced recently; but that this
did not affect the amount to be paid by the Winslow
Cue
Packing Company to rede« in the assets.
Judge ruled out the evidence .given by General
not
admissible
Mattocks en the ground that it was
in rebuttal. General Mattocks expressed his willingness to answer any questions if ne was allowed
to ask some of Mr. 8. C. Sirout. whereupon the following colloquy occurred between General Mattoeks
and ine counsel of Mr. Jones:
"Will you allow me to ask you a question, Mi.

Mr. Mattocks—What

disposal

458.40

to whether

Mr. S. C. Strout—The declaration I cannot tell
you in words.
Mr. Mattocks—I will refresh yoer recollection.
Did I not tell him 1 could not resign in justice to
Thurber and other parties who bad advanced
money ; and did he not say to me, "You put me in
president, and I will make the com cost so much
this year tbat there will be no profit in it;'* and did
he not say also, that nobody ever got ahead of book-

the books and records of his office, relating to his
accounts as trustee of the J. Winslow J oner- & Co.,
Limited, and the Winslow Packing Company, and
was placed at my
for this
every
purpose, which in tiie limit of time given, I have
performed, as follows:

«

as

(Question repeated.)
Mr. S. C. Strout—1 never said anyfbing of tnat
kind to you.
Mr. Mattocks— Didn't you say there would not be
much trouble.
Mr. S. C. trout-No; I told you this: I did not
say turn it over to Jones, because you could not
tvn it over to Jones. The stoc kholders had got to
elect the president, and as to turning it over, nobody could do that, and it was not asked. 1 told you
that our people were dissatisfied with you, and
wanted you to go out of the presidency, a«td leave
the matter for the stockholders to elect a president;
and I told you that if that was done our position

Extracts from the record» ol tlie company were
show tlmt Uie ptMld«at Mted In Moordaooe
votes of stoe&holders and directors.
The
affidavit of John u. Kice was then offered and read,
as follows:
"I, Sohn 0. Bice of Portland in the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine, on oath depose and
Bay: That I am forty years old, that I am an accountant and have occupied that position for twenty years past, and during nine years of that time I
was connected with one of the largest houses
engaged in the packing business. That I have been
called upon at various times to act as an expert accountant in the examination of books of ο liferent
concerns, am mg others more recently tbose of
Phinney & Jackson and Storer Bros., at the request
of a committee of the oreditors for whom I drew up
a statement of the accounts of the firme.
That on
Saturday, Nov. 3d, 1883, 1 was callcd upon by C.
P. Mattocks, Esq., and requested by him to examine

ness

S. C. S trout

rectly.

with the

Notes of J. W. J. & Co.,Limited, paid in
discretionary power given by con-

by Mr.

rectly.

r«M to

as

of

Mrs. S. C. Strout—I told you that there was dissatisfaction with your position and management,
and thatr hey wanted you to resign as president.
Mr. Mattocks—Will vou answer my question di-

count."

Assets account
$68,893.49
Winslow Packing Co
27,231.74
W. H. Alderdice, Trustee, lobster business
3,900.00
Paid to £. B. Clark, seed corn
1,141.00
Cash balauce, First National Bank
10,397.48
Cash balance, Canal Bank
3,977.26
Sundry bills paid prior to July 1st,
charged to W. P. Co. in December,
1882
11,267.26
Sundry advances customary in the busi-

inquired

the debt to Thurber had been reduced since the
negotiations began. General Mattocks said that the

but—
Mr. A. A. Strout—(to Mr. Mattocks)—Do you say
that you did. General.
Mr. Mattocks—I do.
Mr. S. C. Strout—1 think you are mistaken.
Mr. Mattock*—I am not mistaken. Did I not tell
you when 1 got back from New York that I thought
these proceedings were not for the purpose of ascertaining the true state of rhe accounts, but were for
mo i'U((AJ90 υι çci-.ing comruj υι tue cuiupmiy.
Mr. S. C. Streut—you may have said so; we have
bad so many talks.
Mr. iWaitocks—Does not that stand quite prominent in your recollection.
Mr. S C. Stroui—I think you stated somethiug of
that kind.
Mr. Mattocks—Did I not inform you when I got
back from New York that £ had retained counsel,
and should have no more nego iations with you, ana
that you might proceed to do your wont.
Mr. S. C. Strout—Yes.
Mr.iMattocks—Did I not then tell you that you
did not know the state of accounts between me and
Tburber, and that it might be well for you to look
into that n.atter before you proceeded.
Mr. S. C. Strout—I do not remember it ; you may
have doi e so, but 1 do not remember it.
Mr. Mattocks—Now, sir. did not your client say to
me, or did not you say to me in hie presence, that If
I would resign and turn the company over to him
there would We no trouble about the accounts, or
substantially tbat.
Mr. S. C. strout—I told you several times that you
asked me what was wanted.
Mr. Mattocks—Will you answer my question di-

Winslow Packing Company.

by vouchers,

was

not

versations,

The arrangement made between Gen. Mattocks
and my firm for ihe present year was, that the advances should be made to the Winslow Packing
Company, upon the individual and personal indorsement of said Mattocks.
Under this arrangement,
my said firm has advauced to said pacaing company
upwards of three hundred and sixty·nine thousand
dollars. My said firm has received from said packing company, on account of said advances to thi
present date, something less than one hundred and
sixty-two thousand dollar·, and has also in its
hauls drafts upon other parties, not yet accepted
by them. of about ninety-five thousand dollars,
leavin the said packing company indebted to my
said firm at this date, upwards of one hundred
thousand dollars.
Every dollar that has been received for the said packing company by the sale of
its goods, or otherwise, has been credited upon the
advances to said packing company, and no part of
it has been credited or applied upon the indebtedness of said Mattocks, growing out of the said
transactions of 1882.
In addition to the above, my said firm has advanced during the year 1883, to -'Charles P. Mattocks, trustee," on account of what is termed tbe
"lubster pack," about one hundred and sixty-eight
thousand dollars,and has received upon that account
about one hund e and fifty thousand dollars, and
have lobsters on hand,or for which returns have not
yet been received, to the amount of about twenty
thousand dollars more. None of the receipts for the
lobster business have been applied in any other way

AND

Geo. C. Buboes*.
The affidavits of J. P. Baxter and George Burnham, Jr., showing the reasonableness of the charges
for servi es in the management of the business, and
of Hon, Joniah 11. Drummond, showing the earn·
thin* as to the legal chargus were read.
This closed the case for the respondent·, and the
court adjourned until 2.30 i> m.
In the afternoon General Mattocks was sworn and

Mr. Mattocks—Will you swear that 1 did not.
Mr. S. C. Strout—1 do not like to swear to

to advance any
to have anything whatever to do with the
money
matter upon any other basis than the personal and
individual responsibility of said Mattocks, and it
was thereupon agreed between said Matfecks and
myself that my said firm should advance tbe money
necessary lor conducting the business to him personally and that he should give his personal notes
therefor. This arrangement wat to include the advancement of the money necessary to relieve the
different factories from the incumbrances which, as
I understand, preveuted their being used until tney
were removed.
Unier this arrangement my said
firm of H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co. advanced to
the said Mattocks during the year 1882 for the
purposes aforesaid the sum of about three hundred thousand dollars. Every dollar of this amount
was advanced by mv said firm solely upon the individual responsibility and promise of the s*id Mattocks and none of it would have been advanced except upon his personal obligation. All of said advances have been repaid to my said firm by said Mattocks except the i*um of forty-five thousand dollars
tor which my said firm hold the personal notes of said
Mattocks. Not a dollar of these advances of 1882
nas ever been charged by my firm against the

BOOKS

cated by the accounts. After a careful examination
of the accounts 1 am utterly unable to del ermine
hew any person could have arrived at any such results as stated in the bill of complaint,"

thing

absolutely and peremptorily

or

facility

Chai les P. Mattocks purporting to contain bis account* for the years 1*82 and 1883 with the Winslow Packing Company and with J. Winslow Jones
& Co. limite ι, assets. I have read John O. Rice's
affidavit, dated Not. 7th, 1883, taken in this suit,
and hare examined ike voucher)», footings and
papers mentioned herein. I fully concur In the
statements made by said Rice in said affidavit, and
concur in the results arrived at by him.
The system of keeping the accounts appears to be methodical and correct, the arrangement of vouchers for
disbursements, and. in fact, all matters pertaining
to said books exhibit
great care and prec slon, such
as is seldom found
among the best bookkeeper··
Aller careful examination of ihe bill of
complaint
tiled in this *uit, which
purports to allege the state of
•^counts as shown by the books of s*id Mattocks
1 find the following
glaring Inaccur&cies: The bill
of complaint al eges $48.89^.49, as disbursed
in the asset account in the quarter ending July I,
1882, whi e the account itself shows $10,000 more
than that sum. The bill alleges that $10,850 were
disbursed to the Winslow Packing Company, while
the account itself shows about $17.000 more than
that sum. The statement contained in the bill as
to the state of accounts January 1, 1852, la practically on its face $12,000 oat of the way, making In
all $31,000 io error, which, added to tne items of
$9,673.99 and $9,629.47 for goods paid for ky salt
Mattocks in the second and third quarters Of 1882,
but not turned over to the company until December, as clearly appears by the assets account, makes
a total of $31,102.46 in error, as
clearly Indi-

I

j

bill,

tended. The bill itself has not even been served
upon our client."
in reply to the statement of Mr. S. C. Strout that
he had asked Mr. Mattocks lor a statement of the
accounts with Thurber A Co., but had not obtained
them, Mr. Mattocks said: "I claimed over $80,000 due me, and do now, and am ready to go into
it on that bas s."
Mr. A. A. Strout, counsel for the Winsloir Packing Company, said: "Of course we cannot prevent
the complainant's counsel from withdrawing his
motion for an iniuncti >n and a receiver,
and
abandoning the case which he has been presenting
to the court for five days, but we do not as*ent to
the reason given by him for hts action. We have
been ιeaay to meet these charges lrom the beginning with tes imony, and have presented tesimony
from all e asses of persons interested, entirely exonerating General Mattocks from the false charges
which have not only been made here, but industriously circulated all over the country by John Winslow Jones, |ihe complainant, as 1 believe. iWe had
hoped that, instead of the exoneration coming from
the counsel for the complainants in thus abandoning their case, we shonld have had a decision of the
court and thus place on record a judicial finding of
the groundlessness of these charges, and we have
comti here, prepared from the tiret to meet with
testimony these outrageous and groundless accusations which have been made for the purpose of
ruining a business which has been raised from the
slough into which it has been cast through the inefficiency of jQhn Winslow Jonej, into its present
state of credit aui prosperity by the tireless euergy
and good management of General Mattocks, but
since the course of the complainants' counsel precludes such a decision by the court, i can only say
that we shall always be ready to meet these or any
other charges which John winalow Jones may see
at any time, and under any
fit to make,

anywhere,

circumstances/'
ι II

IX.

DAT.

Proclamation by Governor Bobie.
By the advice of the Executive Council, and with
a proper respect for a venerated New Eiuland observance, 1 hereby appoint Thursday, the 2»th day
of November, instant, as a day of public thanksgiving and praise.
We are lorcibly reminded that the autumnal season brines with it the greetings of the harvest
home, where are gathered the fruit· of the honest
toil of the husbandman.
Providence has given us
with an
hand, shower, and sunshine, and
we have haa an abundant harvest.
Let us return a
joyful thanksgiving for this and other
gltts. Let us rejoice with gladness for the continuance of plenty; rejoice for
prosperity in all our
material resources; rejoice for the unusual health
of our people: rejoice for the progress of
religion,
education and liberty; rejoice for the advancement
of temperance, peace, and all moral and national
reforms. Midst such cheerful surroundings, let us
bestow gifts bountifully, from our homes oi plenty,
upon the "poor and needy."
Let ail the people of this State, on this, our national
assemble in their several places of
worship for thanksgiving and praise; always mindful that,
house, they W"Except the Lord bui«l the l»rd
bor In vain that build it; except the
ktep the
city, the watchman wak«tb but iu vain.

unsparing

heavenly

holiday,

John O. Rice.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, tbia
The affidavit of George C, Burgess was then
first day of November, in the year of our Lord
offered aud read, as follows:
onethousau l eifcht hundred and eight>-tliree,
of the Independence of the United States
and
of
in
C
the
Portland,
"I, Geo.
Burgess
cotinty of
of America the one hundred and eighth.
Cumberland and State of Maine, being duly sworn
FREDERIC ROBIE.
oath
and
say:—That 1 am an
accoiding to law on
Br
the Governor :
expert accountant, having frequently acted as such
#
I
0.
in court. That 1 have examined the books of
.Joseph
Smith, Secretary of state.

Administration, Gen. Mahone answered,
with characteristic fire:
"No Sir. We got the cold shoulder from
everybody. While the papers were charging
from day to day that I was only a tool of the
Administration I received no recognition
from President Arthur.
So far as his ac
tions were concerned, he did not seem to
knoWjthat the fiercest fight ever waged, or
that ever will be waeed, against Bourbonism
was in progress in Virginia, and thai probably the future of the Republican party depended upon the result. We got worse than
no aid from the Administration.
Furloughs
were even refused to
Virginia clerks in
Washington who wanted to go home to
vote the Readjuster ticket.
I did not ask
President Arthur for his recognition. I was
creditea with having it and supposed I would
have it, but he never spoke to me on the
subject nor I to him. So while I did not
have the advantage of this formidable influence I had to shoulder all the disadvantages
of the popular belief that the Administration
The leading Republicans
was behind me.
gave me no real support.
They said, 'Go
it Mahone,' but there was no organized effort in my behalf, and while the Republicans were willing to see me win they did
not have sufficient interest in the cause to
pitch in and help me whip the enemy. Thus
the Readjusters have, in a certain sense,
been slaughtered in the house of their
friend.
"How about the statement, General, that
you received heavy financial backing from
the outside?" asked the correspondent.
"That is a lie," exclaimed the defiant Readjuster. "That was one of the biggest lies
told during the campaign. While the Bourbons had a lavish supply of cash and spent
it on all sides, we were
eonstantly cramped
for means to meet the necessary expenses of
the campaign. Twenty thousand dollars
will cover every cent that was spent by the
Readjusters. Of this amount I contributed ,
$12,000 myself. A friend in New York vol-1
untarily and much to my surprise sent a
check. Three personal friends of mine in
Washington contributed to the fund. About
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General Mattocks Vindicated.
The case which had a hearing before
Judge Virgin last week, in which it was
sought by J. Winslow Jones and another to
oust General Charles P. Mattocks from the
Presidency of the Winslow Packing Company, was one of the most remarkable ever
brought before the courts of this State.
Not that there have been no previous suits
in which the business capacity and
integrity
of one of the parties have been attacked ;
but certainly there have been few of this
kind, the circumstances of which made them
so much a
surprise to the public. General
Mattocks had such a reputation in this community and wherever he was known, that
an accusation of wrong conduct on his part,
•truck like a shock, and it is just to say
that very few indeed believed him capable
of what was charged by those who instigated
these proceedings. On the other hand, his
accuser was one who had made repeated
failures under circumstances which had
caueed him to be dietrusted by those with
whom he had had business dealings.
Therefore it is not strange that there was
an intense interest, extending beyond this
city and this State, in the progress of the
hearing, which begun on Tuesday and terminated so suddenly and satisfactorily on
Saturday. Had the misconduct alleged been
clearly shown and proved it would have
affected seriously the standing and prospects
of General Mattocks. But day by day, as
the hearing progressed, his prosecutors and
persecutors not only failed to make out their
case but revealed the real motive of the proceeding. As soon as the answer of General
Mattocks began to be submitted It was so
direct, so clear and bo complete that it overof
whelmed
the
structure
rickety
While the testithe
attack
utterly.
mony of the witnesses introduced by the
complainant failed to support the complaint,
that introduced by General Mattocks shattered it. When the respondent had got
«1

1-

«UA.n

1,1

$8,000 were thus collectcd, and with the
$12,000 given by me made up the $20,000."
"Suppose, General," asked the corresondent, "you had been properly supported
y your professed friends and allies, would
have carried Virginia by 20,000 majority?"
"If I had gotten the support that I had a
right to expect Bourbonism would have been
exterminated forever in Virginia."
When asked as to what the future policy
of the Readjusters would be, Gen. Mahone
said, with some significance, that it would
require a good deal of consideration to come
to a decision on that point. The fight with

the Bourbon Democrats had been so bitter
that fraternization with them seemed impos-

sible.

πτηα

left of the case of the

He was

petitioner.
completely and disasterously overthrown
as any litigant ever was.
So clear was it that the petition had no
evidence to sustain it that the distinguished
counsel acting for Mr. Jones did not attempt
to make an
argument in its support,
and gave the court no opportunity to
pronounce an opinion. As soon as the

evidence was in he made haste to withdraw
the business from the consideration of the
court and apparenlly thought it due to himself to apologize for having had a part in it,
on the ground that he was not aware of the
truth of the matter.
General Mattocks comes through this
ordeal with honor unimpaired and with
a testimony to his talent, energy and fidelity
in business matters which gives him au added claim to the respect and confidence of the
community. In the flood of light poured upon the transactions of the Winslow Packing
Company, recent and antecedent, the person
whose motives and conduct are exposed to
just eondemnation is Mr. J. Winslow Jones.
To him is plainly applicable the story of
Haman hanged on the gallows he had erected for Mcrdecai.

men'

the

Republicans

Since then 1 have bad occasion to

use

Hunt's Rem-

edy for kidney and liver complaints, and found it to
be just a· represented, and I consider it a most
medicine. I would not be without Hunt's
Remedy in my family; and I have recommended it
to my friends here in Orange with equally good results."
THE WAHHBI7BN FAMILY.
Mr. E. W. Washbpîln, of Orange, Mass., writes,
May 23,1883: "For a number of years I have
been troubled with severe pains in the region of my
kidneys, with inflammation of the bladder, and a
weakness of the

urinary organs in general.

recommended it, as so many had used it with remarkable success. I commenced using it, and before I had used half a bottle I found that I was re
celving great benefit from its use, the languid feeling and the pains in my back and loins were much
better the action of the kidneys was more natural,
and it Beemed to invigorate me generally.
I have
used two bottles, and can say that I am completely
cured, and I have recommended it to others troubed in a similar manner; so grateful do I feel that
1 tried so valuable a medicine as Hunt's Remedy
with such wonderful results. You can use this letter for the benefit of the public, as I know it will
cure sufferers from kidney, liver, and urinary troubles."

It

It is clear that he means to be a figure in
the Democratic National Convention and
the other aspirants will do well to keep an
eye upon him. Republicans will regard his
future machinations with tolerable com-

Anoiner explanation οι ine KepuDiican
defeat in Ohio, fully as ridiculous as man;
of the others bar· been, is new given. The
latest takes the shape of a statement that
the Spiritualists all voted solidly for Hoadly,
and ensured his election, because the Republican Legislature last winter passed a
law imposing a license tax upon certain vacations, including that of the professional
"mediums."

themselves
ern whites

INSURE

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
Cincinnati

Be

Company

Premiums

Marine Bisks from lit
January 1882, to 31st December,
1882
$4,412,693 58
Premiums on Policiee not marked off
1st January, 1882
1,616,844 86

to call

on

£ot»l Marine Premiums

(6,929,538 43
~

ASSETS,=

$13,171^675.0 2

Six Per Cent Interest

Scrip

Outstanding

on

Paid On and After Feb. β, 1883.

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 188S,

The New York Democrats are angrily discussing their defeat and trying to fix the reThe enly thing they seem
sponsibility.
unanimous in is abuse of Gov. Cleveland.
Of course Tammany is accused of treachery,
and'ln turn charges the state committee
with inefficiency.

6s

PORTLAND,

Losses

Paid in

After

Thirty Days
roof.

PORTLAND

:

J. W.

He thinks that at present Cox
as many votes as Randall.

can

9ÛXCHANGE

eodtf

HOME

INVESTMENTS

Portland
Portland
Portland Water Co.
44

44

H. 11. PA \SGX &

CO.,

BANKERS.
33 Exchange Street.

Banker and

MUNGER,

They

were

warrant

can

imported expressly for
them

of

decorating.

Hammered Vases, Placanes, Metal Card Receivers, etc., etc.
Fine Gold and Bronze Framing
done in an artistic manner.

Congress St.

no2

493
ociy

here from Petersburg, Va., tonight reports
an interview with Gen. Mahone, in which
statements were made that will be surprising to those who believed that the Beadjusters had the active support cf the national
The
Administration in the late campaign.
correspondent visited the Beadjuster leader
last night at his home in Fetetsburg and had
a long talk with him over the election of
last Tuesday. Geu. Mahone, in spite of his
always confident and exuberant manner was
found to be somewhat dispirited over the defeat of his party and at what he termed the
"damned deceit and hypocrisy" of certtain professed friends who had betrayed
him at the last and cirtical moment. "There
never was a party," said he, "which had to
that confight against such odds as those
fronted the Readjueters of Virginia at the
late election.
They had foes to fight on all
sides. They had enemies within and without, and they had no allies upon whom they
could rely for votes or money."
Upon being asked if his cause did not receive substantial encouragement from the

Congress

eodtf

And he will sell you at bottom

prices.

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.
All work strictly first-class.

fllcKENNEY THE
547 CONGRESS

JEWELER,

I

Plain

prepared to

am now

Fringes, Laces,
Call and examine

PIANO
at

astonishingly

low

prices

at

the

PIANO and ORGAN
Warerooms ot

Samuel Thurston
S Free SU Block, PORTLAND.

j

; all

WILL ¥011 CALL

(Ko. 3.

OF

VALUE

W altzing.

» 1 ο. ο ο

Waltiingand the German on MONDAT
EVENING, Oct. 29th.
Terms for six
lessons, Gentlemen $3.00. Ladles $1.50.
Assemblies commence Thursday Even·
». B. GILBERT.
log, Not. 1st.

—

Quality FANCY UNDERWEAR, at the
extraordinary low price of

I shall open

FOR

Two Suits.

GREAT BARGAINS
AT—

dtf

siiinH,

Portland Roller

and Tues-

day, Thursday and Satnr>
day Evenings.

price we will positively show any
gentleman a line of goods correct in style, el- MUSIC by CHANDLER:
egant in workmanship and finish, and offer- S«wk>na: Afternoons from 2 to 4.30o'clock; Evening· 7 45 to 10.15. The Elevator will
from 7.30
ed at a price from SO to 40 per cent less than to
8.80 eaeh evening. The management
the
,

same

goods

reserve

were ever

shown in Portland.

right

shown with

octafidtf

G. H.

WHITNEY,Maaaget·

The Ninth Grand Assembly
OF

—

THE

—

Cumberland Rowing Association,

Congress Street,

AT

—

—

mechanic's Hall, Wednesday Eve·
nlng, Not. 14.

market Square.
dtf

Ticket· admitting gent and ladies 60c. Mu»lc by
Grimmer. March at 8.45.
novSdet*

GILBERT'S

ASSEMBLIES
Evening Commencing

Department

Tickets admitting Gentlemen with Ladies 60
furnished tick-

cents. Former Lady pupils will be
ets of admission
upon application.
Class in Waltzing Monday

Evenings.

nol

O F

THE
nmoKifnn A nciA /a! λ4·Ϊ

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

MUfutuiAuiiu

λμ

Ασσvvllt tlvil

WILL HOLD Λ

Promenade Concert

St

It is very gratifying to

as

AT CITY HALL,

that the ladies of Portland and

vicinity so readily appreciate the efforts we hare made in
this Department to exhibit a more extensive and desirable
stock of Ladles' and Μ1ββ«β' Garments, both in mediant
prices and fine goods, than can be fonad oat of the large

dtt

Thursday Evening, Nov. 15
mimic by chandler.
Tickets 35 ote., or three for S1.00—to be bod at
C. J. & F. K. Farrington'e, Chandler's Music Store,
and at the door.
novlOdtd

cities.

TWO THOUSAND

We have carefully avoided those shofry, worthless garments
plenty in the market, and claim to give the very best
possible valne in a garment for the money to be found in
any maiket.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

so

Yards

We cordially invite

an

examination of

onr

tending purchasers.

φ-

REMNANTS

refuse admission and skates to all objec-

Nov. 1st.

pleasnre.

Tbe Largest Assortment of

to

tionable persons.

eENTLEHEN'8 FUEHISHIHS DEPARTMENT.

Cloak

Between Oct Is. and G-reen.
T_

wpt27

class fur Instruction in

a

ooi28

TEST DOLLARS.

Gimps, Clicnele

goods

Specialties

Tb· Entire GompauT of Ladles and Gentlemen in
A BRILLIANT BCD LESQUE CAST
Prices ae Uiual. Sale of seata commence· Friday
Not, 9.
noOdt»'

Ornaments and Buttons.

styles and prices

uf

enuueu

Every Tharsday

exhibit my Fall Novelties in

Fine Gold

andjironze Frames

Cotton

stock

Frank;Curtt»

Friday

by all in-

».

Proprietor and Manager.

and Saturday Evenings,
Not. 16 and 17.

FBOM DALY'S THEATRE, SEW TOBK.
Rchan's Combination in Augustin Daly's great success

*92

A large and new assortment of Pottery
for decoration. Artists' Materials,
Cabinet Frames and all the
novelties in my
Une.
OLD STAND OF

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

octlô

at

a

246 Middle

#

Street,

PORTLAND.

-OF-

utdcc2C>

GHAIBERLIN & HOMSTED

Il (UK & CO'S.

ARE OFFERING

BARGAINS
Πι

—

Now is the time to clothe
your feet cheap, and save
money.

These Velvets are Elegant and very

cheap

ST ·»

48© CONGRESS
PORTLAND MAINE.

MW&Ftf

LORiNG, SHORT & HARMON
474 Congress Street.

itt

RANDALL &

MCALLISTER,

GROCERY MOLASSES
For Sale.
of

Superior Grocery
Molasses, JEx Sophia, from Barbadoes, is offered for sale by the
cargo or in lots. Apply to
The

cargo

J. B. Drown & Sons.
oct29

du

season

of

18 8 4.
We

cfcc.i

are

opening

a

selecting from

our

PAPER HAWGIWGS
ex*

pensive, including

Lincmsta-Walton, Leathers, I ngrain, Velvets, Solid Golds,
Ceiling Decorations,
and all the lower gradée.
Special attention given to Contract and Decorative work, by competent workmen. All are invited
to examine our stock.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
474

Congress St.

d2w

FREEDOM NOTICE.
tneir lime, ami eoan
or claim any of

contracting

A superb garment for Gentlemen's wear.
The material from which these coats are LIFE
INSURANCE CWMÏ.
made is a heavy Kersey, lined throughout
Better than a 4
Government Bond
with an extra heavy Black Satin, and a fan- Which premiumperpayscent.
about 3 Va
The above coat
cy Silk Sleeve Lining.
Better than the Savings Bank,
in
equal
style, fit and finish to custom work whieh
gives
lnsuranee, pay·
cent.
which
at about one-half the price, should attract Interest,
It easier
posit
any time,
neglect make
make money than
It.
the attention of any gentleman in want Better
than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
of a first-class Overcoat.

SI 1

thisdate.
Saccarappa, Mot. 6,188

pay

their
earnings after
F. H. DUNN.
no6dlw*

no

their

Dills

Congress Street.

no

from

»t

■A2ÏU FACTURES

SQ.,

(DAILY)

ALLEN & CO.,
Manufacturing Dealers

of

in

Clothing,

Caramels,

470
Tablets,
Fine Chocolate.Drops
—

AND

Congress St.,

Γ»

·

Market

Square.
*

—

mySO

ΙΙΙΪΓ A

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid orer
|S,300
OOO matured endowments.
Besides giving In
suranoe these policies hare returned the
premium? with 4 to 6¥sper cent, compound Interest.
THE ASSETS 0Γ THE NORTH WESTERN,
(In
rested In the most productive and solid seonrties of the country) hare earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per eent Interest.
THE SUBPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 par
eent. reserve Is (3,023,013,
BINGE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has don·
better by Its policy-holders than any
oompany
in the country. It needs only to be known
to ba
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their in*
surance In the Northwestern,

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment Policies
for sale by
T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
Jne23
eodtf
■

""SPECIAL SALE

4%

Sole Agent for the new Par
ker Trap Urns. Frank Weason's Pocket Kittr·. ana the
celebrated "M.labird'* Hnaiiag Nuita. Suits
made to measure and samples of eloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Inrn-l Hull·; better
tnd cheaper than Glass. English and American
Double and Single Guns, together with a
general assort-

Xl

■ — a

I

|\|
Wt \J I M 5*

■

CALL !
dtf

by comparison of result».

...

A Great Variety of Other Fir stela*
Confectionery.

GIVE

about 4 per
jou may withuraw your deto
It.
la
to save

Results Accomplished.

anAt»

—

13 MARKET

or

to

G. 0. HUDSON
-AT

per cent. In-

ternet.

τι ην

from the cheapest to the most

IN ΤΗΪ—

MRTHWESTKM

Lime Juice

present stock.

ENDOWMENT IMK1NCE

$35.

aa ihovn

•Ctl

THEJOOIERANG.

at a

tons &c.

large line of

for the coming Spring.
Parties Intending (o refurnish
this fall cm have all the benefit
of st}les for the coming eeason by

UUHK

OCTOBER 1st.

Bison Cloth, Ottoman, Tricotte,
Cardinette, Drap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Yelvets, Velveteens and Plushes,
Sealskin and Matelasse tloakings,
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, But-

ADVANCE PATTERNS

no7

-

OB

S

—

A superb company that cannot be surpassed In artistic merit·, ete. Popular prteee. Seats will be on
•ale Wednesday. Nov 14.
novl2dl w

J. M. DYER & CO S
"i

ootia

SHORT TIME.

OVERSACK

eodtf

MONDAY,

—

This is one of the Greatest Successes New
Tork or Boston has seen for years.

PUBLIC OPENINC

BLACK VELVETS. BOOTS& SHOES

20

Portland

ELEGANT SATIN LINED

no7

Attends the closing ont sale

7
CASTING

eodtf

GREAT SUCCESS

£49* Congress St.,

-

bargain.

HORATIO STAPLES,

STUBBS BROS.,
TEMPLE

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,

Flannel

OF

76 Commercial St. and TO .Exchange Si.
d3m
oc30
Telephone No. 877 A.

COVERS,

Co.,

FRANK GOUiiVT»'

STREET,

prises

large.andîîcleirant

GUARANTEED

eodtf

and Beaded

Satin

Olio

an

•pen Every Afternoon

Next above Brown's New Block.

Randall

A
of

Superb
Extensive

THE SPANISH DUDE.

FALL OPENING TO-DAY.

McKENNEV THE JEWEtER

& McAllister have a large stock
of tlie choicest coal mined for domestic purposes, selected with great care for fall and winter
use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comall the grades of first-class ooal, from the free
burning Franklin to the hardest Bip Vein Lehighs,
in all sizes. Aye have also for open grates, the English
Cannel, Acadia and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful lire.

assortment

—

47©

dtf

COAL

St.

re-

ALLEN & COMPANY,

New Styles for the

it.

Presenting a Phalanx of
îe-Qeantiful & Talented Lady Artlste-lO
Followed by a

(Statr Bros.' Block, Middle Street,)

and Federal Streets.

Exchange

Proprietor.
Manager

run

W. L. Wilson <fc
Corner

Sole

Production of the Grand Reception Scene, entitled

and we
quality and

*

86 Temple St,

DO IT HESITATE !

oc26

Readjnetcr Leader Say·

M. B. Learitt
Fred Wilson

At this

GHANIBERLIN & HOISTED. WALL DECORATIONS

ty unequaled.

our

East οf Beaton.

GRE4T

New and Elegant Styles,
and in quantity and varie-

[Corr. of New York Times.]
A correspondent of the Times who arrived

superior

value.

TELEPHONE 542.

In Artists' Materials 1 have a
large and complete line.
Pottery and everything new for

Novelty and Burlesque

DON JOSE

FOUR PIECES

nov2

styles.

RENTZ-SANTLEY

us

d3m

1 have all the new and desirable

1·.

Coterie of European and American
Each performance concluding with the New
Burlesque Extravaganza, written enoresalv for this

3 Doors West Canal Natt Bank·

My Fall stock of Parlor Easels
is nearly completed.

Monday, Nov.

Stars.

Men's Extra

BASKET FIRED JAPANS, PORE AND UNADULTERATED.

wuuuj.

count on

all

MEN'S FINE UNDERWEAR.
As a result of one of our
cent transactions,
we now offer

ALSO

Broker,

FINE ARTS.

THEATRE

OUR SOCIAL. CLUB !

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

This Week !

Proprietor and Manager

One Night,

company,

eodtf

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

Oct I

over

arrivals of

.10 and 20 Pound Packages.

In

6i. due 1887.
6s. 44 1907.
6e. " 1888.
Ce. " 1891.
Ce. 44 1900.
6e. " 1897.
fis. 44 1912.
Ge. 44 1891.
6s. 44 1896.

Portland & Ogdensburg
Bath Municipal
Maine Central Consol
Androscoggin & Kennebec
Leeds & Farmmgton
6 shares Canal National Bank stock
44
44
3Θ 44
1st
Lewiston
40 44
Shoe and Leather National Bank, Auburn
Also Safe investments yielding 6 per cent, interest for sale by

oc31

advantage
competitors in
an

6·

and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

oct26

new

Fine Garden Formosa Teas,

Sterling

ST.

Mahone's Defeat.
about

β·.
life

Portland and Ogdeseburg
-----City of Portland
and other tlret-clase bond* imd etookj.

FOR Λ

The New Tork Mail has information that
Much
more
trustworthy information poiDts to
George D. Bobinson.

What the

7m.
5··

Kennebec

Fil HKWEAR. 26 in. Black Velvets

it was Tilden that defeated Butler.

Aad

-----------

—

A western representative expresses the
opinion that the strength of Cox's support

Call special attention to those

Street,

Offer for fcnle
Androecoggin

PORTLAND

By

BANKERS,

CORRESPONDENT

name.

W. L. W. & CO.,

ι

Corner Exchange Λ middle Sts.
eodtf
augl

and

given

us

BY

middle

New

COMPANY.

Have

7s
-7s

J. B. Brown & Sons,

Manager

NOV. 12th.

Frank Curtis

dtt

RUW MAM 1W f ORE

6s

&

and

THE CELEBRATED

»s

AT

J. D. JONES. President.
OHAKLES DENNIS. Viee President
W. Η. H. MOORE, 2d Vlee President.
Λ. A. RAVEN, 3d Vlee President.
J. H. Chapmah, Secretary.

Boston is already warming up on municiGen. A. P. Martin is receiving
favorable mention for candidate for mayor.
Hon. Benjamin Dean declines the use of his

vue

8ALE

IT1 ai ne Central

nor8

5s
6s

Cleveland, Ohio,

ffliine Central

Moore & Co.

Owen,

4s

Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Panl & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. Β. B.)
Maine Central Β. B.

218

Everything

fs
«

■

■

FOR

BONDAY,

dtf

0026

(jardiner. Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,
Portland Water Co.,

proprietor

Bus. and Stage manager

The Beet Variety Show Yet! Matinee
Wednesday
and Saturday at 2.30. Prices as usual.
ηοτ!2
dlw

488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET.

pal politics.

—

eodtf

ME.

Admission 50«. Reserved Mats 75e.atStookbrldge's
Burditt & North,
Managers
NovlO
d2t
Ο. E. Marwick
HARVEY COLLINS

Fine Assortment Boys' Overcoats.

TURNER BROS.,

186 middle Sti ect.

Bavaria asd its Ec< extric Ki.vo, WaoAN HoUIt IS l'HB
ΚΕΒ'β MUNIFICEKT PATROK.
Qbeks Citï of the Dasube.
Eloquent DESCIilPTIOSe.
Life Like Illustrations.

LYCEUM THEATRE.

workmen.

SWAN & BARRETT

octB

40 PER CEWT.

O'Donnell's lawyers are said to be discouraged since the dynamite explosions in
London, and see little chance to save their
client's neck. The feeling against him was
strong enough before, but it has been greatly intensified by the London outrage.

"·■·

and 7»

7s
R. R. Cons. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
Os
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed.
Cs
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U. S.
Securities, for Bale by

aug2

"

have the exclusive sale of this beautiful goods in the best imitation to
the real Fur.
Garments made *o order at short
notice by the most
experienced

4s

St Iionis
Maine Central

Children's Jer"SLlîft.0f ,extra SnaUty
sevs^i?^ *2silTnniilLS
jq.aality 8#me as we
haresoldâ^
8oiu ut φνοΟ And $3.00, and At Dresent nrii*ps thA
cheapest garment that can be bought for a chilS or miss.

RROS.

TURNER

.

β»

Lewiston

MONDAI EVENING, ΝΟΥ. 12.

Munich and Vienna.

)

33 Ο 3\Γ 3D S(

of

one

THE STODDARD LECTURES !

CHILDREN'S JERSEYS.

Silk Seal Plush.

connected by} Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires 340 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
eodtf
jly23

AGAINST MARINE
If yon want Watches, Clocks,
RISKS ONLY.
Jewelry or Silverware go to

will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and ifsne
open policiee to merchants, making risks binding as
Boon as water-borne.

The Governor has appointed Thursday
the 20th of November as a day of Thanksgiving and prayer. Now that the States
generally have accepted the day annually appointed by the President it seems hardly
necessary to follow the President's proclamation with one from the Governor of each
Stat·.

™

Merchants.

Products bought and sold on comor on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of Ν. Y. Stock Exchange,
Ν. Y. Produce Exchange, Ν. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
Ν. Y. Branches ) 058 Broadway, oor. 23d St.

Engravings, Photos, and Framing
Material,

OF NEW TORR

uneasiness.

are

Commission

and

400

Mutual Insurance Co.

What the Southpleased
negro insurrections, strangely enough, seldom hurt any
body but the negroes.
no

Bankers

Securities and
mission for cash

ATLANTIC

Thin

Last but

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

ocl9

The white people of Southampton county,
Virginia, profess to be in fear of a negro insurrection. People who haye white relatives
in that county need, however, give them-

CITY

J. T. StU BBS,

Ά

placency.

■RTEBTAIIfflBNTI.

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

Fear-

ing that my troubles would become serious, 1 purchased a bottle of Hunt's Remedy of Mr. Foster,
one of our druggists here in
Orange, as he highly

:

■(SCXLLAItKOU*

No. 18 New Street, also 0 Wall Street, Ν. Y.

wonderful

General Butler is still busying himself
with political aspirations. His talk at Lowell on the night before election about retiring from politics didn't mean anything except to capture the votes of fools who would
be deluded by the plea of an old and weary
man to be gratified once more.
He is already at work starting his Presidential
boom. He diligently points out that he is the
only Democratic candidate who in the elections of last week increased the party vote,
and talks mysteriously about the necessity
of a Presidential nomination by ihe Demo-

laboring

hand,

NE1VING.inACHINE INDUSTRY.
These remarkable items poor into our office daily.
Mr. H. S. Fuller, with the new Home Machine
Company, of Orange, Ma»., writes, May 23, 1883:
"I bave used Hunt's Remedy in my family for oyer
ten years. My wife was troubled with catarrh of
the bladder, suffered Intense
pain in the kidneys
and;ioins, and urination was accomplished with the
greatest of agony. My friends thought that she
could not recover. We tried doctors and medicines,
and although better at times sh« would
grow worse
again. She was obliged to use the urinal as many
as fifteen times a night,
and was growing worse
daily. At this time my attention was called to
Hunt's Remedy, and 1 concluded to try it, and after
using one bottle she was a good deal better, the inflammation was reduced,·, and water more natural.
She began to gain in appetite, and felt no pain in
the back and kidneys. She could attend to her
household work without pain, and this had been a
great burden to do, even the lightest kind of work.
After using six bottles she was completely cured.

as

crats which will unite the

On the other

had shown that they did not want the Readjusters. Thus it seemed that the Readjusters had no real friends in either nartv.
and at the present time there did not appear
to be any special reason for seeking alliance
with either.

■■RCIUANIOCl.

riNANtUL.

GLOVE SALE.

ment of

-OF-

Hunting and Fishing Goods.

Photograph âlbums.
I have just received direct from
the Importers, a large and elegant
assortment of these goods in all
styles and bindings and offer them
at very low

G.

515 CONGRESS

ST.
«odtf

L.

BAILEY.

Igent for the "Henlej'
»eu3

prices.

HU.VK ll CLARK,
octxa

Roller and Ice Skalei.

tor DaPoai'a Powder,
Sporting and
Six Button Length MOSQUETAIRE KID GLOVES in Aifcnt
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Orders
desirable shade browns will be sold at 83 cents per trom the trade ailed at lowest prices.
pair. Sale commences to-day. These are regular 801 Middle etroot
Opp. Valm.nth IIaid.
|l.50 Gloves and are a bargain.
·

Owen,

Moore & Co.

norlO

dtI

•r

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE!
HE

Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of Knight & Whidden, is thie
Γ
day
lissolved

by rancual consent. All account® of the
firm will be settled by .John H. Knight.
JOHN H. KNIGHT.
signed)
ARTHUR W. W HIDDEN.
nov8dlw
Portland, Nov. G, 1883.

ate
V

Relier Skate.

eis-a^x

^

THE

PRESS.

MONDAT MORNING, NOV. 12.
Wit

and Wisdom.

Ad Illinois philanthropist has willed hi·
That is a dead
corpse to a medical school.
give away.
Acid K*hoNphiiie—Beware of
Imitation·.
Imitations and counterfeits have again appeared. Be eure that the word "Horsford'b"
la on the wrapper. None are genuine without it.
ΚοικΓοι.Γ.

••We have struck smoother road.havn't we?"
asked a passenger of a conductor on an Arkansas railway. "No," replied the conductor, "we
have only run off the track."
Hale's Honey ot Horehound chaînas away
cough, cold or influenza without any bad

a

effect.
Pike's Toothache

Drops cure

in

one|minute.

"You're guidod too much by other*' opinions," eaid Mrs. Fogg to her lord; "for my
part, I believe in having a little mind of my
own." "And you've got it," was the brutal
remark of Fogg, at he put on his hat to go out.

1 05%c May. Corn la firm at 49% ®60c November; 490,49*/* for December; 49®49%c *11 jear;
4t>%iS!48lVi<c for January; 6<ι%@51%0 for May.
Oats are dull at 28% (a 28c for December 32%c for
May. Pork firm at 10 75@10 80 for November;
lo 85 for December; 10 7B&10 80 all year; 11 40
@11 52% for January; 11 57 %@11 62Vi for February; 12 Οδ'ά 12 u7% May. Lard steady at 7 40
for November; 7 3f\®7 37
December; 7 85 year;
7 42%@7 45 for
January;7 62%@7 67% for February.
St. Louis, Nov. 10.-Wheat weak at 1 00% bid
oaeh and November; 1 02% for
December; 1 00%
year; 1 04% @1 04% for January; 1 06% for February; 1 11% May. Corn dull at 43c year; 46%c

May.
Detroit,Nov. 10.—Wheat neglected; No 1 White
fall cash at 1 05% cash; November
1 06%; December at 1 05% : January at 1
07; No 2 Bed Winter
at 1 06; No 2 White »6%c.
European market*.
Ootton market
Orlean* 6d; i*lei
export 600 bale·.

"P'ande at 6%d;
S7,000
«inïLî!!,*:
bale·; speculation and

Havana market.

iBy Telegraph.)
Havana. Nov. 10.—The Sugai m*rket ha» been
almost completely Inaotive and nominal,
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matant*^
21,250 boxee, 40,800 bags and 28,600 hhda; receipts for the week 43 hbde; export» 600 boxes,GOO
bags and 3700 hhds, of which au the bags and hhda
_

the United States.
Molasses quiet at 0% reals gold ρ keg for 86 deg
test.
Freight» nominal; no demand for United States:
New York steamers load sugar at conventional
were

to

rates.

SpanishSgold 2.17.

All Sick Cattle.

Pleuro pneumonia, murrain, distemper,
blood poisoning, diseases of the respiratory
orgau·,
throat, weak loins, kidney
troubles, difficulty in urinating, low condition,
rough coat, wheezing, old chronic coughs;

Kxchang* firm; on the United States 60 days gold
9@9% premido short aight 10® 10%.
ΙΙΑΒΒΙΑβΕβ.

sore

guaranteed;

Giles' Iodide Ammonia Powders. Send for pamphlet.
Dr. Giles, Box
3182, New York Post Office. Fifty cts. a box.
Sold by all druggists; wholesale, W. F. Philcare

In Gardiner, Nov. 3. Leauder M. Kines and Miai

Mary F. Gilpatrick.
In Bath, Nov. 6, Charles Kose and Mil» Ella E.

Lindsay.
m Gardiner. Nov. 25. Wm. H.
Dodieyof Pittaton and Mi·· Helen F. Westonjof Gardiner.
DEATHS.

lips & Oo.
Secular music cannot be played

upon

an

Sunday

on

upright piano.

Bride's Cakji.—One cup sugar, one cup
whites of six eggs, two cups floor, one
cup sweet milk, two teaspoons Congress Yeast
Powder. Bake half anhour.

batter,

Inthiacity, Nov. 11. Mrs. Dorca» Α., wif* of
Natb'l G. Cumminge.
l Fanerai on Tuesday afternoon at 2Va
o'clock, at
No. 237 High street. Burial private. Boston papers copy.
In Richmond, Not.

[Funeral

on

10, Capt. Joshua B. Libby.
Tuesday afternoon, at 1 o'olk, at

his late residence.

βΑΙΙΙΝβ DjifS OF 9ΤΒΑβΙ8ΗΐΡ8.
FHOM

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Dnilr Wbelenale Market.
PORTLAND, Nov. 10.
In Groceries generally a very satisfactory business is reported, and the volume of legitimate trade
so far th s month is considerably better than for the
same period in October. Grain of all kinds conPortland

Φ

tinues

Btronff

and fairlv

SnMr

vp.

nfT

wna

ΧΛ,η

to-day, granulated being quoted at 8%ο and Extra
C at 8Vic; the Havana reports indicate better crops
than were anticipated,althc ugh interior papers state
there will be this year

decrease of 10 to 15
per cent, in the production as compared with la»t
year. Some parties now estimate a crop of 500,000
to 650,000 tons against 473,324 last year, bui
later adviees from Havana say that competent
judges calculate the crop to be small owing to unfavorable weather, also to the increasing emancipation of slaves, the employment of free laborers being extremely expensive. In some parts of the Island the development of cane has been injured by
drought. We quote Flour firm and buyers show
more disposition to purchase.
The Fresh Beef
market is attracting considerable attention; prices
are in buyers favor, irregular and unsettled, which
is due chiefly to the cutting in rates among the
large whole- ale houses, and the indications are that
that

we

shall

oon

witness

a

very low

figures in

this de-

partment; several retailers have already notified
their customers of a drop of 5c ψ lb on steak. In
freights we notice more animation in the West India
business, with easier rates on shooks and heads,
which are said to be 27c to the north side. In Coastwise lumber freights to New York have advanced to
2 25.

Grain.

Flour.

R.M.Corn, car lots.67
Superfine and
low grades. .3 60@4 501 Mix Oorn.car lots @66
X Spring and
|Corn, bag lots... @70
XX Spring. .5 00@6 OOlOats, oar"lots
40Vfa
Oats, bag lots..... 45
Patent Spring
"
67
Wheats
7 60@8 00;Meal
CottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Michigan Win-

{CottonSeed,bag

lots30 00
ter etraights5 25@6 75
Do roller....6 25@6 50SackedBran oar lot.
1
19
WinLouis
St.
00@19 50
ter straight. 6 00,<£6 251 do bag lots
22 50
Do roller...6 60@6 76 ! Mids, car lots
Winter Wheat
j
$24Vfc@25tt
β 76@7 25! do bag lots
26 50
atente
Produce.
Provision*.
bbl—
PorkI
Cranberries, φ
Maine. ..11 00@12 001 Backs. .16 00@16 50
15 60® 16 00
Cape Cod,12 50® 13 50 Clear
3 2t>®3 40
Pea Beans
Mess......13 60@14 00
10
00®3
Mess
Beef..
11
00®11 5ο
Mediums....3
Ex Mess..12 00@12 60
German med2 35®2 60
60
Plate
12
76®
13 26
Yellow Eyes3 40@3
Onions ^bbl. 2 50®2 76 \ Ex Plate.13 75® 14 00
45®50
Hams
13
Irish Potatoes
%@14e
'ftiBo
SweetPotatoes3 ου«» 7 6 ! H aine,covered 16
29®30olLard—
Eggs k> doz
OOc I Tub, © tb
8%@ 8%
Turkeys, ψ lb
Tierces..
Chickens
8%® 8V1
Pall
Fowl
9%
1
Ratter.
Seed·.
Creamery
31@32cf
3 00®3 26
(JUt Edge Ver....29a30o Red Top
1
Choice
22®23c I Timothy
10
Clover
Good
Raisins.
Store
Muscatel
X 91
Cheese.
London Lav'r 2 1
Vermont —10%® 14
..

;15®17c|
12;§14cl

ftf

ββ|ρ"

1S|
12|

""

0nduraVaI..10%
Oranges.
Applei
Apples.
{
© bbl.. t8 00®5 00 Valenoia
Eating
Eating©
18®20
Florida..,
ted
©lb
1
©
Evaporated

Ν YFact'y..l0%@14

Sugar.

Granulated © lb
Extra 0

....

8%
8%

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Henry Warner—282,ft
lumber
717
22,500 yds duck 208,000 do print
goods.
Bark Auburndale—492,835 ft lumber 6000 paving blocks.
CARDENAS- Bark Ocean Pearl-5566 ihooks
and beads 150 bbls potatoes.

Railroad Receipts*
Portland, Nov. 10.
Beseived by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
42 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 109 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Hide» and T"llow.
The following are Portland quotations

Hides

on

■···

Mock market.
quotations of stocks

The following

received

are

daily by telegraph:

BOSTON STOCKS.

82%

A.tT.*S. F
Boston Λ Maine
Flint & Pere Marquette common
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred
L. R. & Ft Smith...

Marquette, Hughton

161

31%

104%
24
81

& Ont. common

New Eng
Mexioan Central 7s

31%

New York &

61%

KZW YORK

STOCKS.

Missouri Pef

98

Omaha

38%

common

preferred
ortliera Pacfic prefe.
3'abash
Northern Pacific

33 Vi

64%
29*4
100%
5i'%
67%
22%

ed

eomuon

Omaha preferred
& Nasb
Central Pacific

Louis

Texas Pacific
1τ

07

c. rpn.„„

at

the Boston Broken' Board.

Nor. 10.

Co

*80
80

Peooerell Manufacturing Co

1115

Laconla Manufacturing
Hill Manufacturing Co

PORT OV POBTLAND.

SATURDAY, Not. 10.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hall. St John. NB, via
l-.aetport for Boston
Barque Leventer, Vesper, Bath, to load for South
America. To Cbare, Leavitt & Co.
Scb Baltic, Brown, Boston.
Sch Jas S Pike Norwood. Lynn.
Sch Gen Scott, Rich, Lyuu.
Sch Agnes, M c Far loud Gloucester.
Sch Mary u'Neil. Hart. Windsor, NS. for NYork.
Scb Annie W Alters, (Br) Mclntyre. St John, NB.

127

Northwestern

147%
118%
122%
100%
..118%

Northwestern pref
New York Central
Rock Island
St. Paul
St. Paul pref
Union Pacific

'%
80%
9

Stock
Western Union Tel
Mining floclu.

(Bv Telegraph.)
San Krahcisco, Nov. 10.—The following areth<
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
1%
3%

Alta
Best & Belcher
Eureka
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross
Mexican

'.

4

1%
1%
2%

Ophlr

3
3

Yellow Jacket

V\

DomeMiic markets.
'By Telegraph.)
Nov.
YORK,
10.—Flour steady: sales 12,
COO bbls; State at 3 00@6 70; Ohio at 3 50@6 51·
Western at 6 Οϋ,α7 25; Southern G 00@6 62%.
Wheat onened %@%clower, afterwards stronge:
and reacted %c; Vo 1 White nominal; sales 8,(H><
bush No 2 Red for Noveu te; delivery at 110%
Bales 192,000doJUecember 1 ll%^i 12%: 840
000 do January at 1 13%® I 14V< ; 1,584,000 di
February at 1 16%@l 16%; 160,000 do Maya
1 20% ail 21; receipts 50,700 bus
Corn %@%c better. Mixed Western spot at 59S
β le; do future at 09%(E61c; sales 60υ,000 bush
receipts 18.600.
Oats %@%c better; State at 38@43c; Wester]
34@43c; sal»" 3FO.OOO bush, including No 2 fo
December at 36%@»6%c; receipts 18,900.

quiet

new

extra

Sch Τ
Hlllsboro for Newark.
Sch Jeruiha Baker, Chase, Machias—edging· to
J Η Blake.
Sell Luc ν Amelia, Holmee, Machias—fish to Curtis & Davis.
Sch J Chester Wood, Wilson, Millbridge tor Sandwiab, Ct.
Sob Inez, Leighton, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Huntress, Wilson Lubeo for New York.
Scb Superior, Adams, Wiaeasset.
Cleared.
Steamship Franoonia, Bennett, New York—J Β
Coyle, Jr.
Barque Auburndale, King, Buenos Ayrei—W ft C
R Mllllken.
Barqne Henry Warner, Reed, Buenos Ayree—R
Lewis & Co.
Barque ocean

Pearl, Henley, Cardenas—Nutter,
Kimball ft Co.
Barque Chelmsford, Spauldlng, Rio Janeiro tU

Baltimore—Ryan Keleey.
Sch Carrie M Richardson, Holbrook, New YorkMark Ρ Emery.
Soh Warner Moore, Crockett, Parrsborp, NS, to
load for Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Jennie Middleton, Hatch, KennetKC, having
repaired—Cbaee, Leavitt ft Co.
Sch Clara W Elwell, Wilson, Rockland, to load for
Norfolk—Cbaae, Leavitt ft Co.
Sch Rowena, Jones, Eastport—Ν Blake.
Sch Clinton, Rice, Vinalbaven—Ν Blake.
&

Soil Orrissa Β
Blake.

Kimbaïl,

mess

11

5"@12

Kimball, Boothbay—Ν

Sch Quivet, Sargent, Boothbay—A M Smith.
SAILED—Barques Chas Β Lewis, Sarmlento,

and

Woodside.

SUNDAY. Not. 11.
Arrived.
Steamer Acadian, (Br) MeGrath, Sydney, CB—coal

FBOM

OCR

COBBESPONDBOT.

SACO, Nov 10—Sid, schs Alfred Brabrook.Briggs,
to load for Boston; Willie DeWolf,
Pendleton, and Terrapin, Hanna, Calais.
POET CLYDE, Nov 9-Ar, sens 0 M Gllmor, Gilmor, and Brilliant, Hooper, Portland; Albatross, fm
Bangor.
Sailed, schs Eastern Light, MillbridSe for Boston;
J Chester Wood, do for Barnstable Bay, (and eight
others bound west.)
GREEN'S LANDING, Nov 9— Ar, schs Juliet,
BuckmiLster, Portland; Black Warrier, Babbidge,
do; Julia Ann, Warren, .Bangor.
Sid. sch J Β Stiueon, Simeon, Boston.
EASTPORT, Nov 9—Sid, brig irasnie Β Tucker,
Ingalls, Cow Bay, to load for Havana; sch Sea
Spray, Hillyard, New fork.

Brunswick, Ga,

LP ROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.1

Oaloutta prev to 9th Inst, ship San Joaquin,
Drinkwater, New York.
Ar at Cadla preu to Sth inst, barque Reynard, Emery, New Orleans.
Ar at Cape Town, CGH, prev to 7th inst, barqne
J H Ingersoll, Peterson, New York.
hemkaivda.
A dispatch from London J Oth Inst states that the
Aust barque Agar, from New York for Lisbon, was
suuk by collision Oct 17th, with ship Florence, of
Batb, fron Baltimore for San Francisco. The crew
were rescued by the Florence, whicb transferred
them to another vessel.
They were landed at Falmouth.
Ellen
H
from
Munroe,
Brig
Philadelphia for New
Orleans, before reported ashore at So West Pass,
has been sold as she lay for $300. Sbe is buried in
tbe sand up to ner ml.
Sub Vineyard, of Gouldsboro, before reported at
Beaufort. SC. in distress, bas discharged deckload
and will l>e towed to Charleston for repairs aa the
leak is low down and cannot be stopped where she
lies.
Sch Sootia, (not ship) Shearer, from Cedar Keys
for Philadelphia, before reported at Tybee dismasted, arrived at port of destination Htb inst.
Sob Jobn BalcD, from Calais for Bridgeport, with
lumber, put Into New Haven !)th inst, full of water,
having sprung aleak in a heavy sea ofl' Point Judith
night of Htb. Sbe will discbarge.
Sch Mary Lord, of Ellsworth, before reported
damaged by collision, will repair at New London.

No insurance

on

voesel

or

00.

Pork quiet; spot new mess 11 87%@@12 00.
Lard dull; steam tendered 7 82.
Chicago, Nov. 10.—Wheat is firm; 95% @96%
for November: 97%@97%o for December; 98j
98%c lor January; U9%0 tor February; 1 06% ;

and

Mar; (ville, Hurd,

octaa

Kingston,

uuuuie

Ja.

oiuivu,

Wanted.

To Let.

CATARRH

TWO
no2

Veto, Thorndlke, Tbomaston; Lucy Hammond,
Goldtbwaite, Fall River; "ival, Oxton. do; Addle
Wessels, Gross, do; LaVolta, Norwood, Providence;
Jed Frye, Langley. Portland; Franklin, Thomas,
Tborcaston; Alcora, Norwood, Provldenoe.
Cld 9th, barque Richard Parsons,
Packard, Calcutta; Oneco, Clark, Pensacola; scbs
Cumberland,
Webber, Samana; Acara, Oummings, Kingston.
Sid 9tb, ships Martha Cobb, for London; Charter
Oak, do; barque Joee li Lopez, for Moule.
PERTH AMBOY
Sid i>tb, schs Louisa Smith,
Webber, and L Τ Wbitmore, Blacklngton, for Portland.
—

NEW LONDON

Off the port
9th, barque Ρ J
York for Peuaug.
1NCE—Ar 9tb, sob Hope
Mea—

'"mu New

dyNEWPORI—Ar
10th,
ant's
New

Haynes,

Clio Cbllleott. from TenHarbor for
York; Richard W Denham.
from Augusta for Bridgportt; Anna S
Murch, Tiverton for do; J Wbitehuuse.Damariscotta for Philadelphia; W M Snow, New York for Rockport.
in port, schs Ε A Srevcns, Kendall, from Bangor;
Caroline Knight, Stearns, RooUand for New York;
Lizzie

ana is

rapid, radical,

aai

For the relief and prevention
instant it ie applied, of

JAijt

QyLLI/V^tilie

ν

\

VOLTA/C/

ηοτΙ

^Vl

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
ca' Coughs. Colds, Weak Back,
Stomach and Bowels, Shooting
Pains» Numbness, Hysteria, Female
Pains, Palpitation, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Bilious
Fever, Malaria, and Epidemics,

diy)JV^

Colline' Plaster·
(an
Electric Battery
combined
with a Porous Plaster) and
laugh at pain. 25c. everywhere.

1186

ΑιγλτήιΛ\
/
vv
Pi A

/S

»rrD$
m*·*

ηονδ

MTh&w2w45nraa

Blessed Benefaotors.

Cochran, Hopkins, fordo; LLMills,Armstrong, from Bangor.

with
sunny
86 STATE, COR. GRAY St.
LARGE
rooms,

POWDER
variée.

never

them.
"I was troubled for many years with serious Kidney and Liver Complaint, Gravel, etc.; my blood
became thin; I was dull and inactive; could hardly
crawl about, and was an old worn out man all over,
and eould ge nothing to help me, until I got Hop
Bitters, and now I am a boy again. My blood is
pure, kidneys are ati right, and I am as active as a
man of 30, although I am 72.—Father.

"For ten years my wife was confined to her bed
with such a complication of ailments that no doctor
could tell what was the matter or cure ber, and I
used up a small fortune in humbug stuff. Six
months ago I saw a U. S. flag with Hop Bitters on
it, and I thought I would be a fool once more, and I
tried it, but my folly proved to be wisdom, and two
bottles cured her, she is now as well and strong as
any man's wife, and it cost me only two dollars.
H. W
Detroit, Mi eh.
Bo2
MWF&w4w44

CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic

Coals

a

Priew.

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

322 Commercial Street,

—

Λ marvel o<

dlyr

mch6

BUSINESS «ARM.

IMPORTED

WINES &
•f all

R. STANLEY

&SON,lmporterç,

FOB THE CELEBRATED

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

OFBOM ΙΙΛΒΒΙβΟΝ, MAINE.

Hfl

10
Rheumatism, disordered blood, general
debility, and many chronic diseases pronounced incurable, are often relievea by
Brown's Iron 3itters."
Huntsville, Ala.—Dr. J. C. Spotswood
says: "I highly recommend Brown's Iron
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatism, and general debility."
Faiufield, Iowa.—Dr. J. L. Myers says:
"Brown's Iron Bitters is the best iron preparation I have ever known in my thirty
years of practice."-—

The room· will be tented separately
This house is In complete order throughout and is
one of the best in the
city, and can not be surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. D. M. Sweat, 226
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octUdtf

»t T.30 a. m.,
and
». m., arriving at Worcester
and 7.80 p. m. Returning («ara
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p,
at 2.16 p,

m.

Ayfr Jut.,
Clinton,
iKItcfaburg,
Na«hua, Lowell, U'lndfautu, aid Up·
a· u,. and
at
ί.3β
1.05 p. m.
ρίηκ
For [flanche·ter, Concord and point»North, at
i.05 p. »·
For Sloeheeter, RprlainU, Alfred, Waierboroand ttaco Hirer. 7.30 a. iu., 1 .(19
m.. and (mixed) at U.iiO p. ta. Returning
«ye Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
11.lS
a. m., and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
9.40
a.
1.26
m.
6.40
and
m.,
(ir-lxed)
p.
p. m.
For Oorfanm, Marcarappa, Cumberland
WeMbroob and Woodford'·.
31111·,
at7.30 a. ra., l.os, O.'JO and (mixed)
»β.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p· m. tialnfrom Portland connecte at
Aye- Jnne.wlth Iloo.ar Tnnnel Route for
t liWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail.
itSpriaefleld, also with Ν. V. Or Ν. Ε. K.
Κ .("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philade!Baltimore, Washington, and the
outh and wltb Hoaton Λ- Albanr Β. K. for
the Weil. Parlor Cars on train leaving j Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00
tfor

R.

ghla,
a. m.

COose connections made at Weatbrook J····
lion with through trains of Ue. Central H. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and Weal, at
Depot offices and at FtollfiiB * Adams' No. 21 exchange Street.
• Does not stop at Woodford's.
!J. W. PETERS, Supt.

Ju6

change"

No. 79 Franklin

oct23

dtf

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

American & Foreign Paterne,

great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2 story hoiu>e, 44L," and stable, acre of land,
50 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 60x115, fruit trees, currante
&c., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. D.

WEEKS,

Auc. and

Agent.
Gorham, Me.
1y3ldtf

Real Estate

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Be.

BSS^House lots for Sa

Bp-All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

House for Sale.
Knigbtville, near Portland bridge, on the main
road, nice two story House and Ell, with large
Stable, corner lot, tunny exposure. Price reasons
ble, part on mortgage. Apply to W. H. WALDKON,

IN

Ζ. Κ. 9ΙΛΚ9101.

180 Middle street.

Pension

Attorney.

Building

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,
03 Exchange St.

aug21

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bougnt and so'd by
W. F WALDKON, 180 Middle St.

dtf

d£wtf43

EDUCATIONAL.

TELEPHONE lift.

WH.

nov5eod3w

Portland, Me

oct20

A Course of

«IIKROWES,

Twenty

Lectures

-on

BUILDER,

'I

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dtf

properly illustrated, will

be

delivered by

FREDERIC fl. GERRlsH, M. D.
Mr«. Throop'n School,

at

WEDVKSDAYS, at 4 o'clock
m., beginning Oct. 31st.

on

Coarse Ticket· $5.00.
street.

ρ

obtained at 61 High

To be

octl7dtf

Instruction in English and Class
icai Studle
given

to

private] pupils by th subscriber

J. W.

COLCOKD,

143 Pearl Street.
{HU24:

dtf_
in. c. m. association.

FREE DRAWING SCHOOL FOR MECHANICS.
NINTH YEAR.
school will be opened
THIS
Nov. 19tli, 1HR3,
7V«
at

Monday
Evening,
atMeclmni^s

on
o'clocTc

Hail, and will continue four months free of tuition
to mechanics, (journeymen, apprentices Or those intending to follow mechanical pursuits) from any

OFFICE

part of the State.
Three classes will be formed (to consist of not
less than fifteen nor exceeding thirty scholars, in
each) one in "Mechanical," one in •♦Architectural," !
and one in ''Free-hand drawing."
Pupils will be required to supply themselves with
all necessary implements and stationery.
Applications will be received until the day of
G. L. BAILEY. No. 221 Middle St.
opening by
jujw. A. dUKLJAN, secy ot uoinmittee.
nov7
dtd

OF

W. D. AMES,
22 Market Square,
PORTLAND,

THE

EVENING

MAINE

—

TO THE PUBLIC,

Wm. G. Hart,

Sidney Thaxter,

Mrs. David Keazer
Zenas Thompson, Jr
C. E. Snow,
C. E. Barrett,
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,
H. T. Blaokstone
sep8

SCHOOL

—

EVENING,
the ICth day of October.

Classes will be formed in Reading, Penmanship,
Arithmetic, Grammar. Geography and Book-Keeping, and competent teachers have been engaged.
Blank applications for admission may be obtained
of the Janitor at the rooms,

4 and 5 Free Street Block.

octl3

41m

W.

A.

S.

WOLFE'S

Schiedam Aromatic

83 State Street.
124 Pearl Street.
28(J Brackett Street.
5 Deering Street.
604 Congress Street.

SCHNAPPS.

Canal Bank.

As

dtf

general beverage and necessary

a

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

BELTING.

as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Important

to

aJTwho use Beltim

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
sectiou of our country of Vdolpho Wolfe's

GIANT BELTING.

scnuapps,

This Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Dock and Rubber, and, before putting on the ont
Bide cover, It is «(itched im seams one Inch apart

with the strong cord with which it is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on Mamies», so that it cannot own, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly etitched, as well
as Motioned together, that the belt cannot separate
many belts made in the old way
used for a time, especially when

speod

will,

after

run

at

a

unsolicited endorsement oj

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the
claimed for it.

repntatlonof salubrity

For sale by all Druggist

and Grocers.

treal.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

Northwest, West and Southwest.

mmi

OFFICE,
276 Middle St., open from So v. 5th to
Nor. 26th.
dtf
aug28

n^LOOEINIj,
U
A D IS
|Έ CM
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m
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Ι

ι
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«
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■■

P

le

&c., of all thicknesses,
width*, and qualities.

James &, Abbot,
58

Kilhy St.,

BOSTON.

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
sale, one of the beet paying business in the
city, end ie now doing a good business. Satisfactory reason» giving for selling out. Call on J. L.
SMITH, ooroer of Cumberland and Preble streets,
novldtf
Portland, Me.

FOB

Samples and quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER

PAS9KIVGEKTR.t INS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
6.15,8 46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
at 10.45,
Ρ. m«> arriving at Boston
ffPl
"a. m.t 1.15. 5.10, and 7.15 p. m.

BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3»30. and 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
at
8.05
and
m.
5.00.
11.00
1.00.
r.
PORT· AND FOR SCA KBORO BEACH
AND PINE POINT at 6.15, 8,45, a. m., 3.00,
5.45 ρ m. (See note.) FOROLDORCDARD
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 5.45 p.m. (See note)
FOR HA CO AND BIDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3 00, 3 30 and 5.45 p. m. FOR
Κ ENNE BUNK at 6.15, 8 45 a.m.. 1.00,3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
Β3· RWICk AND DOVER, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
3.00
and
S.30
1.00,
p. m. FOB SALMON
m.,
FALLS and ORE\T FALLS, at 6.16, 8.45
a. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
FOR NE Win ARRET at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOR EXETER· HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE
AND LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHESTER. FAR
U1INGTON· Ν. H., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
FOB mANCHESTEB AND CONCOBD. Ν. H., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.15 a.m., 3.30 p.,m.,(via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
MORNING TBAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNERITNK at 7.25, and DOVER at 8.00 ARRIVING at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.05.

Notr—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
not 8top at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Welle, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough, Pine Point and Wells only to take passengers
for Boston.
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
ES-The 1 .00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and tne South and West.
Parlor Car» on all through
trains.
Seat·
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

SUNDAV TBAINS.
r«»llTI,A!Vll FOK

173 Λ 175 Devonshire fit., Bouton.
57 Rende Nt., New York·
Factories

at

sep28

Chelsea,

NEW YORK.
256TH EDITION.

oodSm

FISTULA AND PILES
v'ured without the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harv *rd, 1842), and
ROBERT M.READ (M.D., liai»ard, 1876Lo«ce«,
Crans House, »75 Tremnnt street Bostongive special attention to the treatment of FIST 17·
LA, PI LEW AND ALL DIr «ANE» OP
THE RECTUM, without detention from business. Abundant references giten.
Pamphlet sent
on

application.

Office Hour*—-11
feblO

a.m.

to 4

p.m.( except Burdi»!·)·
dly

β

Boarding House For S«le
Cumberland Mills
Will accommodate 25
is within five mii.utes walk of
attached. Price $3200, one-half
mills,
Citsh and the balance on easy terms, lot goes with It.
Address or apply to J. H. Moody, on the premises.
octZ6
dim*
and
AT boarders
stable
the

At 7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 1.00 p. in.
At 12.30 p. m. tod arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 ρ
m.
"aih,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 13.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and β.ΟΟ p. m.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

WAV

Through Ticket*
We· t.

diy

PRICE $1.

MEDICAL

WORK

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debillty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscit*
tions or excesses. A book for every man, young,
and old.

It

contains

126

On

and

after

MONDAY,

15tli, Passenger Trains will

ctl3dtf

Portland & Ogdensburg

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. C€.
TO CALIFORNIA,
JAPAN, CHINA,
Vudwltk

lalaMd·, New Zealaad aad
Autre U··
Steamers (all from New York (or Aspinwall on
the lit, 10th, and 20tb of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the abore named
porte.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamer· sail Γτοτη Sun Francisco regularly foi
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lints and furthn

Information, apply
tern Agents,

to

Change of Time
Sept. 17. 1883, the steamer Gordon
ON will leave Harpswell
daily, Sunday's excepted
and after

a.

m.,

VT„
OGDENSBIIKG, Ν. Y.,
mONTREAL.

Ou and after
niondiiy Oct. Ntli,
18(13, until further notice Pima|er
Train· leave Portland a· follow·:
S.'iS A. M.—For Fabvan's. Littleton, Laneaster,
and all pointa on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbory,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. à L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point* on Southeastern Railroad and branche*.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and Intermediate stations.
Trains arrive m Portland :
a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

m.—Express from Montreal,

arriving at Portland

a*

10 a.

m.

Return-

Custom flouse Wh rf, Portland at 3 p.
arriving at Harpswellat 5 p. m
For l· reigbt or Passage apply on board to
CAPT. SCOTl' OLIVER,

ItCRLINOTO»

Burlington,

Ogdensburg Ac.

SI Exchange St., Portland.

Harpswcll Steamboat Co.

ing leave

10.46

address the Qeneral Eu

or

C. !.. BABTIiETT Λ CO.,
Mime Street, Cor. Brand Ml., Bo.lou
or to W. D. L1TTLJE A CO.,

119

at 8

4ΜΠ

via the various

Rail and Sound Lines for salo.
Freight taken ss usual.
J. Β. « OYI.S. Jr., «Narrai 1k«-ui

R R.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

*

J. HATHI/TON. Superintendent.
CHAH. H. FOVE, Ο. T. Λ.
dtf
oct2

sen

15

m.

dtf

«puerai Ocean Steamer Tleket Office·
ule οf Message tickets by the White
3tu,
Cunard. Anchor, Stat·, Amorlcan, Red Star,
North Uerraan Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam aud Italian line·, all H rut elan
fait passage steamers, to ami from all pointa le
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin anil steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at loweet ratée.
Steerage prepaid ticket· from Inland place· in Knrope' to Inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exch&ngo at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sole by tb
cargo. For cabin plans, circular·, sailing scheme»
Ac. and other Information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 078.
Tan 10
ly

FOB

WHITE «TâK LINE

TAKES EFFECT

E. 8. aad Royal Mail Steamer*
to
Via Queenatown.
Rate· reduced for Pall ami Winter. Theae steamers take the e»
treme southerly routes,avoiding
all dangers from iceberg·. Cabin $80, $80 and lOO;
Return tickets $120, $ 144 and 180; Excursion· 120
and $144 ; Steerage at low rate·.
The sailing· are
a· follow·:

October let, 1883.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensburg K. R. at Bridgton Jnnction.

Britannic
Sept 22 I Republic
Sept. 27
Celtlo
Oct. β I Germanic...
Oct. 18
For sailing lists, cabin plan·, passage rates and
to
L.
J.
drafts, apply
FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

Bridgton & Saçytiver Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

Liverpool

del »

Only first-class 2-feet euflge Railroad in
Stage connection

Harrison and
VU.
J. A.

—

Waterford.

Praident.
«eu. Pa··. Agi.

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek,
Ing»tl's Road,
East Denmark (Perley'e Mills,)
Sebago (Witham's,)
Rankin's,
Bridgton Jnnction—Arrive

P. M.

7.46

2.65

7.62

3.02
t3 17
t3.23

(3.27

4.00

10.46
Portland—Arrive
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

10 00
P.M.
3.00
4.46

Λ. M.

10.00
t4.62
110.17
U0.41
t6.16
tl0.47
t6.22
t5.28
110.63
6.43
11,08
6.60
11.16
oct2dtf

Sebagu (Witham's,)
East Denmaîk (Perley's Mills,)
Ingall's Road,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
t Flag Stations,

sunday~trUns
Eastern Railroad
LEAVE

PORTLAND for BOSTON
ii.OO

and

a. w.

β. JO

ΒΜΙ·η

9 OO p. m., arriving in
a. m. and 3.30 p. m.

The 2.00 a. m. train lia· Special Portland and
lioeton Sleeping Oar wUlcli la ready for occupancy
In Portland Station Saturday at 9.00 p. m. Berths

$1.60

portlandTor

Erery Tuesday and Friday.
From

-λ

4 "iSk.

,ft

p.

m.

Long Wharf, Boston,

8

From Pine Street Wharf

at 10
'TlPhiladelphia,
*
Insurance one-balf the
ΠΓ

(12m

and
com-

mission.

Pannge Te· Dalian. Bonn«* Trip Sit*
Meal· and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Κ. B. KAMfftei*. Agent,
TO I one « > rt, tj-m.
de81tf

CHEAP OCEAN

TICKET»!

deeirlng to

nd for friends in the Old Cotu>»
try will save money by baying tbeir prepaid
eteerasre tickets at the fienera.1 rw»«an κ*«αηι·>»ί*»
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street,(don't mistake, he
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other tast fir&«
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from lee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Carditt and Galway. $24.00; Ham-

ALL

burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
teroam, Paris, Bremen and Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi: isand, Bergen

Trondtajetn. (lotebor*, Malino, $28 30; children un
der 12 ball »aro. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. PARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

Resorts

GRA.VD BXCCRNIOm.

n>.

These Trains will be contiuued
through the coining: season.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, General Passenger Agent,

of

rate

«■ΜΗ» salUni; vessel.
Freight for the Weat by the Penn. B. R..
8onth by connecting line·, forwarded free of

winter

BOSTON

7.00 p. οι., arriving Portland lft.OO

cot20

Brerj Wednesday aud Sat·

ardu.
From PHILADELPHIA

a. ra.

8.25

Rankin*

—

From KO Τ OS

Î3.65

8.R0

Bridgton Junction—Leave

AND

Direct Steamship Line.

A.M.

t8.07
t8.13
t8.17
t8.45

Portland—Leave

y

PHILADELPHIA

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

at

jj

Boston

the World.
at Bridgton lor North Bridgton.

F.PERRV,
BENNETT,

Alla» Line of Mail Steamers.
For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, PORTO RICO. COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
the<»e trips, which they can m*ke on
any route taken
by the Company's Steamers at the extreme low
price of $5 per day, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or
passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of tb< line they may meet
on tbe voyage. For passage
a*,ply to
PIOT, IORUOOD A CO., Agents,
oct5d3m
22, 24 State Street, New York·

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Oct.
run

Lean

Portland (or Dexter,
Kl a αχ or
and
Vanccboro, 81 John, Halifax
the Province·, St.Andrew·, St. Stephen.
Fredericton, Arooatook County, and all
stations on IB. A· PUcataqui. Κ. β., 1.26
1.30
til.15
|,m.,
p.
m.,
p.
m.j
or
Belfaal
and
1.26
Hkowhegan
1.30
m.,
m.:
p.
ill.15
p.
m.,
p.
1.25
Waterrille, 7.00 a. m.
p. m„ 1.30
p. m. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.15 p. m.
AuKUMta,Hallowell,Oardineran«l If run.wich
7.C0 a. m.,
1.30
6.15.
p. m.,
(11.16 P- m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m., 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox & Lincoln R. R.,
7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m. Auburn and Lewtaton, 8.16 a. m. 1.25 p. m., 6,06 p. m. I.eir■aton via Brunawick 7.00a.m., (11.16p.m.;

NUTRITION
In

Ϊι.

Fnrnaington,
Idonniouth,
Wlnthrop,
Oakland and North Anaon, 1,25 p.m. Far
lninstoa, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
(The 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
Bleeping oar attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ANO BOSTON

From Halifax, 8.10 a. mv6.15 p. m.; St. JTobn,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; IIon 1 ton. 9.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; St.
Stephen. 10.15 A.
m.,
9.30 p. m.; Vnocfboro, 1.35 A. m. 1.80
Buckuport, 6.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.;
aagor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m(5.10p. m.
*&*·<, 6.30 a. m., 3.05p.m.;
Skowhe^an, 8.20 a. m. 3.15 p. m.; WaterTillr. 9.15 a. m. 1.55 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15 ». m. Angnata. 6.00 a.
m. 10.00 a.
m.f 2.45, and 10.55 p. m.;

&m,;

(■ardiner· 6.17
It lin

m

a.

D..L

m.t
Ο

10.18

Kit

ο

a.

m., 8.07.
II Λη

p. m., and Saturday» only at 11.56 p. m.
Bruusvricb* 7.26 ana 11.30 a. m.. 4,30
m. 13.86 a. m., (night.)
it*«hlaDd.8.16a.m.,
•16 pm. S.ewiston, 7.20 a.m. 11.10a.m.,
4.16p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillip·, 6.66 a. m.
Varmiailaa, 8.20 a. m.j Wialhrop, 10.13a.
m. being due tn Portland aa followa:The morning traîna from Auguata and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lawiaton, 8.40 a. m. The day traîna from
Bangor, and all Intermediate statlona and connecting roada at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. The
afternoon traîna from Watervllle, Augusta, Bath,
Bookland and Lewlaton at 6.40 p.m.
The
vigit Pullman Expreaa train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Ticket· Ural and second class tor
Ht. J «fan and Halifax on a ale at reduced
rates.
4.00

Î.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen'l Manager.
P. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l. Paaa. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. Oct. 12. 1883
octl2dtf

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, '83.
Connections via

Grand Trnnk Bail"

leave Portland for Bucktield and
Sway
Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p.
m.

"Leave Janton for Portland 4.15 and

a. m.

'STAGE COXJtECTIOKS
train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Sumner, Brittoi's Mills, Pern, Dtxftewi Mexico
and liumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt,
oct 15
dtf
with p.

m.

Eaetport, Fie., Calais, Me.. St.
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

To show the value of

follows

as

developing

SPRING

Life and curing

FREE

■I

es-

HOSPITAL

Of Seventy Beds.
Forty Bedsjfor Diseased and Orphan InSE&fants from the îjorh End Mission
District.
Treatment and Food.
Murdock's Liquid Food, with Oat ot Barley gruel
of the density ot mil *. To each wine-glasa add one
quarter toone half teaspoonful Liquid Food.
Not a case »t Cholei Infm turn known during the
last three years when ijqulu Food has been used
nor death from Cholera-Infantum when prescribed

by

a

on

Cholera-Infantum recognize

great mortality in infants brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by results at a leading Nursery
Hospital. We extract trom their last report: "Of
the twenty-seven bottle babiel twenty-four diod

during the year."
Thirty Beds for Women with
Diseases.

Chronic

Treatment_

Murdock's Liquid Food and'Common Food.
Any physician who has a worthy case that will
not jield to treatmeut can hare α bed assigned if
any

are

vacant.

Any physician can visit oar hospital from 10 A.
M. to θ p. m. daily, by applying at oar offloe.
Patiente can receive any clergyman they may pre
fer. Our attending physicians are members of the
Massachusetts
ties.

ai

d

Suffolk District Medical Socie-

Monthly reports will be published of the condition of all patients.
At the request of any physician who has not tried
our Extract, and would like to do so. we will deliver
sample bottle to the express in Boston, free. We
will also send, free by mail, essays from medical societies and testimonials from hospitals and physicians, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.
Liqned Food is Beef, Mutton, and Fruits, raw,
condensed many fold, and free of insoluble matter.
It can be retained when the stomach is so weak
that it will refuse water, furnishing nutrition without the labor of digestion, making blood faster than
all preparations known. It is tbe only food that
will relieve the consumptives from hunger.
Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
Societies, Hospitals

and

Physicians,

loz., l&cts.; 0oz,°, OOcts.; 12oz., SI.00.
Mtf

auO

instancefJ1J£yjg

d&wly

Philadelphia

NINTH AND (SBBKN STflEETS,
AND THIED AND BERKS 8TS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Bal las
Drawing Room Cars

and
Be

on all

Sleeping Cars on night

Hiive

day trains
trains.

t
buy ticket* (Ht any railroad
boat office in New England) via

or ρ team-

BOUND BROOK ROUTE)

New

York and Philadelphia,

j Oae Way,
( I£xcnr*iou,

50.
Ί.ΟΟ.

NBW KNULAND AOENCÏ,

911

Washington

J. E. WOOTTKN,

Street, Bos(«n.

C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pasa. Λ lick. Agt.
Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eaatern Pais. Agt.
Gen.

WEEK.

Lnn

~·'

Knilron·) Wharf,

of State street, eTery Moud·},
Wednesday
at β p. m., for
Eastport and 81.
John, with connections for Calais,
St.

Friday

Andrews,

Kobblnston,

Pembroke. Hon]ton, Woodstock Grand

Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmootb
Windsor, Halifax, Moneton, Newcastle, /«ihertl
Menan,

Piéton, Sbediae, Bathnrtt, Dalheusle,
iottetown. Fort Fairfield, Orand Falls, and
stations OB tbe New Brunswick and Canada,
eolonlal, Windsor, and Annapolis. Western
He*, Ball Roads, and Stage Bon tee.

Kr~FreigM

received np to 4 p.

m.

Char
othtt
InterCone-

and any

in-

formation regarding the sam* may be had ai tbe
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf,
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and further Information apply a
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.
T.C.HE1-8EY. President, and Manager*
mHfl'/

''»*

Portland, Bangor, It Desert
And MacbUs Steamboat

Company.

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Commencing
■Il

Oct. 2d.

Steamer CITY OF

m

RICHMOND,

asCapt. Wm. E.Dennison,will leave
..U«
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
i^eeBKasaiTUESDAY Evening at 11.16

o'clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Train·
from Bolton, for Rockland, Caetine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from -iedxwtek to Blue Hill on arrivai of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbor*,
Mllbridge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY
Evening lor Machiaaport via all landing*.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL. SURREY and ELIJ3W0RTH.
At BAR
HABBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO·, LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and ELLS-

WORTH each trip.
Also with B. & b. Steamers at Rockland, going
East, for River Landings.

BETl'KNINU.wTll leavellachlasport at 4.3<
Monday, and Mlllbrldge every Monday und
Thursday at 8.00 a. m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (oomlng West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Porta.m.

land.)

GEORGE L, DAY,
Treas, ana < ieoeral Ticket Agent
E. GUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1, 1883.
oct2dtf
_

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Sew York,
Steam ere leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday»
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38,
East River. New York, on Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLK, JR., Gen'l Ag't.
day· at 4p.m.
sep2l
dtf

NERVE*» BRAIN.
AVMANTED ME.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in

(oot
and

physician.

The ablest writers

TRIPîTpER

ON MB AFTKK MONDAY, 71A V 14th
cn
·(
tbi. Liar will

CHRONIC DISEASES,
The Murdoch Liquid Food Co., Bolton bare
tablished a

ARRANGEMENTS.

THREE

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

prescrip-

tions for all acute and chronic dise ises, each one of
which is invaluable.
So found by the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any pbvsician.
300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guararteed to be a tiner work, in
every sense.—-mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.50.
or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Price only $100 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample β cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the. officers of which he refers.
This book should be read by the young for instruc
tion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all. Txmdon Lancet.
Address the Peabodv Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street, Boston, Mass..
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all oth-ΤΓ
ρ A Τ e r
physicians a specialty. Such treat-DL Kiil.U ed
—funy without an

«ayifO

all Pointa nantit and
PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
(jen'i Pass'r Agent

BETWEEN

KNOW THYSELF.
GREAT

to

Oct. 14,1883
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.

J. T. FURBER, Gen. 8npt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octll
dtf

Bound Brook Route.
A

Boston at 7.00 p. m„ sad Port-

Un Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. in.

from Medical

midlle-aged,

Mass.

HOMTlim anil

STATION** at 1.00 ρ, m. BOSTON FOB
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Qrand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M· L·. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

8.45

ON MANHOOD.

CO.,

Railroad,

On and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1883,

way. We believe it will wear more than double the
length of time. For heavy n&ln belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It isalso superior for
End left m Bella, as we stitch the splice in such a

Try Our Giant Belt. We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

18 BEATER STREET,

in

points in the

Boston & Maine

Staterooms for sale at D. H.

and

Trains Leave Boston

10 00 p.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwankee,
Cincinnati, Ht. Louie, Omaha Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Mau franchco

way that it cannot separate.

,

Depot

Ruinford Falls & Buckileld

llplo lis M Ci

being
great

damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary
or

us

the medieal faculty and a sale unequaled

with cotton cord, which lias a palling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then atretrhed in its plastlo
state, drawing the piles so close together, that

as

A public

other alcoholic preparation.

have Just patented a new article In Rubber
Belting which Is sold nnder the name of

We

a. m.,
3.16 and Γ»ΛΟ p. m.
From Oorham, 9.45,8.85 a. m. and 6.15 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and tyuebec,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon-

oct!6tf

night.

Kg^Tickets

JfOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New jfork,

eeven

TUESDAY

Joseph Russell,
Addison Libby,
Alfred StapJes,
H P. S Gould,
387 Congress
rhoe. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B. Brown, (Artist,)
400 Danforth Street.
Β. B. Famsworth,
367 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,
Deering
C. H. Gilbert,
Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,
Canton Steam Mills Co.
J. B. Vance,
Alfred, Me.
W. G. Spring,
Fryeburg,Me.
J. 8. Spring,
Fryeburg, Me.
Β. B. Murry,
Pembroke, Me.
F. C. Johnston,
.469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holiien,
84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry
144 Pine Street,
S. W. Thaxter,
22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney,
162 Spring Street.
«

For Auburn and Lcwietan, 7.20 a. id., 1.15
and 5.15 p. τη.
For Oorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For C* or h a tu, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

74 Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

at

York.

Fraternity
MAINE CENTRAL RlILKOiD.
o'clock,

Will open at half-past

148 Spring Street.
457 Congress Street.
23 Pinfe Street.
150 Park Street.
..14 Mellen Street.
212 State Street.
98 State Street.
256 State Street.
74 Deering Street.
31 HigU Street.
64 Clark Street.
175 Neal Street·

J. F. Clark
Ο. K. Gerrisb,
Samuel Bolfe,

or THE

Portland

If in want of a new furnace I beg to direct your
attention to the Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Ite superiority over all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at 1* y store. The following well known
persons ha* β the Kohler:
W.T. Sargent,
J. F. Sherry,
C. C. Eaton,
J. S. Libby,

DEPARTURE!*]

and all

a Southern and Western poi.it*.
At β.ΟΟ p. aa. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9 30 p. m.,
connecting with Bail Lines for Mew York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
prinoipal Way Stations, arriring at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for Mew

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
FOREST CITY" will alternately l»**e
FRANKLIN WHARKJBPortland, at 7 o'eloek p. m.
and INDIA WHAttF, Boeton, at 5 o'eloek |*. in.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night's rent and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
steamer

febSdtf

—το—

SEE HERE

d3m*

port,
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbury
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 6.10forp. m..
all
Lines
aDd
Bail
with
Sound
^connecting

ο

TICKET OFFICES:

BARG

FARE SI.OO*
leave Portland
At
-A a. m.
Dally (Might Pullman) for Baeo,
Blddoford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsm
Nnwbnryport, tjaleui, Lynn aid
Boston, arriving at e.30a. m.
At.N,45 a. m. for Cape Eliaabeth. Searboro, Saoo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, oonnectlng for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburvport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p, m.
At I .HO p. m. for Searboro, Saoo, Blddeford,
Kennebunk. Well*. No. Berwick,
Conway
Train»

time.

and after MONDAIT,OCT. 15th, 1883,
Trains will run ae follow*

For Sale.

MAINE.

OF

Es-

Ε. H. TROWBRIDGE, 21 Mechanic St.

AINS in houses, lots and lands. Property
in all parts of the city and In Deering. Purchasers will find it for their interest to call and examine our large list ol desirable properties. Money
loaned on mortgages. N. S. GARDINER, real estate broker. 93 Exchange Street.
octl9dlm

Herbert Cr. Brigue,
—

to

of

ARRIVALS:
From Lew in ton and Auburn, 8.35

St., (cor. Federal.)
HOUSE
tate of Mrs. Sarah Tukey.
For particulars,

IX SAWYER, i. Ik

m.

On

are

apply

Steamers !

H»da;, Juur l*j,
Passenger Train· will lea τ ο

the Poet Office where all the large
B*ELOW
Wholesale Jobbing Houses
located, in dry

House For Sale.

deodtf

of Trains.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

FOB SALE.

Portland Mo·

mm

On and after
in

TO LET,
Store M117 & 119 Middle St.

Portraits a'specially,}

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

ORIGINAL· PACKAGES,

4(0 NEW NO. FORE ΝΓΚΕΕΤ, PORT.
LAND. MAINE.
Also, General Managers for Mew England,

—

of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J 64
Brackett St. where the keys maylbe found.
oet2
dtf

Photographer,

aod_Worcester Line.R Eastern Railroad.

Arrangement
ΐι

goods, Fancy and other Classes

LIQUORS

kinds, in the

OB

1

RUBBER
dtf

LET,

House Τίο. 175 State Street,
VCBNI8HED OB
1INFIIBNI8HED,

strength and wholesoiueness. More economical than
the ordinary klnils, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders,
Sold only in eons.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., Ν. T.

Brown's Wharf, Portland,
Orders raeetved by Telephone. No. 644,
aog7

dtf

TO

Absolutely Pure.pnrli,

This Powder

without board.

or

QCt27

When a board of eminent physicians and chem
iets announced the discovery that by combining
some well-known valuable remedies,
the most
wonderful medicine was produced, which would
cure such a wide range of diseases that most all
other remedies could be disfiensed with, many were
skeptical; but proof of its merits by actual trial has
dispelled all doubt, and to day the discoveries of
that great-medicine, Hop Bitters, are honored and
blessed by all as benefactor». These Bitters are
compounded from Hops, Buchu, Malt, Mandrake
and Dandelion and other oldest, best, and most valuable medicines in the world and contain all the
best and most curative properties of all other medicines, being the greatest Blood Purifier, Kidney
and Liver Regulator, and Life and Health Kestortng Agent on earth. No disease or ill health can
poesibly long exist where these Bitters are used, so
varied and perfect are their operations.
They give new life and vigor to the aged and infirm. To all whose employments cause Irregularity
of the bowels or urinary organs, or who require an

Appetizer, Tonic and mild Stimulant, these Bitters
are invaluable, being highly curative, tonic and
stimulating, without intoxicating.
No matter what your feelings or symptoms are,
what the disease or ailment is, use Hop Bitters.
Don't wait until yon are sick, but if you only feel
bad or miserable, use the Bitters at once. It may
save your life.
Hundreds have been saved by so
doing. Sy ίδϋ0_4@| will be paid for a case they
will not cure or help.
Do not suffer yourself or let your friends suffer,
but use and urge them to use Hop Bitters.
Remember, Hop Bitters is the purest and best
medicine ever made; the "Invalid's Friend and
Hope." No person or family should be without

dtf

To Let.

Sciati-

FOB 8ALK BY

—

..i.—

application,

from first

dtf

1638.

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE,

permanent, and never foiling.
One nottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanlord's Inhaler, all in one package,
forming a complete treatmeut, of all druggists, for
$1. Ask for Sanfobd'b Radical Cube. Potter
Drug and Chemical Co. Boston.

ST.

TO LET.

PORTLAND
octl7

begine

front rooms.
418 CUMBERLAND

Pleasant room with board for single
gentleman. Address or apply P. 0. Box,

256 Bracket! St.,

Toe Great Balsamic Dlititlatiou of Witch
Hazel9 American Pine, Canadian Fir,
marigold, Clover Blossom, etc.,
For the Immediate re ief and Permanent Cure of
every form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold or
Influenza to the L>ss of <mell, Taste, and Hearing,
Cough. Brrnchitie. and Incipient Consumption.
Belief in Ave minutes in any and every case. .Nothing like it. Grateful, fragrant, wholesome. Cure

large sunnv

ΜΤΚΛ.ΤΙΚΚΜ-

™

TO LET.

Fine

iui

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 5th, sch Broxie Β Rokes,
Bennett. Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK
Ar 3d, brig Emily Τ Sheldon,
Haves, Richmond, Va. to load Tor New Yon; scbs
Kate Wentwortb, Bropby Boston, to load for Sierra
Leone; FC Pendleten, Fletcher, Charleston, to load
for New York; Lizzie Wilson, from and for Baltimore; Annie L Henderson, Henderson, Port Royal,
to load for New Haven.
SAVANNAH—Ar 9th, soh A H Crois, Pendleton,
Baltimore.
Cld 8th. s«h Mahaska, Fitzgerald, Baltimore.
BUCKSVLLL, SC—Ar 3d, sch Fred Smith, Brown,
Bangor.
CHARLESTON—Ar (3th, sch S 0 Finkham, Blake
Baracoa.
NORFOLK—Sid 7th, ich Kate Carlton, Pierce,
Trinidad,
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 6th, schs Cook Borden,
Lnnt, Bluebill.
Cld 7tb. brig Elizabeth Winsl )w, Locke. Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 9th. barqne Don Justo, Jones,
Boston; sch Wm Frederick, Ames, do.
Ar 9tb, brig Rooky Glen, Gray. Pascagoula: schs
Electric Light, Brundage, Boston; Sarah A Fuller,
Hart, do; Prescott Hazeltine, Lymburner, JacksonTille; R R Nlckerson, Allen, Baracoa; Mattie A
Franklin, McDonald, Windsor, NS.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, teh Scotia, Shearer,
Cedar Keys.
Ar 9th, sobs Maud Brlggs, Barbour, fm Bangor;
Henry button, Manson, Boston.
Cld 8th, barque Fred Ε Riebards, Therndike. lor
Oporto; >chs Francouia, Falker, Saco; May McFarland Montgomery, Matanzas.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 9th. schs May
McFarland, Montgomery, from Philadelphia for Matanzas; Jas A Brown, Sanborn, for Trinidad.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 9tb, sch Ada Ames,
from Rockland for Richmond, Va.
NEW YORK—Ar 9tb, sobs Hattie Card, Moore,
Jacksonville; Wm H Card, Crabtree, Brunswick;
F Ρ Lee, Lee, Kennebec for Pb ladelphla; Nellie
Treat, Dow, Bangor for do; J G Stover. Arey, and
J W Hinds. Babbidge. fm Bangor; Sarah Wooster,
Hopkins, and Emma W Day, Decrow, do; Kalmar
Macey. Calais; Millie Trim, Barbour, Bookland;

dtf

/""IAN V ASSERS to sell Eagle Wringers on installV/ menu. Good salary or commision
paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
Β. B. MART IS, Manager,
aug30dtf
35 Temple Street.

Portland.

MPOKKft.
Nov 8, lat 35 34, Ion 73 S3, brig Η Β Hussey,
Hodgdon, from Bath for Savannah.

cargo.

DOJaESTIt: PORTS,
UAL VESTON—'Jld 9th, sch Bessie H Rose, At*ami
Providence.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar Gth, sch Alice Montgomery,
bwu

..

California

Μ Ρ Emery.
A Smart, -from

to

Lavender.^Boeton.

New York Mtock and Honey Jlorkel.
(By Telegraph.)
Nkw York,Nov. 10.—Money at 1 V2@2Va on call;
at β < 7.
mercanlle
paper
Exchange is weakprime
er at 48 % for long and 184% for short. Governments stronger.
The toi lowing are to-day's closing quotations on
Government Securities:
100*4
United States bonds, 3s
do
do
do
113%
4%s, reg
do
do
do 4%s,coup
114%
do
do
do
122%
4s, reg
do
do
do
122%
4e, coup
130
Pacific 6s, '95
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
133%
Chicago Λ Alton
145
Ctalcogo & Alton pref
127%
Chicago, Burr & Quincy
Erie
29%
75
Erie pref
132
Illinois Central
Lake Shore
102%
93%
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central
85*4

Beef

.news.

Ar at

and Tallov:
Ox and Steer Hides over 90 lbs weight.. 7o © lb
© lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. 6c
6%c© lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs
5%c© lb
Cow Hides, all weights
4e
©lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
10c
©lb
Calf Skins
26 to 40c each
Light and Deacon Skins
7Vic© lb
BenderedTallow

Sales

ULNUUHIS ALMANAC.
NOVEMBE 12.
Son rises
θ 52 I High water. (Α Χι.. 8.58
Son sets
4.36 I Moon acta
4.06

Sch Addie Jordan, ol Saco, Capt E. Harriman,
whicb arrived at this port 7th inat from Philadelphia, made the run from the Capea of Delaware in
•ixty-four hours.

Foreign Imports.
ST JOHN, NB. ScUr Annie TV Akers-140,000
ft boards to Μ Ρ Emery.
WESTPORT.NS. Schr Malapert—657 qtls dry
fish 500 galls oil % bbl mackerel to Curtis & Davie.

ÎWRg«Mn| housework. References required.
■Γ Apply at No. 8 FARRINGTON PLACE.

Bermuda

Boston, to load for Cuba.
SAILED—Barque Henry Warner.

5 61
Lemons.
Messina
4 5
4
Palermo

for New York.
Ar at Demarara prer to 9th inst, sch Mary A Hall,
McDonald, New York.
Cld at Ponce |ltfth, brig Havana, Reed, Fajardo
and North of Hatteras.
Ar at Turks Island Oct 24th, brig Harry Stewart,
Babbldge, St Kltts, to load salt for Bangor
Ar at Port Caledonia 3d inst, brig Wauban,Welsh,
Boston.
Old at Yarmouth, NS. 6th inst, sch Nellie J Dinsmare, Diggins, Lubec.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 2d inst. soli Mary Ε Long,
Orne. Portland. 8β hours.
Cld at St John, NB, 9th inst, schsC Hanrahan,
Campbell, Philadelphia; Yreka, Falklngham, New
York; Peiro, Kelley, Providence; Juno, Coombs

Portland

BAILBOAIDI).

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Girl Wanted.

FOREIGN ΡΟΚ re.
Ar at V ictoria, BC, Oct 30th,
ship rfere Thompson,
Peterson, from San Francisco for Burrard Inlet;
El Dorado. Humphreys,;do for do.
In port Oct 2«, barque Alden
Besse, Noyes, for

Hong Hong, ready.
Ar at Cape Town, OGH, prevto 7th
inet, barque
J H Ingersoll, Peterson, New York.
Sid fm Progresse about Oet 13, barque M C Hale,

KAIL ICO A DM.

A

Rookport.
SALEM—Ar 9th, ecbs Hume, Calderwood, Rockland; Lucy May, St George for Albany; William Ε
Barnes, Bangor for New York; Hartnona, Patershall, Belfapt.
DANVERS- Ar 4th, sch Tbos Hix, Yeatod, from
New Y. rk.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7th, soh H L Curtis, Hodgkins, Klizabethport foe Dover,
Sid 8th, schs D Eddy, Wentworth, for Machlas;
Isola, Smith; Ella, Coombs, and Ellen Morrison,
Snow. Bangor.
Below 8th, soh Frank A Nelson, Thompson, from
Boston for Portland.
BANGOR—Ar 9tb, sell Iietta, Illneks, Portland.
BELFAST—Ar 9th, seb Ella M Hawes, Purington, Portland; Thos H Kennedy, (new) Sproul, from
Damarisootta, (both to load for Jacksonville.)

City Washington.. .New York. .HavsV Cruz.Nov IB
City of Richmond., ew York..Liverpool
Not IB
Frisla
New York .Hamburg. ...Not 16
New York..Havana
Not 17
Saratoga
Parisian
Liverpool....Not 17
Quebec
Germanic
New York. .Liverpool....Not 17
Furnessia
New York..Glasgow
Not 17
Pennland
New York..Antw-rp
Not 17
New York..Liverpool....Not 18
Abyeeinia

New York..St Kitte
...Not 20
Arizona
New York.. Liverpool... .Not 20
Toronto
Quebec
LiTerpool.. ..Not 21
Edam
New York.. Amsterdam..Nov 21
New York..Havre
Not 21
Amerique
Bothnia
New York..LiTerpool
Not 21
Elbe
New York. .Bremen
Not 21
New York..Hav&VOruaNov 22
City of Merlda
Peruvian
—Quebeo
LiTerpool....Not 24

WANTS.
FEW goad Agents can make from t5 to $10
• day, In
your own town, with a new business
by addressing A. B„ Pre® Office.
no2
d2w

Roc «port.

FOB

to D Torrance & Co.
Scb Arcana, Paterson,

Dried Apples—9%®10 Messina
"
SHoed
...10® 10% Palermo

innCELLARBWS.

Ar 11th, sehs Emma F Hart, Davis, East Harbor,
Tl; Chas Heath, Hatch, and Com Tncker. Rowland,
Bangor; Victory, Hatch, Bristol; S Sawyer, Bryant,
d6; Gulnare, Goodwin, York.
Cld lltb, brig David Bugbee, Stowers.Barbadoee;
barque Τ Κ Weldon Parker, Hayti. sehs Geo Walker, Ingalls, Point-a-Pitre; Edward Burton,Crockett,

New York..LiTerpool....Nor 13
New York..Laguayra.....Not 14
New York. .Barbadoes.. Not 14
New York..Barre
Not 14
New York..Liverpool....Not 14

C&raicae
Flamborough
Normandie
Oallia

lumber

The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.

**·-

Wisconsin

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8tb, brig Addle Todd,
Crowley, Bolton for New York; lota Hattie Godfrey, from Augusta for do; Charlotte Augusta, fm
Eastport for do; Amelia Ρ Cobb, Sedgwick for do;
Maggie M Hirer·, Rockland for do; Cbromo. Qardl
ner for do; Grace Cashing, Bangor for Philadelphia;
R W Denbam, Augusta for Bridgeport; Caroline,
Millbaidge tor Providence.
BOSTON—Ar 9 b, steam schr Walker Armington,
Smith, St John, PR; scha Emma F Bart, Davie,
Turks Island; M J Laughton, Morrey, from Amboy:
Ohio, Smith, YinilhaAen, D L Sturgis, Gould, from
Dresden; Antelope, Band, and Albert Greenlaw,

(^^TCOLDFE^j
one

Without The®'

They Kegulate the Circulation of
1
the ENTIRE BODY.
Cold FeefVQ
JW*Prevent
and all trouble* arising from imperf ectclrculatioiL
cure

Dr. E. C. West's NsnvE and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness»
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
to misery, decay and
death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either
Involuntary
Losses andSpermatorrhcca causedsex, over-exertion
by
of the brain, self-abuse or
Each
over-indulgence.
box contains one month's treatment. $1 a box, or
6 boxes for $5.00 ; sent
by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. VVith
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with
we will send the
purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mor ν if the treatment does not effect
ft cure. J. O. West A Co
£???«£'re» 4e*u® *USkï
anteesthrough H. H. IIaV & CO.. D™gi«ts, on y
agents. PortCuid,Mc. junction Middle and Free Su.
~

WKLEAKN THAT

RHi:i; »I ATIS il of the feet and all kindred

troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and Colds.
Intoles for Laitle» are very thin. Made to fit any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers orient
by mail post-paid. Price AO eta. per pnir.
W11S0NIA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE CO.,
8ί» β roadway. New York, Ν. Y.
dAw3m

DR.

II.

A.

B.Altail,

of this city who has had nuch unbounded succew
in effecting permanent cures in the severest forms
of Erysipelas and all forms of Scrofula and Diseases
of the Sain, has not now, nor never has had,

specialty In the practice of medicine.
■ov7

any

41m

THE

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 12.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS ΤΟΒΛΪ.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre—7 20 8.
Lyceum Théâtre.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Great Cloak Sale—Bines Bros.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Robber Gossamers— Kino» Bros.
Prussian Army Harness OH Blacking.
In

Advick to Mothkos.—Mm.
Wdwlow'b
Soothino SvBur should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little suiferer at once; it produces natural, quiet

sleep by relieving

the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as 1'bright as a button.'
It is very pleasant to taste. It eoothes the

child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teethiug or other causes. Twenty-live
cents a bottle.

WSM&wly

New lungs cannot be made by medicines, or
the ikill of.physicians; but the old oues can be
strengthened and preserved by the use of
A damson's Botanic Balsam, a sure cure for
coughs, colds, asthma, and all diseaees of the
lungs. Price 39 and 75 cents. Trial bottles 10

novl2MW&S&w

cents.

Dr. J. L. Wkslky, who hae been stopping at
the Falmouth Hotel the past two weeks, informs us that he will return to his Lowell office
Nov. 14th. AU who are suffering from diseases
of any kind should call and consult him before
he leaves the city.
(Lux at 199 Middle street and try the Health
Lift, and see the only Pure Pine Hygienio
Mattress. The health-lift will do you good, and
you will buy no other mattress after yon have
seen the one manufactured by J. H. Gaubert.
OC23
dtf
________________

Superior Court.
«EFOBK JUDGE BONNET.

Saturday.—In the case of 8. H. Larmlnie & Co.
against George Mllllken, reported in Saturday's Issue, Arthur W. Jordan, one of the plaiatiffe,testified
In substance as follows:
I reside In peering.
In August. 1882,1 was a
ujc

nrra

01 r*. il. juarmmie

&

uo.,com-

miesion marchante on the Chicago Board of Trade.
The firm is now dissolved.
In the forenoon of
August 5, 1882, Mr. George Milliken, the defendant, came into my office in Portland and ordered me
to sell for hiio 20,000 bushels of wheat for August
delivery for his account. I told him I didn't think
there was a chance to make any money in
wheat at that time in the month, that it selling
woula
probably advance toward the latter part of the
month, as it had been advancing for several months
previous. He thought it would go down. I said all
right. He gave the order to sell, and 1 did, saying
to him that tbey would be very liable to call for
heavy margins on short sale of wheat. He said that
was all right, he was ready to advance any
margin
any moment I called for it, that that was my
and I ought to do so. I sent the order to ourright,
firm
by telegraph to sell the wheat while Milliken was in
the office. To that I received a reply that they had
sold for Milliken's account 10,000 bus hels at
and 10,000 at 99%. Before Milliken left the office
he asked me not to leave any notices or
papers relating to his transactions at the store, it being his
own private business he didn't care about his part-

ners snowing anything about it.
I said all right, 1
wouldn't leave any.
Our firm already had in their
hands to Milliken's credit $206.25.
He asked
if we hadn't better send that along home.
I said
no; 1 guessed we better keep that out there for a
and
he
all
replied
1
afterward
margin,
saw
right.
Milliken, and told him the price the wheat sold at.
I was in the habit of sending quotations of the
market eight or nine times a day to our
customers,
and among the rest to the office of W. & C. R. Milliken, of which defendant is a member.
I saw the defendant almost daily for a week or
ten days but without any reference to the subject
matter of this suit.
During that time there wae
but little change in the market. Then the market
advanced to 103%, if I remember right, and I at
once went over to Milliken's store with the object
of calling on him for a margin for our
protection or
the contract we had made for him.
told me
at the store tnat he was in Boston. The next
day
er two days after he was back at his
place of business but as the market had declined I made no call
for margins as we didn't need them.
Shortly after
that the market began to advance again and on the
21st I found it was still advancing and I needed
protection from Milliken. I went to his office sometime during the forenoon and Allen Mouiton, one
of the partnere, told me that he was "around somewhere." I went away without seeing him. Later
in the day 1 went again and waited for him
perhaps
half an hour but didn't see him.
The next day the
market was still advancing and I went to the store
again inquiring for the defendant and received
about the same reply—that he was ''around somewhere" but out. Later in the day I
dropped in
but
didn't
again
see
liim.
On
the
next
day, Wednesday, the market was still
stronger and higher. I again went to the store but
did not find the defendant.
From a business man
on the etreet, a mutual
friend, I learned the next
morning, the 24th, that Milliken had left the State
to be absent ten days or more. I then
telegraphed
our firm in
Chicago, in substance, that if they felt
certain
that
the price
of
wheat
would
not
break
to
cover
George Milliken at
once, and they did so, buying at the price
charged in the account annexed to the writ.
The next I heard from the defendant was on the
29th, when I received a letter from him saying
that he would be at home the next day and tell
me
what to do with his wheat.
1 did not see him ou
Wednesday, but 1 saw him on Thursday, tke 31st.
at, his store; he said that before 1 o'clock he would
tell me what to do with his deal.
I told him there
would be no necessity for that, for I had covered
his wheat (which is a term for buying) several days
before.
He asked why I did that. I told him I
could't find him for margins, and I was forced to
buy in the wheat, as they were calling upon me daily for them. He asked why I didn't come there
and get the margin.
I replied that that was a
queer question when he had requested me to say
nothing about it, and to leave no papers or notices
at his office relating to the matter. He said I could
have borrowed the money. I told him I had no
right or reason to borrow money of W. & C. R. Milliken, and I wasn't in the habit of borrowing money on the etreet. He said he shouldn't pay any
claims we had.
1 told him I guessed he better
think the matter over, that we nad done the best
we could, and it was unfortunate that I conldn't
find him to get the money. In a week or so I went
and asked him what he had decided to do.
He said
he had taken all the advice he wanted, and he
shouldn't pay any losses; that I had taken the reon myself to cover his wheat and I
must stand it. I told him I made all the effort I
could to fino him, and we had covered his wheat for
want of margins, and they wouldn't
carry the contracts for him any longer.
After a croes-examinatien by Mr. Holmes
upon
the above
the connection of the witness
with business in Chicago, his knowlAriro of th« mmwmi ana ntages or tne
Chicago Board of Trade, the
court adjourned until
Monday morning, at 10

?They

sponsibility

testimony,

o'clock.

municipal Caart.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

SATURDAY—Thomas Foley, Herbert H. Dodge,

John Emerne; Intoxication.
•Mb.

Fined (3 and cost»

Brief Jotting·.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 42° at
sunrise,
56* at noon, 49" at sunset; wind North.
Mr. Enoch Martin, of
Martin, Pennell &
Co., is very ill with diphtheria.
Thirteen vessels have cleared from this port
for foreign ports the past week.
The total value of foreign exporte last week
was

$124,442.66.

Deaths recorded in Portland last
week, numbered eleven.
The Battlers beat the Young
Dirigoe Saturday, by a score of 14 to 10, and the Snowballs
beat the Haymakers by a score of 22 to 13.
Among the liabilities of H. P. Thompson of
Topsham, who was recently reported failed,are
two notes payable to Randall &
McAllister,
of Portland, together
amounting to 34,831.
The 8armatian will be the first eteamer of
the Allan line to arrive here this season. The
Quebec, of the Dominion line, Is expected

Thursday.

The number of arrests last week was
61, of
which 46 were for drunkenness. The
police
are looking for a
girl of 14 years, who is missing from her Saccarappa home.
One of the Singer
8ewing Machine Company teams ran away Saturday, and cleared Free
street from Congress
Square to Middle street,
of teams very

quickly.

No

Yt&tsrday was the anniversary of the birth ]
of Lather, the great Reformer, and the evout
was
properly noticed in several of the
sermons

deliv-

damage.

Hon. Thomas B. Reed sailed from
Liverpool
for home in the
Germanic, of the White Star
line, Nov. 1st, and probably arrived in New
fork last night.
Albert Hamm of Halifax, is to have a new
boat built by Ruddock, to be
delivered early in
May. It will be fitted with Davis row-locks.
Hamm says his rowing
weight next summer
will be about 168
pounds.
The Maine Christian Advocate, the Metbcdist denominational
paper recently started in
this city, edited by Rev. W. ΥΓ.
Baldwin, has
suspended, aa we are informal
support.
The Samaritan Association will
give
enade concert at City Hall, next

a

prom-

Thursday

evening, with music by Chandler. These assemblies are very enjoyable, and deserve large
patronage.
A very interesting service was held at the
Catholic Cathedral yesterday forenoon, during
high mass, it being the ordination to the priesthood of Kev. Matthew Creamer.
Bishop
Healy officiated.
Th«) many friends of Mr. N. G.
Cammings
will regret exceedingly to learn of the death of
his estimable wife, which occurred
yesterday.
She had suffered,
during the past five weeks,
seemingly more than mortal could bear, from
a spinal trouble.
Accident·.

Mrs. Martha Lee, who lives at No. ϋ Mountfort street, slipped and fell the .other evening,
as she was going down her front steps, breaking three ribs and otherwise injuring her

badly.
Mr. W. E. Colman, an employe of tho Portland Company, who lives on YVaterville street,
was thrown from a carriage Saturday and seriously injured about the head and face, but
will recover though he will be confined to the
house for some time.

Kev. Mr. Wright preached from the text,
"Mighty in words and deeds,"—Acte vii, 22. I
Such was Moses; such also was Martin Luther.
The might of Moses lay in his wisdom and
faith. Herein, too, lay the power of Luther.
Lnther became wise in the knowledge of Divine truth, and was made strong in his faith
in the God of truth. Luther had his Midian
like Moees,—the time of seclusion, study and
self. As Moses cama forth from
the obscurity of the wilderness to meet God
at the burning bush, and receive his commission, so Luther, disciplined and taught of God,
emerged from the narrow cell of an Augustinian convent, to be the leader of religious
thought, and the champion of religious liberty
in Germany.
All great moral epochs have been preceded
by great minds. Moses came before the deliverance of Israel; Elijah came before the overthrow of Baal; josiati came before the downward career of Israel was checked ; so Luther
the Protestant Reformation.
c*me before
There were reformers before Luther's day,
bat no reform. Wycliffe in England, Huss
in Bohemia, and Savonarola in Italy, were
true reformers, bnt none of them inaugurated
reform. They were the John Baptists of the
Beformation.
When Savonarola was burned in Italy in
1198, Martin Luther was a lad of fifteen years
in the school of the wise Trebonius at Eisenach. We must know something of the early
history of this German lad, if we would know
by what process, in the providence of God, the
tanner's son of Eisleben was prepared to stand
for truth, against the whole power of Rome.
Luther's humble parentage, his early poverty, his university training and conventical
life were rapidly sketched by the preacher.
The manifest leadings of Divine Providence
in his preparatory studies and conflicts with
self were dwelt upon, especially in his appointment to the professorship at Wittenburg, and
his mission to Rome.
Luther could not be hidden. In a most remarkable manner be was turned from the pnrsuit of the law to the study of the Word of
God. To a profound knowledge of Scripture
was added the personal knowledge of Rome,
which he entered an adoring pilgrim, but

struggle with

1*7Vii/»V> Via laft in linltr
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and

Its well worn wooden floor, the
table with oover,
the bare wooden benches around the (idea of
the room, two board chaire, one without any
back fastened at a window, and upon which
Luther and his wife were accustomed 10 fit
Theso constitute
and talk with each other.
a'.iout all the furnitnra of the room, and they
all hear marks of great age.
The third room
coDlaine a plain book-case, well filled with
trinkets. Among these were mentioned Luther's beer cup aud wine glass, the latter being
in fragmente, haviu » been dropped and shivered by Peter the Great of Russia who insisted
on having a drink from it, several pieces of
Catherine's handiwork, paintiugs and drawings, illustrating some of tbo most thrilling
scenes intbe life of Luther, aud numerous other thing!. The brazen fount from which Luther baptized candidates in the
city church is
still in use there.
The doors of the castle
church upon which he nailed the theses were
destroyed by Napoleon iu 1813, but Frederick
William III of Prussia had iron cues cast
with the theses in Latin cast in them on
the outside, aud those doors today supply the
of the old ones. Luther lies buried withη this church, with his faithful
friend, Melancthon, and his staunch defeuders, Frederick
the Wise, aud John the Steadfast, electors of
Saxony. It matters little that princes lie entombed beneath the same roof, for at the tomb
of Luther, and there only, the soft tread
dwindles to α pause.
Here the peasant rises
above the sovereign; and it is the illustrious
light of the man, who in boyhood sang for
bread, that discovers that sovereign in the dark
background of the past.
The music by the excellent choir at this
church was appropriate to the occasion, and of
a high order.
They sane lor the first selection
"Luther's Last Judgment." The second
hymn
was Luther's battle hymn, "A
mighty fortress
is our God."
After the prayer the response
was. "Prayer, Sweet Prayer."
After the sermon, "Strike the Cymbal" was excellently
rendered.
HIGH STREET CHCBCH.
Rev. W. H. Fenn preached from Roman
I,
17—"The just shall live by faith."
History
discloses the desperate condition of the church
at the close of the fifteenth
century and
the hopelessness of reformation from within
her. Nothing but the recovery of the original
principles could restore her purity and glory.
Truth compels us to admit that there were reformers before the reformation, and that in

oovwaht

Amid the outward splendor and glory ot Borne
Lather woe heart-eick. Where he expected to
fiod parity and light he found corruption and
perversion. Shocked and grieved beyond expression he flea back to Germany. The revulsion in bis thought and feeling made him a
Protestant and a reformer.
When the iniquitous trade in indulgences
began in Saxony, under Tetzel, Luther was
prepared to act and speak. Heposted bis theses upon the church door of Wittenburg.
A
mighty deed, which made tbe 31st of Ootober,
1517, the most memorable day in modern history. Then followed mighty words, which fell
thick and fast upon tbe astonished ears of men.
A new prophet had arisen; "a Daniel had
come to judgment."
Who can doubt that Luther's act was inspired?
Lather knew not
what he had done. Not until afterward did he
realize tbe momentous significance of his act;
then be declared that he "had kindled a fire
that would burn until the judgment oay."|
The papal excommunication followed.
Luther retaliated by burning in public the Pope's
bull and decretals, and made a most solemn
protest against the authority of Borne, and appealed from the Pope to a general coubcil of
tbe empire.
That protest and appeal was the
declaration that the Catholic church may exist apart from tbe Papacy, and that a man may
be a Catholic Christian without being in communion with Rome.
Lutber was now an open enemy of Bome,
but all the more a true friend of the church of
God.
At the Diet of Worms, Luther stood, not
fearless, but invincible. His prayer, offered
before be faced that aagust assembly, shows
the secret of hie strength.
He stood, with
God,for tbe truth, which he prized more than
life. By his faith in God, and
intrepidity before his powerful enemies, he vindicated the
two great principles of tbe reformation—the
supremacy of the word of God, and the right
of private judgment respecting Divine truth.
There is nothing more wonderful in history
than Luther's preservation from the wftth of
the papal power. We read in it the providential care of God, who had more work for Luther to do.
Driven into exile, Luther bad time
to psrform the greatest literary work of his
age, the translation of tho Bible into the lanIt remaius a
guage of the German people.
monument of learning and patient toil, a wondrous boon to Germany. Lulher was great in
ability aud charaoter and his work is great in
its result*. It is difficult to point out tbe man
who has lived in the 337 years since his death,
whose influence las been so powerful for good
111 tbe world.
"That there is any faith r piety alive in Europe now" says Froude, "is due
in a large measure to the miner's son, boru
400 years ago."
Luther's work was worldwide in it3 beneficent
results.
Germany
owns him as her most illustrious son.
Tbe
world claimsbim as its benefactor.
Charles
V., thought that the fatal mistake of his reign
was in not cruefiing Luther.
He might have
tv.o rôlcl-mer, bat tbe principle» of
destroyed
Tiiit.Vifli· cini\ Iho omri r»f
Τ .ntVian

survived,

as they do this day, an unfailing
of strength and inspiration to all Protestant believers.
source

FINE STREET.

Rev. J. M. William·, the pastor of Pine
Street Methodist Church, seleoted as his text
Phil. i:18-20, and chose for his theme "The
Wellington of the Christian Chnrch." After

referring briefly

to the use of the Napoleonic
power, and the dream of universal empire by
which the great Napoleon was enchanted and
deluded, Mr. Williams drew the scene of his
final overthrow by Wellington at Waterloo.
It was the check not to empire, but to a particular phase and pretension of empire. So

huge ircn Etove, the plain

Îdace

important respecte. The

movement made the
man, if the man in tarn ted the movement.
The germs of Lather's impulse are to be
traced in Waldus, Augustine and in th·

Mystics, as well as, most of all, in St. Paul's
epistle to the Bomans. Nevertheless there
was an abundant and special
equipment of the
great leader to interpret and meet the longings of his age. (tod took him from the market
place a peasant's son, severely chastened him
at school, pat him in the
charch and its
monastery, sent him to Rome to see with his
own eyes and measure the difficulties with
which he most cope.
God was also about to
open the mighty era of
modern thought
the
the
arte
through
and sciences. There
press,
most therefore be a power raised
ap and
trained to hold the sceptre over it. Over
against the vast outward gifts which Qod wag
layiDg in the one scale, he threw himself into
the human mind to keep the balance of
power.
To this end he opened consciousness, Christian
oonscionsnees; the science of the soul, to meet
the sciences of nature; a spiritual philosophy

to counteract a material; the inward light, the
counterpart of the external temptations; to
develop the principles, which were te be the
ruiers of all that time.
Luther was made to
pass throngh deepest anguish for sin, until under the leading of Stanpitz, he tasted the
peace of forgiveness.
Forced to the Bible he
found the witness to his own heart's experience in the righteousness which is bv
faith. Under the blazing light of this central
luminary there started forth the correlative
principle of the Word of God, the sole outward
authority corresponding to the voice of Christ
within the son! ; the objects of faith in intimate relation to their subject.
Afterwards and by decrees came the principle of liberty, or the right and the duty of
private judgment. The Reformation was not
primarily a revolt against authority but a
search after positive and Ghristian possessions.
Its leaders are not directly responsible for the
unbelief which flowed from Protestantism.
Bather were they the medium of salvation to
Europe and America. After these vital principles came safely that of the sacrednuss of
learning, the revival of the arts, the diffusion
of knowledge, the translation of the
Bible, to
give the knowledge of God to the people—ibe
of
rights
worship and self government in the
charch to open the hearts of the people to Gad.
Protestantism has committed grievous Bins and
has often fallen below her high
calling. If
she would do again her first works, and illustrais her amazing recuperative power it
must be in reviving the
higher education
especially in iis relation to religion by a more
jast liberty under law, a deeper and fresher
faith in God.

The masic
tnuro

was

very fine and the

T.nfTiu»'a

lijmne

ST. STEPHENS.

Rev. Mr. Dalton's sermon was taken from
St. Lnke 1: 76.
The first reference was to the two extraordinary spectacles witneised in Germany within
a month, the
unveiling of the colossal statue
of Germama, symbolizing the unity of the
German
etmg

empire; and yesterday

at

"Wittenburg

to

the great gath-

commemorate

«

the

100th

anniversary of the birth of Martin
Luther. After describing the state of Europe
the time of Luther's birth, and enumerating the leading events in Luther's life, as well
at

as the principal epochs of the
Reformation,
the preacher presented and enlarged on the
three fundamental principles for which Luther

contended, and on which Protestantism is
based. (1) The Holy Scriptures as
containing
all things necessary to salvation. (2) The right

■

^ergerius, papal nuncio,
Wittenburg
>y Pope Paul XXI, but Luther regarded it as
sent to

arcical, and met the legate, who came in
;reat state, "with a full sense of the humor of
.he position." Lather died Feb. 18, 1546.
Mr. Williams visited the scenes of Lather's
ictivity in 1870, and so was able to add much
Merest to the occasion by
retering to several
tems of personal observations: an oak of coiiidernble size is now growing on the spot
outside the gate of Wittenberg where
Luther barnt the Pope's bull.
The apartments, consisting of three rooms, occupied by
Luther and his wife Catherine, in the university, are preserved as he left them, although
the university is no
longer in operation, it having been united with that at Halle in 1817.
ihehrst, which served as a waiting hall, has
nothing of interest save a few portraits. The
of the three is said to contain
Q®x?
ihe identical furnishings which Luther left
store than three hundred years
ago· One could
ust

OTHER

NINETIETH BIRTHDAY.
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CHURCHES.

the First Lutberian (Scandinavian)
church, and at the church at Woodforda, the
was
appropriately observed.
day
At

Consolidated Electric Light Company
Any of our readers who contemplate securing stock in the Consolidated Electric Light
Company of Maine will be interested in the
advertisement of the company which appears
It is represented that a
in another column.
sufficient amount of stock has been subscribed
The

lor to indicate that all of the present block will
M disposed of by the 24th instant, when the

The advertisement
price will be advanced.
lays that "the stock of the company is enHorsed by the directors as one of the best investments now oU"red in this market."

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PTBW

Out of the Oldest of the Alumni of Dartmouth

C'ollrge.

Dr. James S. Goodwin of this
ninetieth bin I κ! ay occarred

city, whose
yesterday, is the
Geo. IchabSd Good-

INSURA Ν Ο Ε! NEW

of the late
win ot South Berwick. He was graduated at
Dartmouth at tbo age ot eighteen, aud is the

youngest

sou

Fire and Marine Insurance

only survivor

of the class of 1811, and, with
the exception of two member» of earlier
classes,
is the oldest surviving alumnus of that
college.
Among Dr. Goodwill's classmates were the
late Judge Ether Shepley and Bezaleel Cushman of this city, Judge Joel Parker, Amos
Kendall and others of local or national celeb-

■■

dents of his long life from
good old age. ν

II

'■

■

'■

Agency.

2S EXCHMIDE ST.,

r*

SEW DRIED FRUITS.
Finest Ondura Valencia Raisins
Finest Ondura Saisine
Choice Muscatel Kaisine

Deheea Muscatel Raisins; rery large

PORTLAND, ME.

■

Losses

Promptly Settled

and Paid at this Office.

South American Trad·.
The activity in the South American lumber
trade continues. The
following vessels loaded
aud sailed from Portland last week:
Bark Henry Warner, CapUin Beed—232,717 feet. Loaded by B. Bewis St. Co.. for
Buenos Ayres.
Bark Anburndale, Captain King—492,836
feet. W. & C. B. Millikeu, Buenos Ayres.
Bark Woodside, Captain Montgomery—422,688 feet. 8. C. Dyer & Co., Montevideo.
Bark Barmiento,
Captain Gould—480,821
feet. B. Lewis & Co., Buenos Ayres.
Bark Charles B. Lewis. Captain Straut—
518,892 feet. Frank Dudley agent New York
Export Lumber Co., Buenos Ayres.
β
Brig Proteus, Captain Bodgers—122,421 feet.
W. & C B. Milliken, St. Viucent, C. V. I.

effected on merchandise
RAIL
to and from Portland and
ALL
part of the United States, east of the
sissippi River for one-fonrth of one

feet. J. H. Hainlen & Son, St. Kitts, W. I.
The bark Levanter, chartered by S. C. Dyer
& Co., arrived Saturday and will commence at

at

Captain Bicbardson—72,604

The totai amount ot lumber taken oat cf this
port the past week was 2,293,178 feet;
Porclaad G racer· and Flanr Dealer··
Λ meeting of the Portland Qrcoers and
Floor Dealers' Association was held Saturday
afternoon at the Board of Trade rooms, to
take action upon a circular recently received
from the officers of the Maine Central rail-

road, reading substantially

follows:
Pobtland, Nor. 8,1883.
Hereafter the Maine Central railroad will
reeeive for carriage no molasses in
packages
larger than barrels, except at the owner's risk
of damage by reason of inefficient or defective cooperage and prepayment of freight
charges through to destination.
It was the general expression of the meeting
that this action of the road would result in
great injury to Ibis branch of their business—
one in which the profits are very small now.
Consumers have (or a long time ineisteQ that
the wholesale dealers should
pay freight
as

charges; at the same time they are not willing
to pay the alight ad vance that woold be necessitated should such a course be adopted by the

wholesale dealers.
A committee, consisting of Charles McLaughlin, W. H. Woodbury and Weston F.
Milliken, was chosen to coufer with the railroad officials and report at a future meeting.

Prime
Fintst

of

and discrimination and is the fruit of a labor
of love endnring for years. It comprises not a
few of the most famous masterpieces in the
beautiful art of engraving, produced when it
was carried to that height of perfection which
*
·
«
it is not likely ever to reach again.
Hone but a sincere lover of this art, endowed
with a highly cultivated taste, could have
gathered together so many engraver's gems as
Mr. DeWitt has included in his collection, and
he deserves great credit for the fine culture he
has shown in thns improving
his leisure
moments and for the liberal spirit he
displays
in extending to the public an invita tiôn to
participate in his graceful and refined enjoyment."
»
Fire ffoles.
No. 1 has jut,t put np the swinging harness, and now the whole department
is provided with them.
Water pipe? are being laid on Montreal

Machigonne
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branches, to which hydrants will probably be
connected this fall.
Members, of steamers 3 and i will challenge
the Woodford's baud engine company to α
trial on Thanksgiving, the Portlanders to use
the Peaks' Island hand engine. The losers
will treat to an oyster sapper.
Portland Cadets·
The Portland Cadets, fully
appreciating
what the; owe to Captain Wiaelow, have

unanimously determined to tender bin a complimentary benefit, and this of itself should be
sufficient to make their ball on December 6th
a success.
But they do not depend wholly on
this by any means, for one of their ever attractive and pleasing drills will be presented,
band and promenade concert given, with the
usual fine order of dances and other entertain-

ing features, which will certainly make
joyable evening for all who attend.

an

en-

Munich and Tienna.
fonrth lecture by Mr. Stoddard, and
last bnt one of the course, will be given at

via
any

Mis-

jgfplnsurance can be placed
low rates

as

as

in this agency
any agency in Portland Jgg

PROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE;
SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.

SOUND

INSURANCE DOES.

Without insurance commercial anarchy
would reign, for that confidence which is essential to prosperous mercantile relations
would be

Insurance gathers the experience of the past
and applies it to making the future reasonably
secure.
So timidity, which is natural when a
man carries all hie own chances, gives
place to
courage when insurance shares with him the
burden.
He is no longer compelled to act on
the defensive—insurance defends; but, bold
and

aggrentve, his

enterprise is directed in
distant fields to which he would never have
ventured, and reaches ends to which, otherwise, he could never have attained.
Insurance is the safeguard of trafic.
It enables a rich man to keep rich and a poor man
to count with certainty on his
gains and savings. Every year it becomes more of a necessity and takes a higher step in relation to the
commercial world. It endorses for
you; it advances you money to commence anew when
all
has been swept away by fire; it
gives a man a
feeling of security and encourages a greater
exertion, knowing that his accumulation can
be preserved to him, and is of sufficient importance to receive the careful consideration
and sacred thought of every man who wishes
to be regarded as a thorough business
man,
exercising care and prudence in all departments of his business.
It is a good thing to
have as much of it as yon or your
property is
worth,and that yon can afford to carry. One of
the largest agencies engaged in the business of
fire and marine insurance in the State is that of
Wm. Allen, Jr., of 28 Exchange street.
Mr.
Alien represents aggregate insurance assets of
nearly thirty million» of dollars, in some of the
most standard
English and American companies of the world, and he is enabled to present to the public facilit.es for
effecting insurance to any amount, second to none in the
the
careful and prompt manner
By
country.
in which his business has been conducted,
giving especial attention to the details,this agency
has kept pace with the growth of the business
in this city, until now Its operations are widely extended and its reputation firmly established. All losses have been paid with promptness, and tbere has never been a case of litigation—always discharging the important trusts
committed to them with great fidelity, and to
the complete satisfaction of all concerned.
First class business is solicited and can be
placed in this agency at the lowest rates, conwith the hazard involved in the risk
assumed, while anything with a tinge of
moral hazard is not wanted, and is respectfully declined before presentation. See adlistent

rertieement.

76c

•
"
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....

$1.20

e°c
75C
25c lb
40c
per gal
6c )b

30 aud 40c bag
40c bag
14 aud 16c per qt
10c per qt
10c per bottle

New Gorgonzola Cheese, Roqnerort, Swiss, Edam, Pineapple, Voung America, English Dairv, Neufchatel and choice Dairy and Factory Cheese.
Fieach
ani Italian Maccaroni and Vermicelli. New Preserves, Jams, Jellies
and Marmalades in Tumblers, Stone Jars and pails. Sew Can
Fruits, Vegetables, Meats and Fish of al kinds at Low prices.

SEND

GEO.

FOR

PRICE

LIST.

-

8 ELM STREET.

ART

Statement

ORGANIZED 1ΘΘΘ.

1831.

Jan·

1888. Statement

1,

Jan. 1,

Snbwribed Capital,
Capital paid up in Caeh,
Subscribed Capital,
pi ta 1 paid up in Cash,
ei Fire Murplna,

§10,000,000
$5,000,000
91,962 714

fa

Total assets,

Merchants Insurance
Of

Newark,

of

1883.

NEEDLE

TOTAL ASSETS,

WORK.

$1,739,984

OF

N. J.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaia Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Ho'ders

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Embroidery.

dtf

..

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claim»
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

8339,512
$824,659

TOTAL

ASSETS,

OF BUFFALO, N.

OF NEW

Statement
CASH

CASH

CAPITAL, $200,000.00.
All invested in United States Bonds.

GUARANTEED PURE AND
FROM ALL· ACIDS.

ass

Αϊ Ο.

FREE

CO.

Washington St, Boston,

Ma··.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency (or the
County of Camberlkad,
State of Maine.
November 10, A. D. 1883.
In cue of INGRAM B.
WHEELOCK, Insolvent
Debtor.
fllHIS Is to give notice that on the tenth
day
X of November, A.D. 1883, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C.
of
the Court of Insolvency for said Peabody,of Judge
County Cumberland, against the estate of said
INGRAM B. WHEELOCK, of Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed
on
the
tenth day of November, A. D.
1883, to which dat·
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment oi any debts to or
by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting or the creditors of said
debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of
to
insolvency
be holden at Probate Court room, in said
Portland,
on the third
day of December, A. D. 1883,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Qiven under my hand the date first above writH. H. SARGENT,
as Messenger of the Court of Insolfor
eaid
vency
County of Cumberland.
norlSftlO

®. S. marshal's Notice.
Chitkd States

or Avkkica, I
Maine District, w. f
monition from the Honorable
Nathan Webb, Judge of the United State·
District Court, within and for the District of Maine,
I he eby give public notice that the
following information has been filed in said Court, viz:
Δη informa ion against the schooner Emma
Jane,
her tackle, apparel and;furniture whereof William
Thomas now Is or lately was master, and
against all
persons lawfully intervening lor their interest
therein on behalf of Albert Appleby, late mtriner
on board said schooner in a cause of
wage· cirll and
maritime as more particularly set forth In the said
libel: that a hearing and trial will be had thereon at
Portland in our said District, on the twelfth day of
November current next, when and where any persons interested therein, may
appear and shew cause,
if any can be ehewn, wherefore the same should
net
liable
and
disposed of according to law.
be_decreed

1883.

CAPITAL, $300,000.00.

to

PURSUANT

eodly

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claim·
Net Surplus as regards Policy

young man to travel.
nent and desirable situation to
AKELIABLF.
had some

novl2

PORTLAND

dit

AUCTION RALE».

O-XJJST

OF MANCHESTER, Ν. H.

OF

PITTSBURG, PA.

shall sell
TUESDàT, Not. 13, at 10
WE o'clock
m,, by order Committee
Public
the
on

a.

Buildings,

on

"Qun House" situated

Terms cash.

Statement Jan.

Organized 1849·

1,

Arizona Cattle Co.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

TOTAL ASSETS,

Organized Under

of Maine·

CAPITAL

Keeerve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

$210,724
$704,408

$915,132

TOTAL

ASSETS,

GLOUCESTER,

d3t

$578,OOS

MASS.

Divided Into 8.000 Shares, of the
par value of $85 each.
4,000
Shares
($100,000) preferred,
with Seven per cent interest.
4,000 Shares ($100,000) common stock.

OXNARD PROPERTY aï

Prosldent:

ORGANIZED 1866.

Statement

Jan.

1883.

1,

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims
$ 151,708
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders...

Reserved for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losse· and other Claims.
(29,693
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders... (106,148

TOTAL ASSETS,

TOTAL

$382,039

ASSETS,

$134,740

M ARINE.

The Delaware Muai Safety Ins. Co.
Plxlladelplila Pa.

Is Represented at this Agency.

Total Assets

nolO

over

ALLEN,

Two Million Dollars.

JR., 28 EXCHANGE ST.
eodSw

Rubber Gossamers!
WARRANTED IN EVERY RESPECT.
We shall offer

a

Ladies'Warranted Circulars,
"
"
Children's
^

S

«

«

large lot of
«

$}·00
1.00

·

Large sizes,

Small sizes,

.75

This

25G.

Morning, from 8 to 10 a.

m.,

Wc shall sell out large lot of

LADIES' WL\TER UMESTS MD PASTS
A Τ

ONLY

25

CENTS.

Part of these have sold for 45 cents, but none less than 40 conta.

RINES
DOR. CONGRESS

ranged tor business. This Is a favorable opportunity for business and promises one of the best for In
vestment, as the property will rent easily for $5**0
or more.
Three stores are now under rent. Thil
sale will be postlve and without
reserve, and we ask

BROS·,
&

CASCO

STREETS,

Portland, Me.

to

investigate.

Terms at Sale GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.
F. O. BAIL.KIT &
CO., Auctioneer·.
nov9
dtd

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant
«alearooui 18 Kid ■■(· Ht.
BAIL*Y,

o. W.

AI

ΙΛ»

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merohan.
dise every Laturday, comruenolng at 10 o'oloek s.
Consignments solicited

m.

—

WOODMAN S. EATON,
ββη'Ι Ft. Agt. Maine Central R. R.

oetSdtf

OF

—

Directors:
PAT80S TUCKER, Gen'l Manager Eastern η
Vaine Central R. R's.
CHAS, s
ORRILL, of the firm of Burnbam & Morrill.
ff. J. KING, of the firm of Geo. W. True

& Co.
W. 8. EATON, Gen'l Ft. Agt. Maine Central R. R.
CLARK H. BARKER, of the firm of Geo.
W. True A Co.

The [iw|»rtj| of the Company consiste of
2,BOO
head of eat tic, houses, six ranches,
controlling
twanty arika of rlrer front, which controls 200,000 aarea of land, houses, corrals and other buildings necessary to conduct the business, located In
Tonto Basin, centre part of Arizona Territory.
It has long been known that the raising of Cattle
In Texas, NewMexico, Arizona and other States and
Territories of the great weet is, and for many years
has been immensely profitable and the fame of the
Cattle King's is world wide. St&rtinz with small
mean·, these men within a comparatively short
time, attained positions in the World of busine·*
and finance rivalling the famous Bonanza
Kings of
the Pacific Coast. Their success shows the results
of Intelligent and persevering
and
the
short
efforts,
time which has been necessary for the achievement
of that (access proves
conclusively that Investment
made im the oattle business rarely falls of returning
a ratio of profit fairly
astonishing to those not familiar with the reeooroes of the great west.
And
the almost absolute certainty with which the
profit
can be relied
upon, wlU at once commend this elass
of investment to anyone who will take the trouble
to study the history of Stock In the western
portions
of the United States, and more
particularly Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona. Capital invested in cattle
will return a larger per centage of interest than Is

by any 01

or

legitimate Investment,

and at

be free from the risks and uncertainties usually attending a highly remunerative or
speculative business.
No safer investment could be offered.
The management of the Company's affairs is in
the hands of parties whose long experiences renders
them Tamlllar with all details and are eminently fitted to eonduct the enterprise with success.
Prom the earnings each year after payment of
expenses, the holders of the preferred stock are to
reœlve a dividend of seven per cent, three per cent
to be placed in the contingent fund and the balance
to be divided among the holders of the common
stock.
4000 shares of the preferred stock, par value $26,
Is now offered for subscription at par. Each four
shares subscribed for entitles the subscriber to two
(2) shares of the common stock. Subscription book
will be opened Monday, Oct. 82d, and remain
open
till Saturday, Dec. 8,1883, at the office of Woodbury ft Moulton, Bankers, cor. Middle & Exchange
streets, Portland.
Subscriptions will be called for Monday, Nov. 26.
Send to Woodbury ft Moulton, or W. S.
Eaton,
for prospectus giving lull information. Those
wishing to subscribe who reside out ot the city can do so
by addressing Woodbury ft Moulton.
the

UNJERVESTS

3 p. m. on the
shall sell the Oxnard
at

we

Property, consisting of a Block of Four
with Tenements Overhead, situated on the Store·,
coiner
of two principal streets, in the
very center of the
Tillage, and one of the best locatious for trade. The
building Is of modern construction and well ar-

Haying Removed Our Stock

Treasurer ι

returned

LADIES'

FREEPORT, MAINE,

of the firm of Geo. W. True Λ Co.

$200,000.00
CASH CAPITAL $100,000.00.

WM.

CLARK H. BARKER

—

AUCTION.

THURSDAY. NotTTS,
ON premises
in Freeport,

». O.

STATEMENT JAN. 1,1883.

OF THE

—

capitalists

ORGANIZED 1872-

Of

$200,000.

(42,898
$635,310

PRESCOTT INSURANCE CO., GLOUCESTER FIRE INS. CO.
OF
BOSTON.

CASH CAPITAL,

the Laws

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

Oilman St

ASSIGNEE'S SiLE

STATEMENT JULY 1, 1883.

1883.

on

norlO

BY
ORGANIZED 1869.

HOUSE

At Auction.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer·.

Aï*»

$984,010

New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co. CITIZENS MUMME
CO.,

^OTQDDV Δ.

01

A perma-

who has
experience on the road. Address with
former business and references. BOX 676. Portland, Maine
noTlZdSt»

(439,980

TOTAL ASSETS,

(1ÏJ

one

Holders....#484,021

$936,940

IUI9 ιβΠΙΒ

AUG. L. SMITH,
Deputy Γ. S. Marshal, District of Maine.

All invested ia Vailed Slate· Brad·.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims
$242,735
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders... .$694,204

a

D. 1883.

Salesman Wanted.

1.

*

ten

LmlOU η» lUibiwiu

novl2

YORK.

Jan.

P.

Comply

ORGANIZED 1838.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Keep· the Haraeis from
FREEZING AND CRACKING.
Soften· Without Injuring.
OU· Without Onmmlwg.
Blackens Without Crocking.

1378,897
$834,748

1Θ67.

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1883.

I

HARNESS

OIL BLACKING

$1,208,645

INS. CO., Westchester Fire Ins.

ΜΑΖΝΓΒ.

PRUSSIAN ARMY

■.

CASH CAPITAL $300,000.00.

$1,164,171

ORGANIZED

nevl2

CO.,

Streets,

Deputy Sheriff,

STATEMENT JANUARY 1, 1883.

CAPITAL, $400,000.00.

BÏFFAL0 GERMAN

hand.

Comp'y. GIRARD FIRE INS. COMPANY

Statement Jan. 1, 1S83.

TOTAL ASSETS

on

Instructions Given in
!

ORGANIZED 1858.

CASH

«11 kinds constantly

Stamping and De·
signing.

93,000,000
$1,000)000

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims...
$471,810
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders. .$1,268,174

$14,955,539

&

-

Mary E. Fairweather,

OF LONDON.
ORGANIZED

0. SHAW

POJITL AND,

(LIMITED.)

OF LONDON.

destroyed.

As man's discernment
cannot penetrate the future, so he fears its
revelations, and his onlv recourse upains- nna.
aible disaster la the firm guaranty of insurance.

16
8

New Buckwheat
Becker's Self-Raising Buckwheat
Hecker's Griddle Cake Flour
Cape Cod Cranberries,
New Shellbark Walnuts
....
New Horse Radish

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., The Fire Insorance Association

Fire and Marine Insurance.
WHAT

12
20

Choice French Prunes
Best Turkirh Prunes

No. 585 A 587 Congress and 335 Middle

LEADING ENGLISH & AMERICAN COMPANIES

$230,321

WM. ALLEN, JR.

Choice Bag Figs
Best French Prunes

I take pleasure in again presenting to the pnblic the annual Statements of the Insurance Companies represented at this Agency. They are

City Hall this evening. The subject, "Munich
and Vienna," suggests a realization of travel
through two cities, crowded with all that is

questioned.

8 cts
14
20
18

HAVE JOHT JUCCKIVED

per

cent.jp*!

The

beautiful in art and architecture, and interesting in life and manners. Mr. Stoddard's fall
knowledge of his subjects, and his skill in
making them absorbingly interesting, are un-

26
2B

per lb

Finest English Currants
F meet Vostezza Curran's
Finest Layer Figs
Choice Layer Figs

Atmore's Vince Meat, (prepared ready for use) 5 lb. palls
...
Shaker Applesanre, 5 lb. palls
..
Sweet Cider Jelly, (an excellent article with meat») 5 lb. palls
New Clover Honey, in 1 aud 2 lb, packages
Vermont Maple Syrup, In qnart bottles

gg§rliisuraiice

the

DeWitt collection of engravings, lately exhibited by the Society of Art, says: "The collec"
tion has evidently been made with much care

7

25

Candied Lemon Peel
Candied Orange Peel

ORGANIZED 1853.
The DeWitt Collection.
The Insurance Times, speaking

18

Cooking Raisins
Leghorn Citron

Jasper's Syrup

loading

for Buenos Ayres.
Messrs. B. Lewis & Co. are loading the bark
Podel, and Messrs. Shepard, Morse & Go. ol
Boston are loading the ship Golden Bale, both
vessels destined for Buenos Ayres.

once

cts
13
12

Raisins in 1-4, 1-2 and Whole Boxes at Low Prices.

early boyhood—a

The

Brig Glance,

We invite the attention ©1' Housekeepers to the following list of seasonable goods:

Μ. ALLEN, JR.,

rity.
While feeling the physical iuflrmitiesof his
advanced age, he is in remarkable possession
of all his facu ties, interested In all subjects of
popular interest, enjoying the society of his
children and friends with great cheerfulness,
and holding in memory the associates and inci-

GOODS.

«

sung

of private judgment. (3) Justification by faith
only, or a persoual, i. e., immediate, trust in
God, who is both able and willing to save all
who look to Him in and through Christ.
In conclusion the preacher argued that the
Reformation was not and is not a failure; that
its
work is not finished; that its influence is
Lather stood forth in the sixteenth century
still felt in every land, and the whole church,
not to overthrow Christianity, for he believed
Catholic as well as Protestant. As the Ameriin it, but to check certain epecious claims and
can Republic reacts oa the old
world, modifymonstrous pretensions that the great Roman
ing all its governments anff institutions, so it
has been and is with the Reformation.
Its
church.was making in the name of Christian" indirect
influence has been lees only, than its
ity. The discourse then ran along the relig- direct. The whole church was reformed
in a
ious life and work of Luther.
He was born in^ measure, both in its head and in its members,
as it much needed to be, and for which
Nov.
Eisleben,
popes
10th, 1483, of reputable parand council?, clergy and laity, had waited long
ents in moderate circumstances, strict, if not
The Roman Catholio Church,
austere, in their religious lives. In early life and patiently.
as it exists among us, is not now
he joined the Augustinian order of monks.
generally
He visited Rome in 1510.
When he came in regarded with the suspicion and hostility of
Sight of the Eternal City he fell on h is knees former times, but is recognized as "a power
which makes for righteousness"
and exclaimed, "Hail, sacred Rome!
according to
thrice
hallowed with the blood of martyrs!" He was the convictions of its adherents, clerioal and
lay.
fall of honest fervor and pious credulity, bat
As to Luther, he was greatly superior to all
daring this visit his strong sight was too much
the other reformers, earlier and later. He was
for his strong credence.
He discovered that
to
the Reformation what Washington was to
the heads ol Peter and Paal were bat bad
carvings in wood ; and after climbing the stairs onr revolntionary cause, "the first in the hearts
of the people."
The Reformation, us a reot Pilate concluded that not thus do "the just
ligious revolution, is still more comparable to
live by iaith," In the absence of the Provinthe
French
revolution
as a political one.
Nacial, Stanpitz, he visited (he cloisters ol Mispoleon was the outcome, the embodiment, the
nia and Tharlngia in 1519 when his eyes were
opened to the corruptions among the people great man of the French revolution, but his influence and Napoleonic ideas are now things of
and the clergy.
Not so with Luther and his ideas.
The traffic In indulgences was at this time the past.
His words were battles, and his cause is still In
entrusted to theiArchbishop of Magdebary for
Germany, and this prelate employed one John the ascendant, the cause of mental freedom,
liberty of conscience, the right of private
Tetzel to effect the sale. A certain percentage
was to go towards completing St. Peter's at
judgment. In the Christian Church Luther's
Rome. The unblushing methods of this man only peer is found in St. Paul, whose life and
services precisely parallel those of the Great
with his holy wares excited the indignant proReformer.
test ol Luther. This was the immediate cause
FIBST PARISH.
ot his nailing his ninety-five theses upon the
At the First Parish church the service
door ol the castle church, October 31, 1517. In
these he declared himsell ready to show that a
opened with Luther's "A Mighty Fortress,"
distinction is to be made between the internal and other
pieces of his music were also introrepentance, which is ol the heart, and the exduced.
ternal thing ol conlession and satislaction.
&.lter some efforts at reconciliation by CardiDr. Hill took his text from Ezekiel xxii, 90:
nal Cajetan and others, Lather finally ap"I sought for a man
that should
in
pealed
October, 1518, Irom "oar most holy
stand in the gap." He opened with some obmaster, Leo X, illy inlormed, to Leo X, to be
setter inlormed."
Then followed the celeservations upon the relation of great men to
brated disputation at Leipsio between Luther
their times; they were generally exponents as
tnd Dr. Eck, which lasted Irom June 26 to
July 16, 1519. A ball ol (condemnation, dated well as creators of the general tone of thought.
Γαηβ 16,1520, was brought into Germany by The inspiration of God was not bounded by
f-V*.11
narrow lines; He poured out His spirit
upon
>eing burnt by Lather before the gate at Wit·
all flesh, and thus prepared an audience for
enburg, where Lather was now professor, on
he lUth of December, the ball of excommuniifction was issued Janury 6, 1521.
briefly illustrating this point by other exThe Papal legate now demanded the baa of
amples, Dr. Hill passed to a consideration of
he empire against Luther, but the imperial
Lather; bis preparation for his work, and the
tstates would not permit it antil he had been
The Emperor, Charles V, granted a
îeard.
preparation of the German people to accept it.
laieguard, and Lather repaired to Worms, The influence of Lather was so great, partly
igainst the urgent advice of hie friends, aaybecause Lather was so entirely and
thoroughly
ng, "Though there were as many devils in
one of the people. That influence had beeu
Worms as there are tiles on its roofs, still
felt not only on the religion of Christendom,
Tould I enter." This "most splendid scene in
After
lietory" was enacted April 17-18,1521.
but also in its literature, its art, and even its
been
laving
questioned concerning the books
science. The religious awakening of the 16th
îe had written, and
asked to recant certain
century had been one of the chief causes of
opinions and doctrines, he finally closed a two the revival of science in the 17th, and of
aours speech with the
following brave words, philosophy in the 18th. The power by which
in Latin:
"Unless X shall be convinced by the Luther thus moved the world was doubtless
testimonies of the Scriptures, or by evident
partly in the preparation of the world for his
reason (for X believe neither
Pope nor councils action, partly in the truth and righteousness of
alone, since it is manifest they have often his cause; but largely from the weight of charsrred and contradicted themselves,) I am
acter given him by his burly strength of
body
bound by the Scriptures I have quoted, and
and mind. His mind was one of great practimy conscience is held captive by the word of
cal power, strong common sense and a sound
and
as
it
Bod,
is neither safe nor right to act
judgment. He saw that there can be no true
against conscience, I cannot, and wili not, re- liberty except in obedience to law. The great
iract-anyihing." He then added, in German: lessons to be learned tc-day from a contempla'Here 1 Bland; I cannot otherwise; God help
tion of Luther's grand success were the lessons
ine.
Amen."
On his retHru from Worms,
of fidelity to conscience and to the spirit of
Lather was seized, by order of his friend and
Christian liberty. Fidelity to the principles of
irotector, the elector Frederick, for his safety,
the Reformation did not require assent to all
ind Hhut up for ten months in the Wortburg
the opinions of Luther, or of Calvin; much
3actle.
Here he did much of his work in
lees a wild dissent, and capricious abuse of
ranulating the Bible into German, and it was liberty; but rather an unflinching adherence
while here that he hurled his ink bottle at the
to faith in God, loyalty to Christ, and
charity
)evil.
Final efforts were made in 154ii by
to man.
α

HIM

well think βο.

ST. LAWRENCE STUBKT.

Wanted—Salesman.
New Goods—Geo. C. Sliaw & Co.
U. S. Marshal's Notico.

dec!

LUTHER.

Recognition of the tàreai Reformer'·
400th Birthday in Portland—Abstract*
of ScjOionn Dclirercd.

churches. Abstracts from" tlte
ered are as follows:

Insolvency.

uicmucr ox

MARTIN

PRESS

same

time

oet22dlm4p

Cor. Oak and Congress Sts.,
are prpared to furnish our customers with seasonable goods at battaas prier·. Low expenses
and goods well bought enable us to
give our custom
ers Bargaia. In all departments. Iu Laeee and
Neckwear we cannot fail to suit as te quality, Tari J
ety and prices. We hare a good Une of Undervests
and Pants at lowest prices.
we

Call and See Oar 39 cent Test.
Dotted Lace Veilings, all colors, 19 cents this
day.
Pretty Lace Neckte. from|2(> cents upwards. A fine
assortment of Handkerchiefs, lace trimmed 8 cent*
to -2.CO. Silk Handkerchiefs in choice
variety
received. Rucklngs and Linen Collars alwaysjust
Is
stock. Black and White Fichus to suit, in
price,
the closest buyer. Ladles' Gent's and Children's
Hose in all colors and at lowest prices. Our MDliuery Goods all fresh and new. The latest stylse In
frames always found at our store. Pompons and
Breasts we hove in select styles. Fancy Breasts 16
cents and upwards. Latest style Pompons 10 cents
each. Flowers for Neckwear. Pins,
Needles, Thread.
Tape. Elastic, Nets, Combs, Embroidery Silks and
all such notions may be found at our store. Stylish
Bonnets made to order at lowest price·.

No Trouble to Sho w Goods.
Scotch Knitting Worsted δ to 40 cents
per
We ask a share of your patronage.

N. G.
No. 553

NICHOLS,

Congress Street

Corner mf Oak Street·

norlO

dtf

"ΤΤΤΤΠ

X.BADBR"

A Pure Havana Cigar.

TF. McMAIN, of
«ail

the Ann of McM&in & Weeton.
*5
*

»**

Did You Ever
products as shown by
Missouri Pacific Railway
from Arkansas and Texas at (he
American Exposition,{Boston.
the

Oct 13

dftwtnov23

»

to the

New Cigar which they are
introducing to this
market. It la a pure cioab, free from
flavoring or
coloring ot the stock, and absolutely free from poison oi any kind.
It is a tirst-elass, clean, and guaranteed to be of the beet Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston's "Leader,»'strictly band made. Also, in
connection, a brand called "Cupid" a Fire Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the "Leader,'* and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address
JIcJIAIN A WESTON, Weilfleld, ΎΙα··.
For sale by Geo. C*Frje, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
S. Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. Β Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana. Jr., and J. B. Totten.
seplldSm

ACCOUNT BOOKS
At reasonable

Order for the

prices.

new

year

BLA1K BOOKS
that may be

needed.

LOSING, SHORT k HARMON,
IT* CONGKESS STREET.

nov9

dam

COVER ÏOUR STEAM PIPES
—

see such

skein.

Respectfully,

WITH

—

Reed's Sectional Covering.
Lny

one

can

put ft on.

Cheap. Call

71
OetlÇ

Fireproof, l'iffht
see Samples at

and

and

Union Street.
JARYIS ENGINEERING CO.
dU

*

